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ÀBSTRACT

This was an exploratory study arising out of an interest
in understanding and accounting for variations in policy
statements developed by different schoolboards dealing with

similar issues. The focus was on the policy maps heLd by

individual trustees with respect to poì-icy and policymaking,

and on the effect of such views on actual policy formation.

Seventeen school trustees were interviewed to ascertain

the views that they held about policy and policymaking. The

interview data were summarized, returned to the participants
for their validation, and then analyzed using the procedures

of content analys i s.

The conclusions of this study indicate that trustees do

have policy maps which affect their approaches to actuaL

policy formation. Trustees appear to develop their policy
thinking through concrete experiences. Trustees approach

policymaking both reactively and pro-actively. The initia-
tion stage of policymaking is most commonly in reaction to
specific concerns. Later development of poricy statements

is the result of construed replicatiqns of similar events.

A further significant finding is that trustees' views about

the nature of policy and policymaking seem strongly Iinked
to their understandings of public acceptability, and this is

tv



reflected in their depiction of the attributes of good and

bad pol icy. "Good" pol icy i s pol icy which i s spec i f ic ,

cIear, useful, workable, fair, accommodating, and communi-

cated to all concerned. Bad policy is the opposite of this
and characterized as policy that does not accomplish its
intended objective.

The results of this research have implications for the

training and development of trustees. It is suggested that

training activities focus on I) the elements comprising

trustees' policy maps, 2) trustees' orientation towards

directiveness, 3) the study of policy models and alterna-

tives, 4) methods of determining public acceptability, and

5 ) actual opportunities for practical policymaking.
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Consider the following

The first set concerns the

vice-principals:

Chapter I

THE STUDY

I NTRODUCTI ON

sets of school board poI ic ies.

appointment of principals and

I) The Board of Trustees shall provide a set
of criteria for administrators.

2) Where the board requires special gualifi-
cations for a specific position, these additional
criteria shall be made known to the Superintendent
before the selection process has begun.

3) The Superintendent shall bring to the
Board a recommendation for each position to be
fifled and provide the Board with a list of all
appl icants.

4) In selecting his recommendation the
Superintendent shall consult with a committee
composed of the two assistant superintendents, a
representative chosen by REPÀ, and a representa-
tive chosen by REPVPA.

5) In tf,e case of a Vice-Principal's posi-
tion, the Principal of the school shall be a
member of the committee involved in the selection
of a Vice-Principal for that particular school.

6) Should the Board of Trustees, for any
reason, not approve the Superintendent's recommen-
dation, the Board shall instruct the
Superintendent to submit a ner{ recommendation.(River East Schoo1 Division Policy # 12.18)

The Superintendent has authority to engage,
suspend, and dismiss personnel; and to recommend
to the Board the engagement, suspension and
dismissal of senior administrative personnel.
(Seven Oaks School Division Policy # GEB)

I
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The duties of the School Superintendent
...5. To nominate for appointment, to assign,
to define the duties of aIl personnel under
charge, subject to the approval of the Board.
(St. vital SchooI Division Policy # 5.3)

are:
and
his

The second set of policies concerns the recruitment and

employment of teachers:

(a) Teacher recruitment and selection shall
be the responsibility of the Assistant
Superintendent (Personnel and Resources).
Principals shall- be involved in the recruitment
and selection process.
(River East School Division PoIicy # 12.5)

The Board delegates to the Superintendent:
(a) power to employ, within the establishment and
budgetary limits set by the school board, neces-
sary staf f except senior of f icers and employees
holding administrative or supervisory positions;
(Transcona SpringfieJ.d School Division PoIicy #
CBAÀ )

The third set of policies concerns corporal punishment:

1. The only form of corporal punishment
permitted is the use of a strap provided by the
School Division applied to the palm of the hand of
the pupil being punished.

2. Permission to administer corporal punish-
ment must be obtained beforehand from the
Prinicipal.

3. Corporal punishment must be followed by a
complete written report prepared by the teacher
and filed with the Principal of the school; this
report shall be kept for reference and inspection.
(Seine River School Division PoIicy # 4.6)

(b) In gxtreme cases where it may be neces-
sary to adminF-corporal punishmeñÇ teãõlers
shall observe the following:

(1) The child shall 6e punished in the prin-
cipal's office or such other room as may be desig-
nated by the principal.

(2) CorporaJ- punishment is to be administered
with a strap provided by the School Division.
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( 3 ) Corporal pun i shment shall be on the pa i.m
of the hand in the case of a girl, and may be on
the seat in the case of a boy.

(4 ) ImmediateJ"y af ter punishment a complete
report shall be filed with the principal who shall
keep the reporL for reference and inspection.
(Interlake School Division policy)

BroadJ.y speaking, acceptable forms of disci-
plinary action in schools is summarized as:

REPRI MAND
DETENTI ON
CORPORAL PUNISHMENT
EXPULSiON FROM SCHOOL FOLLOWED BY PARENTAL

I NTERVI EW
while they are listed in order of severity, these
actions may be combined according to the situ-
ation, or repeated many times before the next more
serious step is taken. Conceivably, it may be
necessary to proceed with step four directly if a
situation, in the principal's discretion warrants
it. Whatever step is taken, it is understood that
counselling by the principal or teacher will-
accompany the action. Furthermore, staff members
are advised to inform the parents of an offending
pupiJ., particularly where strong action has been
taken.
(St. James Àssiniboia School Division PoIicy #
JG-R )

Face slapping and rnanhandJ.ing of
teachers should be avoided.
(Dauphin-Ochre SchooL Division PoIicy

students by

# 9.23)

4. Other forms of physical- punishment such as
face slapping and manhandl ing of students i s
strictly prohibited.
(rtin Flon School Division PoIicy # 14.16)

It is obvious from reading these sets of policies that

schoÔl boards differ in the ways in which they express

policy. Such differences of expression are significant
because they reflect different assumptions about the nature
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of policy and because they have different implications for
implementation of policy.

One difference among the policies cited seems to be

whether the poJ-icy is formulated as a rule or as a guide-

line. Policies intended to be guideLines to action appear

devoid of imperatives such as "must", "sha11", and "strictly
prohibited". On the other hand, rule-oriented policies
abound with such language.

À second difference in the expression of policy which

appears to affect policy implementation is that of specif-
icity. Àlthough rel-ated to the question of rule or guide-

line, specificity brings with it notions of clearly speci-

fied procedure as distinct from predispositions to act, and

Iimits the available range of alternative actions. An

example of a highly specific policy can be found in the

statement of the River East SchooL Division which clearly
outlines procedures for the selection of principals and

vice-principals. This is in contrast to the view of the St.

Vita1 School Division which addresses the same problem, yet

gives the superintendent procedural discretion. It should

be noted that both of these policies are rule oriented in

that approval of the nominee rests with the Board, but only

Ehe River East School Division policy is procedurally

specific. The generality of the St. Vital Schoo1 Division

statement allows the superintendent to fulfill the same rule

by means of whatever procedures are deemed suitable.
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A third difference can be found in the exclusivity or

inclusivity of policies. Should policy appl-y to aIl within

its purview ( i.e. be inclusive), or should it exclude

certain groups or individuals? The example from the Seine

River School Division outlines corporaJ- punishment as it
applies to all students in the school division. The policy

statement of the Interlake SchooI Division, oo the other

hand, differentiates on the basis of sex, and as such is

exclusive. The l-atter statement, in fact, encompasses two

dist.inct policies addressing the same area for two different

I roups .

The purpose here is not to debate whether poJ.icy should

be viewed as rule or guideline, nor whether it should be

specific or general, inclusive or exclusive. Rather, the

intent here is to illustrate significant differences that

exist in the expression of policies. It is the presence of

such differences that gives rise to this study.

THE PROBLEM

What then accounts for such differences in the expression

of policy? Most of the literature available would explain

these differences in terms of variations in the context in
which policy is set, or in terms of differences in the poli-

cymaking process (most notably, vâriations in the ration-
ality of the process).
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wit,h respect to context, Harman ll-g78z2l , EIboim-Dror

Irgz0z240-243], Mann ltgl 5:191, Bauer and cergen Irg0g:13],
Ànderson IfgZ5z26f, and Rose IfgZAz2-L7 ] are alL agreed that

political constraints, Eêsponsibiì.ity to electorates, and

political acceptability affect the outcomes of policymaking.

Other \,¡riters such as CaldweIl ltgl3:58I , Carrier and

Kendall IfgZ3z22IJ, Aucoin IfgZl:11] and Dye [1972:18] argue

the importance of both social and economic influences in

pol icymaking. I t is possible to see how di f ferences in the

policies cited could be explained in terms of contextual

differences. Às an example, the Interlake School Division

statement on corporal punishment might be so expressed

because of a Iongstanding community attitude of sexual

differentiation. On the other hand, it might be due to

prior negative experiences in the area of corporal punish-

ment involving female students. Clearly the context within
which the policy is framed can be influential in determining

the expression of that policy.
Differences in the expression of policy might also be

explained by variations in the policymaking process. The

Iiterature available in this area places a great deal of

emphasis on rationality in the process of deciding upon

policy. Some authors such as Harman [1978t9], Rein

lfgZf:3041, Dye ltgl2:27J, CaIdweII [1976:55] and others,

although noting some limitations of a narrow rational
perspective, nonetheless describe policymaking as an
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activity involving a degree of rationality. Policymaking to

these writers has as its point of departure, the recognition

of a problem and sequentially goes through steps of a) goals

priorization, b) option identification, c) alternative
outcome weighing, and d) policy selection, implementation,

and assessment. Other authors have a much more conditional
view of rationality in policymaking.

The preoccupation with rationality found in much of the

policy literature resembles the thinking which appeared in

early organizational theory. The school of scientific
mangement characterized by the writings of Taylor and Fayol

is a prime example of this type of thinking. This mode of

analyzing problems and building models has appeared in
various f orms since the early l-930's. 'Ef f iciency" (time-

motion) studies, theories of the "one best way", "systems'

theory, "management by objectives", and the variety of

"machine" models (input-throughput-output) found in organi-

zation theory are all examples of this rational approach

during the last half century. It is apparent from the more

recent writings of some academic authors, however, that

narroh' rationality has served as a point of departure for
the development of broader approaches to understanding

policy and policymaking. On the other hand, non-academic

writers such as national school board associations and prac-

titioners in the field have tended to adhere more rigidty to

models of pure rationality. The works of such people as
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Brodinsky [197a:6] and the Àrberta schoor Trustces'
Association Ifgg0:89] are but two exarnples of this approach

to policy.

The deveropment of "modified rationarity" approaches is
due in the main to severaL weaknesses identif ied in the

"pure rationality" school of thought. Dye llgl3:301
outrines twelve obstacres to rational policymaking among

which are: 1) probrems of societal varues and priorization,
2) tendencies to "satisfy" as opposed to "maximizing", and

3) the realistic cost implications of information gathering.

coleman Irgz2z8], drawing on the work of simon, underlines
the impracticarity of the purely rational model by virtue of

"the limitations on the time of the decision-makers." pugh

I f ge3 :41 -46J draws attent ion to arguments presented by

Popper, Dewey, Simon, Snyder and paige, and Myerson and

Banfierd which support the view that a pureJ-y rational
method of por icymaking is un\.¡orkable. He sums up by saying

that:
Except for very nicely circumscribed problems,
however, the method is an ideal, not an accom-
pl i shment .

Di fficulties such as these have acted as catarysts for
poricy analysLs to develop moders more cl-osery reflecting
the actuar process of policymaking. However, the rejection
of "pure rationarity" has not necessitated the abandonment

of rationality in modified forms. rL is from this premise

that "incrementalism" (rinAUtom), rnixed-scanning (ntzionni ),
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elite theory, bargaining models, and a variety of eclectic
views have aLI developed.

Using the earlier example of the Interlake SchooI

Division policy on corporal punishment, one can see where

procedural variations could account for the complexion of

policy expression. It may be, for instance, that the policy

as it is expressed is the resul-t of bargaining between the

demands of parents to do away with corporal punishment

because of a young girl's degrading treatment, and the

insistence of staff members that they be left with some

ultimate form of student punishment. Equally plausible is

the possibility that this policy statement is an incremental

step towards the abolition of corporal punishment

completely.

Neither the contextual nor the procedural explanations

seem fully adequate to the task of explaining noted differ-
ences in the expression of policy. It is far from clear how

general differences in social settings or how variations in

the rationality of poLicymaking operate so as to produce

differences of expression in terms of rule or guideline,
generality or specificity, and inclusiveness or exclusive-

ness. Wo11"s observation IfgZ4z52] seems appropriate:

None of the models thaL are most commonL
ex
we

p
I
Iain how public policy should be formu
1 as how the government works in

used to
ated, âs
racLice,
e policy

vI
p
hfu1ly reveals all of the dimensions of t

process.
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Availabre theories focus on certain aspects of poricymaking,

but they do not furly irl-uminate how poricies are formed and

cannot explain fully dif ferences in policy.
It seems, then, that we must go beyond the usual contex-

tuar and procedurar accounts if we are to explain dif fer-
ences in the expression of poricy. yehezkel Dror Ir968]
suggests attention to extrarationar processes such as "intu-
ition" and "judgement" which he feels "play a positive and

essential role in policymaking. " Eul_au If gO3:94] argues

that $¡e should not ignore the importance of participants'
personal perceptions in influencing policymaking:

Knowledge of how man perceives himself as a polit-
ical actor, how he interprets the world of-poli-
tics, how he values what he sees, and how he acts
politically in pursuit of personal values can tell
us a great deal about his political behavior.

To further reinforce this notion of the importance of
personal perceptions in influencing poritical behavior,
Moskowitz LtglS:661 points out that:

Cognitive studies of decision makin
gÍven a very complex, uncertain env
sion makers "depend on preset cogn
process information, to order,
remember, and interpret it, and
ments quickIy". Istassen .I972299]

I
I

indicate that
ronment, dec i-
tive images to

understand,
o reach judge-

t

t

These are what Moskowitz caIIs "policy
generic ways of thinking about policy.
that "policy maps...may then influence

choicesff , and as such serve to channel

maps"; they represent

He Iater suggests

the actor's policy
policy thinking in

specif ic content areas.
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As policies are formed from the interactions of individ-

uals and a variety of influences, it is plausible to argue

that policy formation begins with built-in predispositions

of parties coming to the policymaking process. The "policy
maps" of these individual participants in the policy process

may exist prior to invoLvement in the policy decision making

and conseguently must be viewed as pre-conditions influ-
encing the cornplexion of resulting policies. The argument

here is that the participant's "policy map" represents a way

of thinking about policy which is at his/her disposaJ- upon

entry into and during the policy forrnation process. How

he/she handles, reacts to, and works through the policy

issues involved wiIl be influenced to some degree by the

"equipment" initially brought to the policymakinq situation.
If this is the case, then it is important to study these

views or "maps" to more comprehensively understand the poli-

cymaking process. As values, perceptions, mentat (cogni-

tive) maps, and ways of thinking appear to be fundamental to

the policymaking process, the principle question arises:
How are policy and policymaking influenced by the "policy
maps" of individual policymakers?

The emphasis on the influence of belief and viewpoint in

policymaking is a reLatively recent phenomenon. Bussis et

aI. llgl 6:131 draw attention to Liebnitz's view that the

human mind is "active, purposefuÌ, and intentional", and

suggests this as the origin of modern phenomenologicaL
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thinking. Significant theoretical contributions have been

made to this school of thought by such writers as Snygg and

Combs, Cantrit, Allport, KetIy, Maslow, Rokeach and Harvey,

Hunt and Schroeder IBussis.1976:13]. Of particular interest
to this study is the viewpoint shared by these authors which

suggests that:
. .. knowledge of reality is constructed or invented
by each person; that it is not represented in any
simple way as an aggregation of Iearned "facts";
that i t i s not restr icted to the " informat ion
input" received by an organism, and that it is
continually open to reinterpretation of meaning.'

Of studies in this vein, the work of both Stassen ll972l and

Moskowitz llglgl in the area of pol-icymaking is particularly
interest ing.

Stassen's work involved the classification of United

States' senators on the basis of "individual cognitive
belief sets" and the development of an "individual prefer-
ence" typology for these politicians. This typology was

then used as both a predictive and explanatory mechanism.

The resulLs v¡ere compared with those obtained by the use of

a strict "role typology". Stassen suggested that the

Àlthough there is a body of theory which deals v¡ith the
influence of belief and perception on political action,
(what KeIIy Ifge3:183J ca]1s the "disciplined psychology
of the inner outlook" ), there is comparatively littl-e
actual reasearch done in the area. There also has been a
proliferation of terms representing theoretical perspec-
tives but none clearly enunciated. Language such as
"policy mapstt, "cognitive maps*, "mental sets", "predispo-
sitions"r "platforms" and "personal constructs" abounds,
but littIe concrete research has been conducted to verify
the existence of such phenomena, and more importantl-y, to
study their significance as influential factors in policy
decision making and political action.
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greater accuracy of the "individua). preference" typology was

due largeJ.y to having considered "cognitive processing

erements" such as thinking patterns, expectations, evarua-

tions, and belief sets in the formulation of the "individuat
preference" typology.

Moskowitz's study concerned policy choices made by poli-
ticians with respect to the issue of neighborhood preserva-

tion. Using several dimensions, a variety of thinking
patterns were identified which Moskowitz called "core poricy
maps" and which he characterized [¡aoskowi tz.I97gz67 ] as

consisting of "probrems which are perceived, goal-s which are

valued, explanatory calculii which are accepted, and policy
positions which are decided upon. " He then studied the

poricy choices of actors involved in the "neighborhood pres-

ervation" issue and found [tgl8:86] that:
There was a widely held set of bel_iefs and these
beliefs were relevant to the poJ_icy options
chosen. PoIicy preferences v¡ere shaped and
constrained by the content of the core policy map.

Both the works of stassen and Moskowitz lend credence to

the significance of beriefs and viewpoints in the poricy-
making process. Although by no means conclusive, the

resuLts of earrier research studies such as these indicate
the desirability and need of further such studies.

The purpose of the study undertaken here was to explore

whether or not a knowledge of trustees' thinking about

policy and policymaking might serve Lo irluminate our under-

standing of policy and the policymaking process at the
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school board level. The research guestions addressed by the

study were:

1. What views are held by Manitoba school trustees

. about the nature of policy and policymaking?

2. Why do Þlanitoba school trustees hold the views they

do with regard to the nature of policy and policy-
making?

3. How have these views come to exist in the minds of

the trustees invotved?

4. In what ways do the views and perceptions that are

hetd by trustees affect their approach to the policy-
making process?

METHODOLOGY

This study vras concerned with understanding the influence

of beliefs and thinking patterns in the policymaking

process. Using the preceding arguments, the research

focused on the personal mindsets of Manitoba school trustees

involved in educational policymaking. The purpose here was

to discover how school trustees thought about poLicy and the

policymaking process.

The Focused Interview

The highly personal nature of the information that was to

be retrieved in this study necessitated the selection of a

methodoLogy which enabled the respondents to speak freely
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and to disclose their personal views about policy and the

policymaking process. Às the study was exploratory in

nature, it $¡as also necessary to avoid the selection and use

of a tightly structured framework into which the respon-

dents' views might be placed. In short, it was important

that the methodology did not become a framework into which

the retrieved information would be located and to which the

data would have to adjust. On the contrary, if the study

was to be exploratory and if it was to yield an expanded

understanding of the policymaking processes of Manitoba

schooÌ trustees, then the methodology itself had to be

shaped by the information received. To these ends, the

research techn ique deemed most appropr iate r.Ias that of the

" focused interview" as descr ibed by Gergen I fg0g :222-223)

and adapted from the earlier works of Merton, Fiske and

KendaI 1 .

Although the decision to use the "focused interview" was

made quite earJ.y in the design stages of this study, further
thought and consideration had to be given to this method-

o1ogy, pârticularly r+ith respect to its implementation. The

original decision to use the interview as the means of gath-

ering data was reached after consideration of both the

benefits and Iimitations of this technique. On the positive
side, the "focused interview" allowed for a wide range of

responses which could be probed to gain understanding of the

respondents' meanings, interpretations, and ways of
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construing situations. The types of responses elicited by

use of this method v¡ere very personal and yielded insights

into the "cognitive maps" of the interviewees. Furthermore,

it was f elt that the " f ocused interview" \.¡as a tool which,

although centering on policy and policymaking, had suffi-
cient flexibility to be sensitive to unanticipated responses

and which would all-ow the freedom to further explore such

responses should they arise. Apart from these positive

attributes of the " focused interview" method, i t was felt
that this technique would aIIow for the accumulation of

large amounts of data. Às weIl, the interviewing technigue

insured that responses of all members of the sample were

recorded and that the response rate would of necessity be

one hundred percent of the total sample.

The "focused interview" as a method appropriate to this
particul-ar study was not without its Iimitations. Those

listed here are the ones deemed to be the most significant
for this research. In the f irst instance, responses

obtained might weIl have reflected temporary moods or atti-
tudes caused by influences external to the interview situ-
ation and unknown to the researcher. However, the ability
to probe responses and to "cross-question" as a means of

verifying responses insured some degree of built-in safe-

guard in the process. Secondly, the responses obtained from

trustees who had given littIe prior thought to policy and

policymaking were like1y spontaneous and of questionable
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value. Once again, however, the adaptability of the

"focused interview" technique al-lowed for investigative
probes which aided in identifying such responses. The third
significant limitation of the "focused interview'r was that
of the intrusion by the researcher into the respondent's

worrd. It was difficurt to assess what effect (if any) the

researcher's presence had on the trustees' responses. The

f inal important l imi tat ion of thi s methodology \.ras that of

"researcher bias". Regardress of the researcher's efforts
to ask open-ended questions and to probe for objective
clarity and understanding of the meanings of responses, he

sti11 operated through his own personal perceptions. It was

impossible to eriminate this. Howeverf this limitation is
one which wourd have been present regardless of the method-

ology used and it was felt that the writer's av¡areness of

this inherent probrem would serve to minimize its influence.
In order to insure that the interviews were "focused", a

schedule of questions was used as a guide for the inter-
viewing activity. Basic descriptions and theories of policy
and poricy formation found in the riterature coupled with
personal experiences of the researcher suggested the

following guiding questions:

1. What is policy?

2. Is policy necessary?

3. Who makes policy?

4. How is policy made?

5. I^Ihat are attr ibutes 'of good poI icy?
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6. Ffhat const i tutes poor pol icy?

These questions were viewed through the major research ques-
tions previously outrined. By apprication of the research
dimensions to these initial questions it vras possibre to
come up with a matrix yielding some thirty questions., (see

Àppendix À. ) This matrix of guestions is irrustrated in
Figure 1.

Irustee's
Vievpoint

Re¿son fon
Vievpoint

Ixarples of
Vievpoint

Figure I: Matrix of Focusing euestions

These questions r\'ere f ield-tested and f urther ref ined
through trial interviews with correagues, professors of
education and schooL trustees not included in the study.
The final schedure of guiding questions can be found in

EO

-c
o

É

Æ =ôÉ <oo
¡oô

2 It must
that the
the respo
des i rable

be noted that these were guiding questions andresearcher asked additionã1 queõtións based onnses of participants when such were deemed eitheror necessary.

DeveIepn¿nt
of vievpoint

IFfect of
Vievpoint
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Àppendix B

The Respondents

The seÌection of a group of respondents posed certain
problems. Given the time constraints of the researcher and

the time-consuming nature of the "focused interview" method,

the nurnber of respondents was limited to a maximum of

twenty. Such a number, while too smal-1 f or statistical
generaL ization, had been found adequate in exploratory

studies and had been shown to generate a rich array of data

for subsequent anal-ysis. IBarton and Lazarsfeld.l969:182]

Beyond the initial difficulties of selecting an appro-

priate number of respondents, the next problem to be

resolved was that of sel-ection of individual respondents.

Due to Lhe researcher's familiarity with several- boards in

ì,fanitoba and his prior work with trustees in the area of

policymaking, there existed a substantial fear of

"researcher bias" in the selection process. To reduce this
possibility, the names of possible respondents were gener-

ated by a third party who vras not involved in the research

itself. The writer enlisted the aid of a staff member of

the Manitoba Association of School Trustees whose expertise

in dealing with school boards had been recognized provin-

cially for a number of years. His instructions were to

provide a list of twenty incumbent school trustees who might

be able to participate in the study. It was stressed that
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the respondents so chosen should be as heterogeneous a group

as possible, and that particular attention should be given

to avoiding over-representation on the basis of: a)

geographic residence, b) sex, c) â9ê, d) empJ.oyment, e)

education, f) ethnicity, g) experience as a trustee, and h)

executive membership on the school board. The purpose of

these instruct,ions was to derive a group of respondents that
would be generally representative of trustees in the prov-

ince of l*lanitoba. It must be noted, however, that this
process although effectively eliminating "researcher bias"
nonetheless admitted the possibility of "expert bias".
This, however, $ras seen as an unsolvable limitation and was

accepted as being less detrimental to the objectivity of the

study than the researcher's biases miqht have been.

Once the sample had been chosen and the schedule of ques-

tions ref ined, letters were sent to the list of possible

participants. (See Appendix C. ) efter a two-week waiting
period to allow trustees to consider whether or not they

wished to be involved in the study, each individual was

contacted by teJ-ephone. Of the Iist of twenty-one names

generated by the Manitoba Association of School Trustees'

employee, two individuals were no longer active board

members and h'ere automatically disqualified from the study.

Of the remaining nineteen individuals, seventeen agreed to
take part in the study. Two trustees expressed their
regrets at being unable to participate because of time
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constraints and prior commitments. It was felt that the

invorvement of seventeen trustees was sufficient for the

purposes of this study and interview arrangements were

finalized. These took place at various locations in the

province of Manitoba between December 20, l-982 and February

f , 1983

Magnetic tape recordings vrere made as each interview took

place. Subsequent to this, V€rbatim transcripts were

prepared for each interview.' At this stage, the data gath-

ering phase of the study was complete and analysis of the

respondents' interviews was begun.

ANALYTIC PROCEDURES USED

The study undertaken involved the analysis of the inter-
view transcripts. This analysis was based on ideas of

"content analysis" as described by Holsti [1968 2597] and had

as its purpose:

3 The interview transcripts are too Iengthy for inclusion in
lhe body of this study. However, as primary data, it is
impossible to analyze trustees' thinking abóut policy andpolicymaking vlithout reference to the origiñaI tran-
scripts. For this reason, interested readers ãre directed
to VoIume II of this work which contains the interview

...assessing the
f ied references,
given message or

relat ive extent
att itudes, or

document.

to which speci.-
themes permeate a

. Reference numbers given in
pt and page numbers in Volume

transcripts in thei r ent iret
this volume refer to transcr
II.

Y
I
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The writings of Barton and Lazarsfeld Ifg0g] and Glaser and

Strauss [1967] supported the appropriateness of this type of

analysis. Indeed, Barton and Lazarsfeld IfgS9¡182] pointed

out that:

. .. research based only on qualitative descriptions
of a small number of cases can play the impor-
tant roJe of suggesting possible relationships,
causes, effects, and even dynamic processes.
Indeed, it can be argued that only research which
provides a weaLth of miscellaneous . unplanned
impressions and observations can play this roIe.

However, in order to gain the most information from the

interview data, the analysis was undertaken on two separate

leveIs.

The f irst leveL involved the analysis of the individual
interviews. In this anarysis the fortowing procedures were

used:

I ) The interview transcripts v¡ere given careful study

from an observational perspective. The purpose here was to

uncover trustees' thoughts about policy, and to discover

what Barton and Lazarsfeld I fg09:169 ] called evidence of

phenomena "which are repressed or not easily articulated
attitudes, motives, assumptions, frames of reference, etc.n
In order to accomplish this with a minimum of distortion
each transcript vras read several times. During these read-

ings notes were made of repeated ideas, of points in the

interview where stress had been given, and of apparent

patterns of interrelatedness between ansrders. once this had

been done, the interview tapes themselves were replayed
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twice. The first time this was done without pause in order

to get a feeling for the tone and nuances present in the

interview. During this stage mental note was made of

pauses, ârticulateness, voice inflection and similar cues

which might provide a cÌearer sense of what wasn't being

sa id as werl as what was. The second t ime the tapes r.rere

played, notes were made and the tape was stopped whenever

necessary. FoIlowing thi s, the notes made through both

processes were compared and simil-arities as weIl as differ-
ences noted. For each transcript a list was made of the

main ideas in each of the answers. (trris process approxi-
mated Barton and Lazarsferd's notion of preriminary classi-
fication. )

2) From the Iist generated by the study of the individual
transcr ipt , a compi l-at ion was made of the key el-ements

involved in the respondent's thinking about policy. This

compilation was based on: a) the weighling accorded to
specific elements by the respondent, b) the frequency of

reference to specific elements by Lhe respondent, c) the

amount of time spent on the elaboration of specific erements

by the respondent, and d) the perceptions of the researcher

based on previous experience working with school trustees in

the area of policy and policymaking.

3) A summary of these key elements was then written
noting the rerationships that existed between them, âs werl

as some of their implications. In order to arrive at a

presentable summary analysis of each interview, it vras
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necessary to follow the strategy suggested by Graser and

strauss ltgæ:1011 for the deveropment of "grounded theory".
In their opinion, the researcher must be "constantly rede-

signing and reintegrating his theoreticar notions as he

reviews his material. " This process of re-interpretation of

elements and their relationship to each other v¡as funda-

mental in arriving at a meaningful summary of the individual
interviews.

Once aLl of the summaries had been completed, a copy of

both the original interview transcript and the summary v¡ere

sent to each of the respondents. This was accompanied by a

letter soliciting their reactions to the accuracy of the

summar ies produced ( see Appendix D ) . Àfter rece iving thei r
replies and contacting those who had not answered, the

writer undertook to further synthesize their thoughts by

constructing the summary grid sheets found in chapter 3.

This was done by taking techniques used in reducing the

original transcripts and by apprying them to the interview
summaries. This had the advantage of reducing an unmanage-

abre amount of data down to a useable size. chapter 3

outlines more specificarly the derivation of the summary

gr ids .

The second level of anarysis was undertaken once arr of

the individuar transcript summaries and summary grids had

been compreted. This level involved the comparative exami-

nation of the key erements and rerationships identified in
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the summaries and grids. The purpose of t,his examination

vras to identify similarities and differences which existed

in the individual analyses ano to speculate about possible

patterns that seemed to appear. It was felt that any

patterns so derived might be used as the hypothetical bases

for future inquiries into the area of policy and policy-

making for school- trustees.

Although it was possible to make inferences from the data

generated in the study, anatysis at the second IeveI

appeared somewhat incomplete when performed in isolation.

As a result, the writer returned to the literature on poLicy

with a view to developing a better understanding of the

f indings in the study. Thi s process resul"ted in new

thoughts concerning policy and policymaking and suggested

different understandings of the evidence collected. This

marriage of both policy literature and the research findings

appears to have been the most fruitful aspect of this work.

The fol-towing chapters present in detail, the findings of

this study.

LI MI TATI ONS

When reading the subsequent pages it is important to bear

in mind certain limitations of the work. In the first

instance, the sample studied was small and represented

approximately 3.5 percent of Manitoba schooL trustees. As a

conseguence, generalizations on the basis of such a smal]
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group may be neither possible nor desirable. It was,

however, considered necessary to use a restricted sample in
order to effectively analyze the data generated.

Second1y, in the derivation of the sample group, âñ

attempt was made to arrive at a group representative of the

trusteeíþo;nlManitoba. However, although a variety of vari-i.' L /

abres was considered, it is possible that some significant
dimensions were not recognized and taken into account. As

weII, the size of the sample may have l-imited the number of

such variables that could be taken into account.

A third limitation of this study can be found in the

methodology used to gather and analyze the data. "Focussed

interviews" were necessary to ensure an unrestricted range

of responses, and "content analysis" seemed the most_

fruitful analytical tool for investigating the data.

However, both "focussed interviews" and "content analysis"
are not without their drawbacks. Analysis based on this
type of methodorogy makes use of the researcher's subjective
interpretation of raw data. As pointed out, however, a

serious attempt vras made to validate the analytic procedures

used. Nonetheless, another researcher dealing with the same

material might have anaryzed portions of the data differ-
entIy.

Finally, it must be realized that the presence of the

researcher and the abstract context of the interviews them-

selves may have influenced the results. rt is possibl"e that
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trustees might have responded differentJ.y to other

researchers or to different data gathering instruments. As

weIl, trustees were asked to respond to questions about

policy and policymaking in a context removed from the

specifics of poricy processes. The possibility exists that
trustees might have responded differentry to some questions

had they been invoLved in policy and policymaking at the

t ime of the i nterv i ews .

As this study v¡as exploratory in nature, it v¡as f elt that
the limitations outrined here did not invaridate the

research undertaken. However, it is important that readers

be made aware of these limitations in order to prevent

either inapporpriate interpretation or application of the

resuÌts.



Chapter I I

WHAT TRUSTEES SÀID

I NTRODUCTI ON

The purpose of this chapter is to summarize what each

individual respondent said in the interviews that \.rere

conducted. Àlthough greatly reduced in volume, the indi-
vidual summaries presented here have taken into account the
tone of the interviews and the content of the diarogues,
while focusing on elements that appeared centra] to the
individuars' thoughts concerning policy and policymaking.
while it was necessary to synthesize the original data down

to a size which would be manageable for generaJ_ analysis,
there existed three main dangers in this process. The first
was the possibiJ-ity of oversimptifiying trustees' thinking
by merely arlocating responses to categories either arbi-
trarily or intuitively constructed by the author. Àlthough
it was important f or the wr iter to make sense of what Ì{as

said in Lhe interviews, it was equarry important not to
adopt restrictive $¡ays of viewing trustees' thoughts. The

second danger inherent in reducing a large mass of informa-
tion into a workable quantity was that of treating answers

to questions in isolation. This area presented perhaps the

2B
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most difficulty in that one could either oversimprify by

viewing specific answers out of context from the balance of
the interview, or by creating artificial_ links between gues-
tions and dissociated statemenLs by attaching undue signifi-
cance to certain responses. The third problem inherent in
this process arose from this rast one. once the interview
had been summarized and anaLyzed, it v¡as impossible to know

i f the re$¡ritten statement of the interview accorded suffi-
cient stress to the key areas in the trustee's thinking
about policy and policymaking.

In order to guard against the problems just outlined, arI
participants were sent a copy of the transcript of their
interview along with a copy of the summary. Àppended to
these was a retter (Appendix D) which asked the fotrowing
questions:

1. Does the analysis accurately represent your views
about policy and poricymaking as communicated in the
interview?

'2. Is the stress on and identification of key erements
in your thinking appropriate?
3. Does the analysis capture the tone and substance of
your thoughts on poricy and policymaking at the time
of the interview?

of the seventeen letters sent out, onì.y four replied. As a

follow-up, the researcher contacted the remaining thirteen
individuals by telephone. of these, two had not received
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their copies in the maiI. À duplicate copy was immediately

dispatched to them. Upon talking to the remaining eleven,

aIl but one reported that they were basically in agreement

with the summary analysis of the interviev¡, and that any

comments that they might make were very minor. They had not

replied because of this and because of the statement in the

letter which indicated that they did not have to if they

were comfortable with the summary of their particul-ar inter-
view. One trustee had a strong negative reaction to the

summary of his interview. Trustee # 5 wrote a letter
voicing his objections to and dissatisfaction with the

process as it had been carried out. A copy of his letter is

found in Appendix E.

ÀIthough there were substantive problems in reducing the

original transcripts into more workable size, there was a

high degree of agreement (94%) among the respondents that

the synthesis had been accurately performed. It vras impor-

tant to have this verification by the participants as the

general summary analysis found in the next chapter was based

large j-y on thi s work.

It will be noted that throughout the pages that follow,
quotations are referenced with a decimal notation. These

numbers refer to the specific transcript location of partic-

ular comments. The numerals to the left of the decimal

indicate the interview ( i. e. transcript ) number, while the

figures to the right of the decimal indicate the page number
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t ran-

the balance of

I NTERVI EW SUMMARY ÀNALYSIS

Trustee # 1 was a thirty-six year old female nurse. She

had completed a Bachelor of Science degree in Nursing and a

Bachelor of Àrts degree. A trustee for an urban schooÌ

division for six years, she had served as: the chairperson

for the salary negotiations committee; a member of the

board-teachers' liaison comnittee; and as a member of the

division's chitd guidance advisory committee.

Trustee # I had some very specific views about policy and

poricymaking which she voiced several times throughout the

interview. To her way of thinking, policy was ',a broad

outline of the way a board would like to see a certain
aspect dealt with." (1.1) At the same time she felt that
policies Ì,rere developed "to meet a specif ic need. " (1.2)

These views appeared tinged with uncertainty. At four

distinct points in the interview she gave the impression of

being uncertain as to the nature, purpose, and functions of
poì-icy. This she did by exhibiting a great degree of wiII-
ingness to be told what s¡as appropriate with regards to the

nature of poricy. when responding to why and how her views

had changed over time concerning policy, she pointed to

#r
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"experience and discussions with other trustees", MAST func-

tions and seminars, and to an American school board publica-

tion. All of these she said "gives you an idea of what's

policy reLated. " (1.4) Later, when explaining indicators of

the need for poì-icy, she conceded to knowing these things

"basicaIJ-y through experience - and iror the readings that
are available to trustees.'(1.16) In the area of evaluating

whether policy was good or bad, trustee # I further indi-
cated her willingness to be told what was appropriate by the

statement (I.19):

Well you can compare it to other school divisions'
policies - things that you can read from the
States again and whatever.

Trustee # I viewed poJ-icy as guidelines for division
action. Her use of the term "guideline" seemed to be

different from the conventional use of the term which

implies a l-oose structure and a high degree of flexibility.
Later in the interview, it became apparent that her notion

of "guideline" referred more to the role of policy as estab-

lishing direction and giving guidance to those who had to

work within the division (1.5)

... if you don't have policies, pârticularly on
those issues that frequently arise, you're
constantly making decisions in emotional situ-
ations...I think it's extremely important for the
employees - especially your administrators so
that they know what direction the board wants to
go in any particular area.

This view of policy as providng direction reflected a

very important element in trustee # 1's thinking about
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policy. Throughout the interview, it was evident that

"functionality" played a large rol-e in her views on policy

and policymaking. PoIicy was to be seen as a tool (1.2):

...policies are more specific in my mind than
general goals and objectives - and they deal with
a specific issue.

The view that policy should serve a useful function was

also echoed in the statement that "you save a lot of time if
you make it as specific as possible. " (1.4) Indeed, when

discussing the attributes of good poticy (I.17), her first
priority was with policy that addressed particul-ar issues.

At a later point in the interview she described good poJ-i-

cies as being specific and not open to interpretation "just
to reduce the hassLes that are invoLved." (1.17) ttre example

of the transportation policy used to exemplify "good" policy
reflected her strong feelings that policy should be utilita-
rian in nature. This particular example (1.18) provided a

formuLa approach to many of the problems of transportation
in her division. It even went as far as to provide a prior-
ization calculus for service delivery to different groups.

This strong emphasis on specificity in trustee # I's
views of policy was also attested to by her feelings about

policy evaluation. The prime method of evaluating whether

or not a policy was a good one vras by how well it worked.

(1.19) fn other words, trustee # f felt that the prime

means of evaluating policy was through its functioning and

the efficiency with which it handled problems within the

division.
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Although not explic itly stated, these concerns with

specificity and utility as key elements in policy and poì-i-

cymaking also left the interviewer with the distinct impres-

sion that trustee # 1 viewed policymaking as largely a reac-

tive process (1.15):

And the same with revisions in terms of it's just
not working the way you had hoped, oF if it's
causing problems somewhere else and it needs revi-
sion obviousJ-y.

The quotation just cited indeed appears lo bear out the

notion that policy and policymaking for trustee # I were

reactive in the sense that problems were the impetus for the

formul-ation and evaluation of policy. Throughout the inter-
view, when given an opportunity to provide examples, refer-
ence was consistently made to policies that came about

because of specific problems. In fact, the clear distinc-
tion was made at the outset that "globaI statements" were

goaIs, whi le " spec i f ic " statements were pol ic ies ( I.2 ) .

Given this view of policy, it was only natural that policy-
making should be reactive to specific problems or concerns

in the school division, and trustee # f's views in this
regard appeared to be quite consistent with her thinking
about policy versus goaIs.

Ànother key element in trustee # f's views about policy
and policymaking was the notion of "fairness.'r In her own

words (1.5):

...I feel that policy is one way of ensuring that
people are Lreated justly and equal - more or
less.
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Again, fairness was one of the evaluation criteria put

f orward by this trustee (1.19). This vras in keeping with

the view that clear policy helped the board to be viewed as

treating people fairly (I.17).

In trustee # I's mind, the "school board members...are

the people who are going to have to make the policies..."
(f.f+) However, the board received input from "...depending

on what your policy is oñ, it could be any number of people"

(1.8). This notion of input was closely all-ied to her

emphasis on fairness and usefulness in policy. Her utilita-
rian view of "input" appeared evident when she pointed out

that (1.9):

Well, what I like to knor+ is like - how is this
going to affect people? Ok, what types of things
do we have to consider when we're making it?
Ultimately the decision is still Lhe school
board's and it may in fact not be to the complete
Liking of whoever is being affected by it. But,
at least I think you need to know that prior to
doing it - and you need to know how it's going to
affect people and if your decision - still the
wi sest one seems to be that which rnay turn of f
some teachers but is better for the students
well, ât least you know.

The implication seemed to be that the utility of having

hor.r' thi sinput from different quarters rested primarily with

input could alert the board to possible future
problems. In an anticipatory sense then, input

policymaking process was a useful element to have.

been pointed out, trustee # 1 viewed the "board"

the policy makers. The individual trustee's role

as that of providing another source of input

process and of trying to reach agreement.

actions or

into the

Às has

as being

v¡as seen

into the
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Trustee # 1 described poricymaking as a process which lvas

essentially rational in nature. (1.12 1.13) ro her way of
thinking, it consisted of gathering as much information as

possible (1.12):

I think you have to gather all the facts in
terms of different situations that have occurred
in any particular area - and then, âs I feelstrongly about - you contact people who will bedirectly affected by it - hear irom them, and thenafter that, put down on paper...

Part of the process of poricymaking to this individual
was evaluation of the information gathered before setting
pol icy. Trustee # f' s view of pol icymak ing had a strong
emphasis on evaÌuation. However, this process did not, for
her, end at the formuration of a specific policy. Rather,

she viewed evaluation as ongoing and as providing continuous
information for the board. (r.r3) it was inferred from this
that such inforrnation served as part of the data collection
mechanism used by the board in the construction of new or

revised poricies. rt seemed from this then, that trustee #

1 viewed poricymaking as a dynamic ongoing process as

opposed to discrete static and sporadic bursts of board

activity.
The views held by trustee # I about policy and poJ-icy-

making had changed over time (I.2)z

I guess it sort of evolved being a school board
member. Prior to that I had never thought in
terms of who are the policy makers and who ãre the
"doers" sort of thing.
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Throughout the interview she referred to experience as well
as readings having taught her about policy and policymaking.
it appeared that poJ.icy in her mind was stirr somewhat of an

abstract concept which gave rise to some difficulties of
conceptualization, but that poticymaking was a tangible item
with which she had had experience and from which she had

Learned. Àlthough the probrems presented by the abstract-
ness of policy vrere sensed to a certain degree in the
responses to those questions, trustee # r had rittle diffi_
cuJ-ty in rerating the ef fect of her views on her approach to
both poJ-icy and poricymaking. Because of her views, she

fert that she favored being "quite specific" when formu-
lating policy (1.4), being "wirling to spend time doing it,,
(1.6), "contacting peopl-e who will be directly affected by

it" (1.12), and trying ,,to make it good.,, (1.21) In all
cases, she fert that the particurar views she hel_d influ-
enced her approach.

I NTERVI EW # 2 - SUMMARY ANALYSI S

Trustee # z was a male rawyer approximatery in his rate
thirties to earry forties. His formai. education incruded
high school standing, a Bacheror of Arts degree, and a

Bachelor of Law degree. He represented an urban school
board and had held office for approximatery two years at the
time of the interview. During that period he had held the
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positions of Chairman of the Board, chairman of various

standing committees of the board, and of the Superintendent

Selection Committee.

From the outset of the interview, it appeared that
trustee # 2 viewed poÌicy and policymaking as very important

functions of the school board. He referred to them "as

opposed to such mundane matters - which often times have to

be attended to anyway. " ( 2.1 ) The apparent importance

assigned to poJ-icy and poricymaking appeared consistent with
his view that poticy provided "general orientation and

direction." (2.1) Trustee # 2Iater specif ied to a greater

degree his views about policy. To him, policy had to
provide "guidance" (2.22) and at times this was necessitated

by the "complete absence of guidelines by the province."
(2.8) it was noted that trustee # 2's use of. the terms

"guidance" , "guideIines" , and "di rection" in the interview
did not appear to imply wide latitude in the interpretation
of po1 icy. I ndeed, i t was suggested that pol icy had to

spell "out in some detaiL" (2.9) to ensure imprementation,

and that if a board were to give "wide...discretion... it
becomes a loophole in your entire policy and it defeats the

whole purpose realfy." (2.9)

part of trustee # 2,s views about poJ-icy centred around

the notion that policies have "to have a real purpose."
(2.25) t"lore specifically, he felt that policy has "got to
be serving some need. " (2.25 ) the impr icat ion vras that
policy should be functional in dealing with probrems (2.23)z
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When we have a problemr rrr€' re either going to
suspend the policy, make an exception or amend thepolicy...

This was further supported by the view that evaruation of

policy should be an "ongoing process'r done on an "opera-

tional basis" by considering "what's going on in the school

divi sion. n ( 2. 30 ) From these statements i t was fett that
trustee # 2 viewed policy as a reactive mechanism.

It appeared, as v¡eI1, that trustee # Z viewed policy and

poricymaking as having a considerabre poriticar dimension to

them. He referred to issues which "nobody realÌy wants to
address" because they were "poriticalry dicey" (2.L2) and to

"important points which should be covered by poticy that are

not - f or poritical- reasons. " (2.12) ue reaf f irmed the

significance of the political dimension of po]-icy and pori-
cymaking when he stated that "public outcry" can have a

"strong impact on the direction of policy." (2.13) es weIl,
he suggested that policies are influenced by "any represen-

tations that are rnade in whatever f orm" (2,2I) and that "a

lot of compromise" (2.2I) was an integral part of the

"political process" (z.Zt) of policymaking.

Although trustee # 2 seemed for the most part to have

very clearly developed views with respect to policy, he

admitted early in the interview that it was not totarly
crear in his mind, oE in the minds of other trustees (2.8):

...a board that sets policy - whatever the hell
that is. Everyone doesn't have the same percep-
tion of policy unfortunaLely we're all just
using the same word...
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It was his opinion that "some aspects of it cannot be
i

cannot real)-y be clearly def ined" (2.I) and he gave the

exampre of the "l-ine between poricy and administrative func-

tions" (2.1) as being "f airj-y blurred. " (2.1) It appeared

that because of these views, trustee # Z was prepared to
respond to por icy matters somewhat intui t iveJ.y and that thi s
vras because " j udgement calls are involved. " (2 .7 ) I t did
not appear that he was particularly pleased with the judge-

mental and intuitive aspects of pol-icy and this was

refl-ected in his wishes to reduce "ambiguities" and "misun-

derstandings" by having poticies written down. (2.11) Às

we11, although he "never had any real difficulty" (2.3) in

this regard, he consistently cited his "conscientious
ef forts" (2.8) at "distinguishing between every mat"ter."
( 2.18 )

In discussing policymaking, trustee # 2 felt that
"c1early that is the jurisdiction of the board and the trus-
tees" (2.2), and that "policy matters which are determined

are at the discretion of the board really." (2.3) However,

this appeared to be his idear view more than the rearity of

the situation. when responding to questions about who makes

policy, trustee # 2 suggested that "nominalJ-y it's the board

that's doing it" (2.I2) but that in reality "top adminis-

trators.. . infruence it a 1ot. " (2.13) It appeared that this
situation was not compretery to his satisfact ion and he

himself suggested that he'd "Iike to say it's the board"
(2 .I2 ) r,¡ho ma ke s poI icy .
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The reason for some of the dissatisfaction apparently

felt by trustee # 2 with the influence of "top administra-

tors" in policymaking seemed to stem from his view that

these individuals might have a tendency to act out of "seff
interest. " (2.I3 ) Later in the interview he cited an

example of administrators using a forgotten policy "to fend

off requests that they don't want to have to deal with."
( 2.31 ) efthough not explicitly staLed by the respondent, it
v¡as the interviewer's feeling that trustee # 2 was perhaps

somewhat wary of administrators and teachers, and perhaps

vier+ed them in a somewhat adversary position. He concluded

by saying (2.32)z

don't want to sound paranoid or describe some
ind of conspiracy theory - but there's a very
trong system out there between the teaching staff
nd the administrators and all that, which they
an al-most defeat any stated policy just in the
mplementation of thaL.

From words such as "system out there" and

I
k
S

a
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defeat", a definite impression of distance

and employees was created in the researcher's mind.

from such employees almost appeared to be a necessary

(2.13):

"they can almost

between trustees

I nput

evil

...a11 these groups have input in
process. Whether you want to or
board tr ied to e] irninate that ,
come down as a delegation.

the policynaking
not - even if a

they would just

It must be noled, however,

about input from such people

that trustee#

appeared to be

representat ions,

2's misgivings

centred around

and not around
,'',.'

¿.,j1

the political impact of such
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input as an information gathering mechanism. He suggested

that he was ( 2.14 ) :

:..guite prepared to hear them out - fully...but
in the end, stitl quite prepared to take the deci-
sion if it means that noñe of them are realIygetting what they wanted.

He appeared to feel that their input "should be formarized

somehow" (2.14) and not necessarily limited.
Trustee # 2,s views of the individual trustee's rore in

the policymaking process was that of trying "to keep

abreast " of the i ssues , and t rying " to br ing forward the

issues" to the board. ( 2.15) rn his o\,In words, he f ett that
trustees individualry had "a very limited role" (2.r4) and

later suggested that "perception" by the "majority" of the

board would be most infruential in determining poricymaking

outcomes . (2.34)

Trustee # Z outlined the steps in the policymaking
process as being discussion, information gathering, further
discussion and finally drafting policy. Q.zo) ue was quick
to point out that circulation of the poricy was arso an

integrar part of the poricymaking process (z.zo) and this
reinforced his previousry stated bias towards "getting the

poJ-icies known to the public at rarge. " (2.1r) egain later,
when responding to questions about good policy, he suggested

that one attribute of a good policy was "the whore matter of
being able to communicate. " (2.26)

When discussing attributes of good and bad policy,
trustee # 2 focused on inclusive poricy by stating that "we
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try not to make exceptions to poricy." (z.zz) He quickly
gave an examp]-e of an exception however, and remarked thaL

"the system can stirr respond to an individuails needs."
(z.zz) trris gave further support to his view that poricies
had to serve needs. (2.25) It arso reinforced the feeling
that poricy had to be functionar for this individual. It
appeared clear that poricies v¡ere designed to serve individ-
uaLs and not the converse.

Apart from "inclusivity", trustee # 2 identified having

"a real purpose" (2.25), being "stated clearly" (2.26),

being "abIe to communicate it" (2.26), and "whether or not
it's observed" as being the key attributes of good policy.
Bad policy was characterized as "ones which you don't need"

and which were "innocuous" (2.31), as well as ones whose

imprementation mechanism caused them to be "self defeating."
(2.32)

Throughout the interview, trustee # z appeared to have

clearly defined notions about the affects of his views on

poricy and policymaking. His feelings in this regard were

summed up when he said (2.29)z

I endeavor to a) ask myself why do we need this
pol icy, b) what's the problem we' re tryinq tosolve here, what's the issue, and c) I'm veiy ñuch
aware of_then_trying-to get it drafted as sñortIy
and simply and clearly as possible
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I NTERVI ET^T SUMMARY ÀNALYSIS

Trustee # 3 v¡as a sixty year old male with twelve years

experience on an urban school board. During his term of

office he had held the chairmanship of the board and had

also been chairman of the Negotiations committee. Trustee #

3 was a methods analyst by prof ess ion and had compl-eted two

years of university on his own time.

Trustee # 3 viewed policy and policymaking as "one of the

most important functions that you have to help run the

school division" ( 3.30 ) , and throughout the interview he

suggested that policy was a tool to be used for accom-

plishing things. He proposed that policy was a "regulated,
written down way" (g.r) to deal "with the many conditions"
and "with propositions that arise. " (3.1) This notion of
policy as a tool v¡as further reinforced by his view that it
provided "a working formula for the board to do regular

things" (3.1), among r+hich were "how to deal with public",
"how to deal- with employees" and how to',dea1 with situ-
ations." (3.1) Although clearly stated at the outset,
trustee # 3 reiterated this notion of policy's functional
nature throughout the entire interview and referred to it as

"a regulating forum of discussion and decision something

that gives us parameters" ( 3.3 ) and "a working guide. n ( 3.4 )

His view was that (3.t2):

...we should have something regular - regulated,
that we can use to overcome these conditions, or
to help these conditions oul.

#3
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It appeared that his view of policy's functionality was the

resull of his desire that "anybody rooking at it" wourd

"have Iess trouble. " ( 3. 5 )

This functional orientation in trustee # 3's thinking
about poricy appeared to give rise Lo a somewhat reactive
view of policy as werl. I t r+as pointed out that "some

occurrence might change it" (3.20), and that policy would

need "to be made or revised when something" was "not being

f urf ilred. " (3 .2r ) when l-ater di scussing the policymak ing
process, trustee # 3 appeared willing to change policy in a

reactive fashion as weII (3.23):

I've changed the way I formul_ate policy...I,ve
aJ-ways been interested in people telling me some-
thing about why they're satisfied or disãatisfied.

EarLier, he had suggested that "we change it because we

recognize Some weaknesses...or some pressing need to
change..." (3.2)

Part of trustee # 3's views about poricy incruded the

notion that two types of po)-icy existed. Goals were viewed

as "long term poricy" (3.3), while poricy in the standard

sense was viewed as "an ad hoc decision after discussion."
(3.3) etthough viewed in this wây, it vras pointed out that
poricy had a cumurative dimension to it as well. It was

suggested thal not only "your experience" went into poì.icy-
making, but that somebody else had narso had some experi-
ence. . . " ( 3.5) to which trustees added when formurating
policies.
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ÀIthough trustee # 3 had a strong orientation towards

regulating "actions of the board" (3.11), he did not equate

regulation with restriction. It appeared clear that he did

not "think policy should be negative." (3.3) Rather, he felt
that " it arlows you to work" ( 3.8 ) and it all-ows trustees to
Iet the board operate. ( 3.8 ) When later describing good

policy, he pointed out that regulation of an activity was

not necessarily restrictive "so Iong as the activity is
allowed." (3"23) It appeared important to him that policy
be used to aIlow various activit ies rather than to restrict
them: "When I approach something, I always try to undo the

regulation that surrounds it. " ( 3.28 )

Other elements that appeared to constitute trustee # 3's
views about poricy included the idea that policy should be

"something that is thought out.' ( 3.23 ) Às we1l, he feIt
that there shourd be "a reason for making it" and this arso

effected his earlier functional orientation. When

describing elements of bad poricy, he suggested that "aboli-
tion" and "disa11owance", as weII as policies "that you

wourd have constant troubre with" (3.26) were undesirable

elements.

Trustee # 3 appeared to view policymaking as the "board's
perogative" (3.5) as werl as a necessity for board survivar.
( g. S ) Honetheless, he did not feel that poI icymaking

occurred in isolation and he suggested that input from aII
sources v¡as the most important component in the poi- icymaking
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process: ". . . they are our total resource. . . I think they have

great val-ue f or input. . . " ( 3.14 ) wtren recapping his views

on poricymaking he stated "I want to emphasize that I

receive my information from a hundred places" (3.34) and "my

understanding, my learning, comes from everybody. " ( 3.35 )

This supported his earLier statement wherein he described

the policymaking process as "the in-gathering of informa-

tion. " (¡.rs) rn keeping with these views about information
gathering, trustee # 3 outlined the steps in policymaking as

"initiation", "discussioD", "evaluation" and "decision."
(3.20) rhese terms were acknowledged onry after probing and

the respondenL appeared more comfortabre with terms such as

"ristening to discussions" (3.13) and "listening to every-

body." (3.15)

The rol-e of the individual trustee in poLicymaking

appeared quite clear in trustee # 3's mind. He outrined it
as follows:

You bring your bias - you listen to argumenLs -you def ine somebody else' s intent ions - you
express your own opinion - you pick up differentpressure points in the discussion you might
art icul-ate the argument that you've I i slened tõ
you have full participation in its development...

It was noted that the "in-gathering of information" stressed

by this respondent was as much for the education and devel-
opment of the individuar trustee, as for the crarification
of policy decisions to be made. He suggested "that untir
you develop your own resources. . .you realIy don't make

poIicy." (3.16)
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element in trustee # 3,s thinking about

that of the many influences on the policy-
These appeared in keeping with the somewhat

held about policy. He pointed out that

...we make our poticies on manyfactors... incidences, occurrences, circumstances,pressure from the public, accidents, shortfalls of
money, administrative advice, teachers' advice. . .

Às well, he appeared to view pol-icymaking as having a

significant polirical dimension to it (3.23):

we're al-1 conscious of the particuLar pressures
that peopre bring to you - or that occurrãnces rayon you. . .

He suggested that some poricy items arise "because the
pubLic v¡ants it" (3.14) and he cited an exampre of sensi-
tivity to politicar pressure when "a hue and cry from the
teachers and from everybody...caused us to take a second

Look..." (3.22)

IL was felt that although trustee # 3 viewed policymaking
as somewhat poritical in nature, he was perhaps not

completely happy with political pressure in the poricymaking
process. In keeping v¡ith his views that poticy should be a

tool to achieve something, and that information gathering
was a key element in the process, he appeared to welcome

representations for the information that they might provide.
However, while appearing to accept political awareness, he

apparently objected to political pressure (3.29)z

I like a good discussion about how their condi-tions affect them - that's
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a good learning process - but I don't like a
delegation coming to me and laying it on my lap so
that I have to accept it.

There was some indication by the respondent that po).it-
ical expedience v¡as also viewed as a part of policy and

policymaking" It appeared that the awareness of poritical
expedience gave rise to informal policy: ". . . it doesn,t

rearJ-y have any case in law, but we'11 do it because it's an

expedient thing to do..." (3.10) lt was noted, however,

that informal policy of this nature appeared to be closeJ.y

linked to existing formal policy and realry constituted a

variation on it. This was reinforced by trustee # 3's
statement saying that "you've given them arr the J-eeway the

policy says you can give them, and yet you stretch that..."
(3.11) et no point did he suggest the existence of informar
policies unrelated to formally written ones. Once again,

the functional orientation of trustee # 3 was reflected in

the statement that "those are the kind of littre nuances

that occur and they're not serious - sometimes they cause a

discussiorì. " ( 3.12 ) rhe impJ.ication seemed to be that these

informar variations helped in accompJ-ishing desired ends and

vlere acceptable unless they caused major problems.

The reasons for the views held by trustee # 3 were basi-
cally those of experience on the board . (3.22') At one point
it appeared that intuition prayed a part in hording certain
views about good and bad policy : "I think I've always felt
that way. It's how I feel about things." (Z.Zg) the impli-
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cation seemed to be that these iniLiar feelings had remained

and indeed been reinforced through experiences on the board.

when considering the effect of his views on his approach

to policy and poricymaking, trustee # 3 crearry identified
two areas. He suggested that he wanted "to understand"
(:.ff) and that in order to do this, he would "ask why we

are doing this, or why we need this, or who's benefit is the

end of the policy?" (3.29 ) rrris appeared in keeping with
the high priority he attached to information gathering cited
earrier. As welr, he indicated that when approaching

poricy, he woul-d always "try to undo reguì-ations that
surround" things. (3.28) This appeared to be a reflection
of his view that policy should be non-restrictive.

In concruding the interview, trustee # 3 fert that "the
way trustees think certainly affects policy." (3.31)

However, he $¡as quick to point out that such an effect was

dependent on getting boards that were not "highry fraction-
alized" (3.31) and on trustees who "occasional-Iy" would "do

the same thing. " ( 3 .3I )

I NTERVI EW # + _ SUMMÀRY ANÀLYSI S

Trustee # q was a forty-four year ord male serving on a

rurar school board. Àt the time of the interview, he had

spent four and a half years as a trustee and had been

chairman of the Negotiations committee and a member of the
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Transportation committee of the board. His occupatiorr was

that of farming, but prior^ to that he had been a school

teacher and an assistant superintendent of schoors. His

formal education included the completion of both a Bachelor

of Arts and a Bachelor of Education degree.

Trustee # 4 appeared to hold a very functional view of
policy. To him, policy was "a guide for employees and

administrators in particular to carry out the business

affairs of the dívision. " (4.r) The stress on poricy
providing a mechanism for conducting the "business affairs"
of the school division was reiterated several times

throughout the interview. It was pointed out that poticy
provided a "guideline" for the administrators who then "had

to make that work in a system. " (4.1) rts purpose þras that
"administrat.ive peopLe" might "know what it is they're
supposed to be doing" (4.3), and it was feLt that "without
policy, administrators...have an impossible task." (4.10)

This concern with policy as a functionar tool was made mani-

fest in the suggestion that "ongoing, day to day, decision
making requiring situations have to be covered by poricy."
(4.11) Àt two points later in the interview, trustee # +

suggested that pol icy shoul-d be deveroped in order to
streamrine administrative functioning. (4.22) Although the

prime thrust of policy in trustee # 4's mind appeared to be

in the direction of getting things done, there was arso the

suggestion that poricy had its prace in "trying to deaL
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with" problems that arose. (4.20) Much of trustee # 4's

functional orientation towards policy seemed to be derived

from his view of the relationship between policy and goals.

For him, "the board set out their operating objectives in

policy form" (4.2) and these "policies ought to be the

instruments whereby" the goals were achieved. (4.2) The

fundamental premise underlying his views about policy
appeared to be that "policy ought to be the specific inter-
pretation of the broad goals and objectives." For him, the

link between policy and goals appeared to be so important

that he feIt "you have to evaluate your specific policies in

specific areas in terms of how critical they are in meeting

other object ives. " (4 .26)

A good portion of trustee # 4's views on policy dealt
with the notion of policy as a guideline. It appeared

obvious from his comments that policy was not to be a rigid
and restrictive device (4.0) :

I do recognize that there is a need often, to
react to a specific situation in a way that may
not be totally consistent with poIicy...

This view was consistent v¡ith his earlier concern about

policy being functional. The reason behind this less rigid
vier+ of policy appeared to lie in his experiences as a board

member which had made him "more inclined to see some of the

weaknesses of too much policy." (4.5) es he pointed out,

"your policy" could "interfere with you doing the sensible

thing." (4.5) efthough aware of the need for flexibility in
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policy, Lrustee # 4 did not appear totalJ-y at ease with this
notion. He admitted that the idea of frexibirity presented

problems when deciding whether to adhere to policy or not,
but concluded that he didn't "think that there's ever a v¡ay

to avoid it for sure." (4.4) The imprication appeared to be

that lat i tude in por icy was suf f ic ientJ-y important to
warrant the risks invol-ved with it.

when discussing poJ.icy, trustee # 4 was of the opinion
that "the fundamental responsibi)-ity for making poricy lies
with the board as a corporate body" (4.ls), and that poricy
was "necessary and important." (4.11) rn keeping with his
functionar views on poricy, he considered policymaking to be

largely "a matter of ammending, updating and artering to
suit changing circumstances." (4.19) He fert that good

policies "ought to be consistent,,, ,,workab1e,,, ,,reasonable,,,

"understandable", and "consistent with the overall goals and

objectives" of the organization. (q.z+) More specificalry,
it was fert that po)-icies ought to "contribute to the

overall objectives" of the organization. (+.ZS ) efthough

not elaborated on extensively, trustee # q viewed "fairness"
(4.26 ) as an important element of a good poricy and equated

that term with trying to "develop more semblance of equaJ.

opportunity" for chirdren's education. (+.27) when looking
at attributes of negative poricies, he pointed to ones which

vrere " inconsistent with good education or meeting your

objectives", "counterproductive in terms of meeting goals"
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(4.28), ones that "antagonized people unecessarily or under-

mined the fundamental support for education." (q.29) rnis
last point related to his views about the political dimen-

sions surrounding policy and policymaking.

Trustee # 4's views about policymaking centred on the

notion that not only did the board make policy (4.14), but

that "board members are on)-y effective if they see their
rore as being basicarly a policy setting rore." (4.3) Given

his views on the necessity of policy, it appeared fairry
obvious that policymaking was very important to trustee # +.

Although suggesting that the board made poJ.icy, trustee #

4 made it clear that the board used "the guidance and

suggestions of the best people the board can get to advise
them" (4.14), and that a "wide variety of sources,, (4.I5)
were used in this endeavor. The board's responsibility ray

in actuarry rnaking the policy, and in determining "who

shourd provide input" or whether input was "necessary or

even usefuI. " (¿. i.e) lt was also pointed out, however, that
the "contribution of board rnembers to policy" (4. II7) was

quite extensive, and that of ten the ,,nuts and bolts,, of
policy were "being developed by board members themserves."
(4.18) when discussing the role of the individual- trustee in
policymaking, he laid great stress on the idea that the

"fundamentar responsibirity is a voting responsibirity - to
accept or not accept." (4.16) The imprication appeared to
be that trustee invol-vement in the development of policy \,ras
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vidual_'s voting responsibility. (4.I6)

When discussing the policymaking process itself, trustee
# + outl_ined seven steps. (4.20) These included initiation,
referral to a standing committee, discussion of the issues,
interviewing those invorved (i.e. sor_iciting feedback),
recommending to the board, discussion of recommendations by
the board, and voting. In detairing the procedure outlined
above, the respondent stressed "colrect ing the necessary
information Lo make a decision" (4.2!), and ,,recommending to
the board based on their best judgement of the situation.,,
(4.2r) rrre impression r.ef t with the interviewer was one of
extreme caution and care in poricy formation and this was
further varidated by the respondent,s views about his
approach to policymaking.

Trustee # 4 described the effect of his views on his
approach to policymaking as basicalry making him more
cautious. ALthough questioned about the effect of his views
on his approach, he tended to base his responses on his
experiences: "...my experiences as a board member have made
me far more cautious about poricy and its possibre implica_
tions than I was before." (4.g) However, throughout the
interview he suggested that he had deveroped his views
through his experience as both an administrator and a
trustee, and so, one courd eguate the effect of his experi-
ences with the effect of his views. His concern with
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work with policy, the more cautious you become in how

set it out." (4.7) He conceded that (a.10):

You can never cover al_l possible pitfalls, but you
can eriminate a lot of them if you're careful wñen
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you

you

you' re developing policy.
He arso suggested that one has to be "more careful that the
poricy really reflects what you want it to refrect" and

"that it doesn't end up creating other pobJ-ems down the
road. " (q .zq ) Because of thi s, he i ndicated that he was

"more carefur about radical poricy changes." (+.¡o) Even his
st,ress on information gathering in the policy formation
process appeared tinged with a cautious outtook (a.31):

...you can forecast when you're Iike1y to get introuble, and the time for the consuLtatiõn is
maybe before the policy changes come into place
rather than after.

From all of this, it appeared that caution Ì^ras a key element

in trustee # 4's view of poJ-icymaking.

Perhaps as a further extension of hi s concern with
caution, trustee # + identified two other effects on his
approach to poJ-icymaking. The first was that he was "more

insistent...in taking part in poricy development" (4.19) and

the second was that he encouraged "the board to make itself
availabre to meet with community groups." (+.so) Both of
these appeared to further his cautious approach by arlowing
him some control over, oF at reast input into the process,

and by encouraging the active solicitation of feedback which

would be necessary to "forecast when you're likely to get

troubl-e." (4.31)
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In his responses to poricymaking questions, trustee # 4

identified what he considered to be key influences in poli-
cymaking. The first mentioned was that of economics, and it
appeared as an infruence when assessing policy in the light
of whether or not it was "sensibre and reasonable in terms

of. ..availabre resources. " (4.22) It was felt that policies
ought to be consistent with goaLs, "and limited only by the

resources, personnel and f inanciaL" (q.zs ) at the disposal_

of the board. Àlthough obliquely referred to at severar

points in the interview, it appeared to be a key element in
the light of trustee # 4's suggestion that "the major initi-
ator for poricy evaÌuation in virtuaJ.ly arl areas is finan-
cial constraint. " (4.27)

The second influence in poticymaking identified by

trustee # ¿ v¡as that of political consideration. Arthough

never explicitry stated, it was pointed out that "general
dissatisfaction" (4.23) indicated a need for poricy change

and that a poor policy was one that "antagonizes peopre

unnecessarily. " (q.zg ) I t was feLt that poricy needed "to
be at reast acceptable" (4.29) and that board members were

"fairly sensitive to reactions" (a.:¡) from their elector-
ates. Given this, trustee # q conceded that "they are going

to react in terms of formation of poricy to what wirl be

basicarry,. ât least acceptabre. " ( ¿. ¡g ) r n concluding the

interview, trustee # 4 felt that (a.32)z

...each one comes to the board with a little
di f ferent set of - not necessar i Iy biases, but
maybe mental- sets and that of coürse influences
the kind of policies that the board develops.
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I NTERVI EW SUMMÀRY ÀNÀLYSIS

Trustee # 5 was a forty-nine year old maÌe with efeven

years of schoor board experience in a rurar division.
During his time in office he had held the chairmanship of

the board, âs well as the vice-chairmanship and the chair of

the Negotiations committee. Further to this, he had experi-
ence as a regional-director for the Manitoba Association of

School Trustees. His occupation was that of a cattleman and

his f ormal- leveI of education was Grade ll_.

Throughout the entire interview, trustee # 5 gave the

impression of being somewhat uncertain as to his views about

policy and policymaking. when queried about the effect of

his views on his approach to poricymaking, his answer was

(5.6):

Yes I think - to a degree - my views will- affect
- obviously we're all human beings and if I have a
strong feeling about something, then my interpre-
tation of policy could be different than somäone
el-se's - that yes - I think I have strong views on
matters.

During discussion of written policies (5.9) he suggested

that minutes of meetings were "at reast" one of the records

of policy. when queried further, however, he stated that
there were "not reaIly" any others. on some questions such

as those dealing with limits to input into the poricymaking

process ( 5. 14-5.15 ) , trustee # 5 appeared qui te undec ided

and ended his answers without committing himserf to a posi-
lion. This occured at other points in the interview as well
(5.Ie):

Ít:
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I would say policymaking is often done after the
fact, although not always, and I would say that
to generalize on this would be very di ff icult.
I t' s a broad thing to. . .

Àgain later, it was put forward "that it's very difficuLt to
answer that quest ion . " ( 5. 21 )

Trustee # 5 himself admitted directly to being uncertain
when he said: "Whether I'm right or wrong, I have no way of

knowing" (5.22) and later suggested that "maybe - there's no

way you can tel] if policy is good or bad untiL it gets out

in the fieId.,. " (s.zl ) However, apart from acknowredging

his apparent uncertainty, he suggested a prausibre exprana-

t ion for hi s feel ings ( 5. 23 ) :

ReaIJ-y, you're f ocusing on something I haven' t
thought of very much. This is something that we
did and not something that I was really añatytical
about to any great extent.

Arthough it v¡as difficurt to assess the amount of thinking
about poricy that had been done, the researcher was left
with the distinct impression that trustee # 5 had perhaps

not often had the opportunity or the need to articulate his
views on poricy and policymaking. Nonetheress, despite the

underlying uncertainty to many of his answers, trustee # 5

did identi fy certain key elements in his thinking about

policy and poi.icymaking.

To trustee # 5, poricy sras viewed as "the entire scope of

rures that you wirl run the division by. " (s.r) tr¡is red

him to bel-ieve that "policy must be adhered to" and

"followed up on...where possibre. " (s.2) It appeared that
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these rules vrere functionally oriented in that they were

developed "after having found a need to set rules and to

make rules. " 5.1 )

. . . something happened that woul-d create a need f or
policy, or something that you're planning would
create a need for policy.

The notion of being functional was also reinforced by the

suggestion that if "it's not dealing with a situation, then

it has to be revised." (5.22) In fact, trustee # 5 gave the

impression of viewing policy as not only functional, but

reactive as wel-l: "I guess what I 'm realJ.y saying to you is
that si t.uat ions create pol icy. " (5.22) I t was noted,

however, that this functional view of policy was not carried
over into the area of goals and objectives. Trustee # 5

viewed "senior educators" as the ones who "set goals and

objectives" (S.Z) while the board had different ones. (5.3)

However, despi te these spec i f ic views on poI icy, he

concluded that "there are many areas where policy is
vague... " (5.1) and this reflected some of his underlying

uncertainties.
Trustee # 5 appeared to have strong feelings regarding

the necessity of policy. He felt it to be something "a

school board must have to function." (S.¡) tfr:.s was under-

scored by the affirmation that "There has to be policy in

the school divi sion, there' s no other v¡ay as f ar as I 'm
concerned." (5.6) riris viewpoint appeared Iinked to his

ideas about policy as rules to "run" the division. The
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implication was that in order Lo "run", the division had to

have rules and to his mind, "the board must be the uttimate
policymakers." (5.17)

ÀIthough trustee # 5 suggested "working within the guide-

lines" of poi.icy and of having "to stretch the policy, or

remake the poLicy, or rethink it in some manner" (5.4), he

was carefur to advocate being "flexible to a degree." (5.4)

The overal-L impression left h'as one of having a somewhat

stronger orientation towards rules than guidelines. This

appeared to be the result of his "sIanted" "view on

teachers. " ( S. f+ ) i t appeared that he had had some

distasteful experiences which had left him with the impres-

sion thal teachers are largely "a self-interest groupn

(5.14) and that he felt the board to be in an adversary

position to the teachers (5.16):

The teachers, if they were different, could be
more of a part of it - and it's a fact that the
self-interest people are in a minority - are very
vocal that make it hard for boards because boards
have to be ever on guard to maintain their local
autonomy. . . I f we' re not, the teachers would in
essence take over.

This particurar view apparently generated his feelings that
the board "must be the ultimate policymakers." (S.I7)

Trustee # 5 identified several attributes of good and bad

policies. He felt that good policy "shourd be something

that's fair to arl" (s.z), something that "solves a problemn

(5.24), something that "can reach out and touch arl aspects

of the subject" (5.24) and be "a11-encompassing i f
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possibl,e. " (5.25) et the same time, he f elt that it should

be something that could "be administered...r.rithout dif f i-
cuIty." (5.25) These views appeared supportive of trustee #

5's concern with functionality. In terms of poor or bad

policy, he identified "iL1-conceived and hastily done"

(S.ZS) policy, "obtuse" policy that "the administration

couLdn't really understand", and policy that "bothered

people or... made them angry..." (5.26)

From comments made throughout the interview, it appeared

that trustee # 5 viewed poJ-icy and policymaking as having a

decided political component Lo them. The identification of

poor policy as one that "bothered" people supported this.
When discussing the advantages of not having policies
written down, the "obvious advantage" was "not to upset"

peopì-e. (5.12) However, he was concerned that "you could be

criticized" for not having written policy.- It v¡as

suggested that "you don't want to do things that ruffles the

public's feathers" (5.21) and that uif something is making

your people unhappy...then it has to be revised." (5.22)

Apart f rom underlining trustee # 5's aÍrareness of the polit.-
ical nature of policy and policymaking, these statements

were in keeping with his views about the reactive nature of

pol icy.

Trustee # 5 had some specific views about policymaking as

a process. In its simplest form, he stated that "Every time

we make a board mot ion, h'e make po)- icy. " ( 5.8 ) f n keeping
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with this viewpoint, he suggested that,,poricymaking is
happening alt the time. " ( 5.9) However, there appeared to
be some uncertainty surrounding these views as werl, and
this was evident in the statement: ,,I don,t think it,s
highry structured - and yet it isn't totarr_y spontaneous
either. " (s.19) trris nebulousness surrounding policymaking
þ¡as also apparent in his outline of the procedures involved
in policy formation. He identified four steps in policy-
making (5.20): a) identifying a need, b) discussion ,,around

the board tabre". c) "looking further into the matter,,, and
d) making a decision. These steps were never further dever-
oped and this may have been attributable to the situational
and reactive views he herd about policy itself. The impri-
cation was that the situat ion itserf would dictate the
specifics of the process in each case.

One area of policymaking on which trustee # 5 expanded
v¡as that of outside input. I t was pointed out that ,,very

often the recommendations of the senior administration, the
principaJ-s", and "the pubric" r^'ere considered when making
poricy. (5.13 ) civen his serf procraimed bias against
teachers, trustee # 5 suggested that "the pubric should be a

part of policymaking. " (5.t5) However, he conceded that
there was in fact "very rittre public input,,and ,,not too
much from the teachers." (5.22) efthough not explicitly
stated, it was Lhe researcher's opinion that he felt some-
what torn between a desire for input on the one hand, and a
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fear of losing board autonomy on the other. It appeared

that the uncertainty he exhibited in some of his answers

might have been a refrection of attempts to find a happy

middle ground.

Given the acknowledged tack of input into the poricy-
making process, trustee # 5 appeared willing to seriously
take on the responsibility for poJ_icymaking (5.I6):

...the roLe of the individual trustee's first and
foremost to think of things in his ward that needpolicymaking and then come to the board leveL andhgfp the other eight people to make proper deci-sions on lhe.policymaking that wiIl stand for goodpolicy and wi11, indeed, serve in the future.

Àt the same time, however, he was aware of certain elements

that had a significant infruence in the formulation of
policy by trustees. In the first instance, he acknowledged

that trustees are "pofiticar animar-s to a degree" (b.2r) and

this was in keeping with his views about the poritical
dimension of policy and policymaking. Às werr, he recog-
nized that "having respect and understanding for the needs

of your employees inf ruences poJ-icy. " (5.21) tøoney and the
attendant financial restrictions and constraints $rere arso
cited as influential. ( 5.32) However, trustee # 5's view

was that the most significant influence on policymaking eras

"the needs" of students in the division. (S.Zf) Again,

there seemed to be some uncertainty here for the notion of
how those needs would be ascertained was never addressed.

The views held by trustee # 5 appeared to have been

derived by "one word - experience.,, (5.26) fn fact, the
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developmental role of experience appeared so important to

him that at the very outset of the interview he indicated

that "poIicy is developed through experience." (5.1) This

again appeared in keeping with his situational view of

policy and pol-icymaking and provided an explanation of the

effect of his views which was to "tread a Iittle more care-

fully about setting policy" (5,26) and to be "carefuI" about

wording, policy conflicts, and clarity. (5.8)

I NTERVI EW f. _9 : SUMMARY ÀNALYSI S

Trustee # 6 was a thirty-seven year old male who had been

sitting on a rural school board for eight years. During

that time, he had been Chairman of the Board and had also

chaired four different standing committees of the board. He

had completed four years of post-secondary education and was

a realtor by profession.

Trustee # 6 gave l-ittIe hesitation when identifying
elements of his views about policy. He made it cLear at the

outset that policy was "a guideline" and "a tool...by which

you can effectively run either an organization or a school

board." (6.1) The impl-ication appeared to be that policy
was to be somewhat flexible, yet at the same time functional
in accomplishing specific tasks. This impression was

strengthened throughout the course of the interview when it
v¡as noted that policy was "changeable" (6.1), and that it
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could be changed by the board "when it becomes obsorete or

whenever circumstances" altered. (6.1 ) The strongest indi-
cator of trustee # 6's functional view of policy appeared

when he proposed that policies (6.14):

. .. free them from repititious details and provide
more time for planning, policymaking and èvatua-
tion. Written policies make for efficiency in
operation and free teachers, principals and admin-
istrative staf f. f.or a maximum of eifort in plan-
ning and teaching.

He felt that "it's a good administrative toor because of its
consistency, and it's just good business." (6.I2)

Trustee # 6's notions about ftexibility in policy
appeared to centre more around poricymaking than actuaÌ
poricy imprementation. (6.1) The suggestion was made that
poricy can exist as "basicarry a broader statement of what

the schoor division's goals are", but hastened to add that
regualtions under a poticy made it complete by giving

"specific guidelines as to what happens." (6.6) lt was

suggested that "w i thout the regurat ion " pol icy "wouldn' t
reaJ.ly have too much bite or. . . too many teeth in it. " ( 6.6 )

He did not "think that it would be effective without the

regulat i on . " (6 .7 ')

Trustee # 6 arso identified poricy as something which "is
very specific and deals with a certain area of the operation
of the school division. " (6.4) As weII, it was noted that
"policy is a guideline f or what's happening now', (6.3), and

that this present orientation distinguished poricies from

goaIs. (6.3)
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To trustee # 6, policies had to be written. He pointed

out that " i f they' re not wr i tten dov¡n , they' re not pol icy. "

(6.9) At several- points in the interview, however, he

cautioned that "sometimes some of it shouldn't be in the

policy handbook...because you can get mired down." (6.8) He

admitted to having "always thought that some things are

better left not written down." (6.7) Although at first this
appeared to contradict his earlier statement, it was felt
that this caution was directed towards the establishment of

too many policies rather than in support of unv¡ritten poli-
c ies. This feeJ- ing was later reinforced when he suggested

that "good pol icy i sn't going to be overly restrict ive"
(6.21) and the impLication appeared to be that too many

policies would needlessly restrict individuals in the school

system.

This cautious approach to policy appeared to influence

trustee # 6's views on the purpose of policy. He felt that

"if you deviate from...policy ...sometimes you get yourself

in troubIe." (6.7) As a conseguencef part of his functional
view of the purpose of policy was "to keep you out of

trouble. " (6.22)

Trustee # A identified several attributes of good poli-
cies, but appeared to view one as particularly important.

That notion that "guiderines have to be consistent" (6.11)

was echoed at several points in the conversation. It
appeared that trustee # 6 viewed consistency as the embodi-
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ment of "everybody" being "treated more or ]ess the same"

( 6.11) , and pol icy that e¡as "going to be f a i r to everyone"

(6.2I) as the ideal. In keeping with this, he suggested

that bad policy would give people...certain privileges over

the people in" another area. (6.28)

Àpart form consistency, trustee # 6 also viewed "cfarity"
and being definitive as attributes of good pol-icy. (6.25)

This was viewed as important in allowing one to "know that's
the way things are run and that's the way things are done."

(A.Zq ) Not being "overly restrictive" ( 6.21 ) , being "middle

of the road" (6.2L), and being able to "stand the test of

time" (6.12) \.Iere al1 identified as desirable features of

good policy.
Attributes of bad policy, oo the other hand, stressed

first and foremost inconsistency as "something that woul-d

give a benefit to someone that wouLdn't be able to be shared

by somebody else in the division." (6.26) Other negative

attributes included policies that "would get you in trouble
r+ith the public and staff" (6.21), and that would not "work

for the good of the division. " (6.28) Again, however, the

summative thrust was that bad policy is "not consistent -
it's not fair - it's one-sided." (6.28)

The views that trustee # 6 had about policy appeared to

have been longstanding ones. Although he agreed that he had

learned as he had gone along (ø.Zg) and that "you al_ways

Iearn...through experience" (6.25), he consistently
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suggested that his views hadn't changed since becoming a

trustee. (0.7/6.11/6.18) The feeling of the researcher was

that although trustee # 6 appeared wiLling to learn and view

his time on the board as a learning opportunity, it had not

significantly allered his thinking about poJ-icy.

In the area of policymaking, trustee # 6 suggested that

the "board" made policy (6.15) but that it was done with

significant input "through conversation with the administra-

tive staff - with the principals" and "with the teachers.'
(6.15) ue felt that "they should have a fair bit of input"
(6.15), but that "it could certainly come from anyone in the

division. " (4.f 0) the rol-e of the trustee appeared to f it
in well with this as it was suggested that the individual
"has an input as to what his feelings are and what he feels

should be for the benefit of the division. " (6.18) ue

underlined the role of the trustee, however, as ensuring

that "the policy that is being put into effect is going to
be beneficial to everyone in the division. " (6.17)

The steps outlined in the policymaking process appeared

somewhat vague. This may have been in keeping with trustee

# 6's views on flexibility. I f policies could be made,

altered or ammended depending on circumstances, it may have

been di f f icult to make the process too stringent. By

keeping it loose, it would maintain more of its functional
elements. It appeared almost as if trustee # 6 did not want

to def ine the process too prec i sel-y f or f ear that it would
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then become restrictive and rose some of its utir.ity as a

"tooL". This wourd have been simirar to his fear of
becoming "mired oown" with poricy. Às a process for poricy

I
h
eneral
en you
ee andt

rt was fert that the term "or wh,atever" somewhat signif ied
hi s desi re not to f ix the process too rigidJ.y. He did,
however, expand on the poricymaking process somewhat and
suggested that there were four steps invorved. These he

identified as: a) study in committee, b) drafting in
committee, c) study by the board, and d) adoption or rejec-
tion. (6.15) None of these steps were detailed further.

Trustee # 6 did identify one inf r.uence on the policy-
making process. This was "a tendency to stay away from
troubre" (6.2r) and this was in keeping with his views on

bad pol icy. (6.27 ) I t appeard that given hi s desi re for
"middle of the road policy" and for keeping,,out of troubl,e,,
(6.22), trustee # 6 viewed poticy and poricymaking as having
identifiable political components to them.

rt appeared throughout the interview that trusree # 6,s
ideas about policy and policymaking affected his approach to
the subject. He admitted to striving ',to make the best
possible poricy for the division so that everybody benefits
by it." (6.8) rn order to do that he asked ,,what,s it for?
Is it good for the division, and are we covering all the

formulat ion, he suggested that ( 6. 20 ) :

....pgop1g...come up with an idea, or thepubi. ic giyes you ãn idea or *f,ãtever _ twork on it and develop it through committhrough board.
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bases? Are we covering all the aspects of it?" (6,12) He

reiterated his approach by saying that "to my mind you

develop a policy for the betterment of the division - for
the effective management and running of the division"
(6.23) , and "you strive for that consistency. " (6.2g) tt
appeared clear that trustee # 6's views did affect his
approach to poJ-icy and poricymaking, and when it was

suggested that trustees'views might affect the kinds of
poricy statements emanating from boards, he concluded that
he felt "that would be a pretty fair statement." (6.29)

I NTERVI EW SUMMARY ANALYSIS

Trustee # 7 v¡as a thirty-one year ord male who had spent

two years on the board of an urban school division. Àt the

t ime of the interview he v¡as serving as chai rman of the
Board and he had previousJ.y chaired two different standing
committees of the board. His occupation was that of a

teacher in a different school division, and his formal
education included two university degrees.

From the outset, trustee # 7's views of policy stressed
generality. rt v¡as his opinion that poricy was "general
direction that the board gives to the administration" (7.1),
and that "there has to be guidelines or else. " (7.5)

However, there appeared to be some uncertainty as to the
lever of frexibiLity that shourd surround poricy. Although

r_z:
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he suggested that "policy are guidelines on major issues"
(7.9), this appeared to conflict with the notion that "there
can be no exception whatsoever." (7.3) However, as the

interview unfolded the conflict appeared to be between

policy and policymaking. He professed that policy "should

be general direcLions for education and after that it shourd

be left to the administratioD, " (Z.fO) and he cautioned

about letting the policy become "too detaiLed. " (7.10)

AJ.though he suggested that "policy is something that is set

down in black and white" (7.2) his desire f or f l_exibi).ity
seemed oriented towards policymaking (7.3):

if it's unworkable, then they let us know and we
either change it or drop it aJ-together or you
know.

Although it appeared obvious that the notions of generality
and guidance v¡ere key elements in his thinking about policy,
trustee # 7's views about policy as having "to be followed

to the letter" (l.Z) appeared to create some uncertainty in
his mind. In responding to whether or not a memorandum (a

written guideline) to the administration would be policy,
his ansvrer displayed this uncertainty (7.9):

No. I f yoy - 
_ 
again policy are. guidelines on major

issues - that's the vray I see it. Board decisions
do not always strike poJ-icy - changes in policy
give direction now I see what you're getting-at

does policy need to be written I see - I think
we should draw the difference as to what a policy
is and what, you know - direction is.

The overall irnpression left with the interviewer $ras that
trustee # 7 viewed certain key elements as endemic to policy
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bul that as yêt, his views on the matter had not f urì.y crys*
tallized.

?he uncertainty apparently felt by trustee # I appeared
at various points in the interview and may have been a func_
tion of the rength of time he had served on the board. when
discussing the policy manual he pointed out that,,some of it
is redundant and so on but I haven't realJ.y r-ooked,, at it.
(l .l ) tnis he fert to be the norm as ,,our poticy manual is
so out of date and voluminous that nobody knows it.,, (7.I0)
As werr, he pointed out that he did not rearry know about
teachers' contracts as he hadn't read them: ,,I just sign
them - you know." (7.11) part of the reason for the rack of
knowredge he suggested appeared due to the part-time nature
of trusteeship. He himserf suggested that 'I don,t know
because I don't spend very much time here.,, (7.13) es
welL, he intimated that training would be appropriate for
new trustees to aid in reducing confusion that exists
(7 .32) z

I think you shourd 99 through some sort of educa-tional process of -rearning'ur¡,ãi" 
trustee is and

Ifqt.poricy.is and so on - 6ecause r sure the hertdill't get it and r was losr roi-tr¡e firsr rittrewhi le.
It appeared frorn this that trustee # 7, although uncertain
about policy in some respects, had developed certain views
about policy and was continuing to do so.

Àmong the views held by the respondent vras the opinion
that "poJ-icy is something that is set down in br.ack and
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white, and goals is something that you'd Iike to see." (7.2)

This appeared to be tied to his views that "there has to be

guidelines or else - I think the public demands it" (7.5),

and that teachers need "guidelines to work under for their
protect ion. " ( 7 . 5 ) One of the funct ions of pol icy to

trustee # 7 was "to protect the board" Q.I2) as weII.

Given these views, it appeared consistent that policies
would be concisely specified. Although he did not elaborate

on any links that might or might not exist between poLicy

and goals, this appeared to be a reflection of his utilita-
rian views about policy. It seemed that policy was designed

to accomplish specific ends, and that "if it doesn't work

out - fine be willing to admit it and change it for some-

thing that wiIl work." (7.28)

From the views expressed by trustee # I about the purpose

of policy, it became apparent that he recognized a political
dimension to policy which required it to be somewhat reac-

tive in nature Q .23):

Somebody pretty well has to make you ar.¡are of the
policy - that there's something wrong with the
policy which is probably too bad, but thaL's the
w?y l-aws, are - whatever you have to be a_politi-
cian - when something's vrrong with that policy and
something should be changed whether the adminis-
tration informs you, a pressure group or individu-
ally or whatever.

In fact, his feelings in this regard appeared very strong

when he suggested that trustees have to be willing to change

policies. He stated that if one couldn't do that, "then you

shouldn't be a bloody poJ.itician to begin with which

really trustees are. " (7 .28 )
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Àpart from identifying generarity and adherence, and

apart from noting a poritical- dimension to policy, trustee
# 7 arso identified attributes of good and bad"poricy. As a

reflection of his utiLitarian thinking about policy, he

suggested that good policy vras "something that is workabre."
(7.25) rn keeping with his thinking on the poritical nature
of poricy, he proposed that "something that is justified"
presented another aspect of a good poticy. In discussing
bad policy, his politicar awareness appeared present once

again when something "the pubric reacts to negativery' was

cited as an example. Àrthough this was his immediate
response, he did idenLify "something that just works

contrary to everything that education is about" (7.2s) as

arso being bad policy. This he rater defined more precisety
as something nthat limits growth" or "doesn't stimurate."
(7.251

Trustee # 7's views on the poricymaking process appeared

more devoid of the uncertainty exhibited in some of his
responses to questions on policy. To begin with, he fert
that "the board ultimatery decidesn on policy "with recom-

mendations sometimes from the administration or a member.'
(7.r2) ro him, input from other sources was particurarry
significant as "the board are ray peopre and they have to
rely heavily on their administration. f, (Z.f ) tnis $ras

extended rater to incrude input from teachers and "murticu-
turar" groups (7.14) , although he did indicate that t,his Ì{as
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"probably not enough." (7.13) He suggested that "1istening
to outside sources" was extremely important (7.271 and this
appeared directly related to his views on the role such

input played in policymaking. To him, input provided

"knowledge" (7.14) to a trustee and this he felt was neces-

sary as a "public representative has to be avrare of what's

going on out there." (7.15) r'or this reason, he did not

advocate setting Iimits Uo input from outside sources. He

noted, howver, that.external input was "more lobbying than

policymaking" (7.14) and this yras consistent with his views

of policy's potitical nature.

If there was uncertainty surrounding trustee # 7's views

of policymaking, it v¡as in the area of the individuaL trus-
tee's role in the process. To him, a trustee had nto repre-

sent their communityn and nto represent education for the

whole division." (7.15) This he admitted was difficult to

do (Z.fS) and intimated that possibilities for conflict
existed. His uncertainty appeared clear in the statement

(7.15):

So your quest ion vlas what i s the role of the
trustee I guess it's basicaJ.ly to your but
then generally.you have to - the good of the divi-
slon on malor r.ssues.

Àlthough seemingty uncertain in this area , Erustee # I
appeared to have definite views with regards to'Èhe potit-
ical role of the individual trustee in policymaking (7.19):

. . . it's a board member's responsibility really, to
do the lobbying lobbying is the big thing
you've got to know if you're just going to put
out a policy and know that it's going to be
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def eated...you are going to make sure t.hat you
have the votes.

When asked to outline the processes or procedures

involved in policymaking, trustee # 7 v¡as somewhat vague.

He did not pinpoint specific steps in the process, but

rather focused on the politica] aspects of planning and

lobbying at the most ef f ective time . (7 .zo) His view o.f the

processes involved appeared reactive as witnessed by the

statement *when something's v¡rong with that
pol icy. . . something should be changed. " 0 .23) ÀIthough

never specifying how the changes might take place, he did
reiterate the idea that poricy should be reactive. He

pointed out, for instance, that "if there's a need, then

poricy is developedn (7.18), and that the point of initia-
tion is nwhen something's not working." Q.23) He described

the board's policymaking style as follows (2.11):

..I guess people don't like to discuss that sort
-f thing until a cri sis hits, but what - you know,hgt's tþe type of thing you should be lôoking arbut thi s board never wi 11 - unt i I vre have piob-
ems.

He apparentry felt that this was not compretely desirable
and he suggested that poricy 'be reviewed every Lhree years'
(7.7 ) as a means of diminishing the *reactivenessn of poli-
cymaking. He advocated a forward rooking nseeing how it can

be improved" 0.7) approach which he termed "evaluationn of
poJ-icy . (7 .25)

During the course of the interview, trustee # 7 identi-
fied three factors infruencing policy. The first and fore-

;
:
I
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most of these was how "feasibre with budget" the policy in
question might be. He suggested that "a rot of things have

to do with budget" (7.20) and because of that "you can't do

a lot of the things that you want to do." (7.Zl-) Ue

outlined the process of policymaking as follows Q .20):
.:.9ive it to the administration and bring it backwith budgetary concerns and other aspeðts thatit's going to affect the budget and then it will
be debat.ed_ 

- 
dur ing budget and i f i t goes through

then it will become policy.
This view of the f inanciar influence on poricymaking

appeared to be of prime importance to the respondent. Àt

the time of the interview, however, he was invorved with
preliminary budget estimates for his division, and this may

have signif icantly col-ored his responses.

Apart from financiar considerations, trustee # 7 identi-
fied two other areas as being influential. in the poricy-
making process. one was poritical forces in the form of
nlabor movements" ,and nethnic groups. . . and so on.' (7 .2I')
This appeared in keeping with his poritical views of policy
outrined earlier. The second infruence r¡as that of "whether
or not it's worthwhire.' (7.22) This he suggested vras

fundamental and taken as a given, but, "The two after that
would be financial and politicar pressure from the commu-

nity.n (7.22)

Because of his views about what infruenced poricy and how

policy was made, trustee # I fert that "you have to do a rot
of thinking about and a Iot of evaluating before you put it
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in black and white." (7.4) He appeared cautious about poli-
cymaking stating that "before you can do policy you have to

make sure thaL it's right." (7.4) This may have been a

reflection of his strong potitical orientation.
The views held by trustee # I about policy and policy-

making were in part the result of "experience" (7.241 ,

although he felt that he was limited by his nthree yearsn as

it was "not very much." Q.26) NonetheÌess, he admitted to
having changed since the time "at the beginning" when he

ndidn't know what policy was.' (7.18) He also suggested

that his views did affecL his own approach to policy and

policymaking. He felt quite strongly that 'you have to take

other people's views into account.n (l.S) ro him it was

imperative not to (7 .271 z

...Iose touch with the field you can't lose
touch with reality with out there and I think
that's going back again and Iistening to teachers
and listening you know finding out - hey
Iistening you're not stuck.

He summed up the effect of his views by saying that nit's

what I believe in so it's what I - that's the way I do it.'
(7.24) rtris was in keeping with his later affirmation that

" individual trustees are going to come with their oÌ.rn pre ju-
dices or biases or whatever" (7.30), and that these would be

significant' in the kinds of policies that were developed.

( 7.31)

In closing the interview, trustee # 7 reaffirmed the

notion that some uncertainty existed in his mind about
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policy. Although this probrematic aspect of poticy seemed

to underrie the whole interview, it vras not easy to specifi-
cally pinpoint. The respondent put it into crearer perspec-
tive when he closed the interview on the note that 'School
boards are so screwed up that somebody better do something.,,
(7.33) He personaÌized this feering by statÍng: uI rearry
have a probrem with policy because I think most trustees
don't know what the hell it is. " (7.33) The interviewer
fert that the respondent was, at least to a certain extent,
including himself in this statement.

INTERVI EW s I suMMÀRY ÀNÀLYSTS

Trustee # 8 vras f orty-f ive year ord male with six years
experience on a rurar school board. During that time he had

held the chair of three different board committees. His
occupation 

'¡as that of farmer and his formal level of educa-
tion was Grade 9.

During the portion of the interview dealing with poricy
guestions, trustee # I left the strong impression that
policy should be functionar and practical. His immediate
description of poricy was that of nguiderinen (g.r) used to
"regulate worku (8.I), but he appeared to have some diffi_
curty differentiating between poricy and goars: nr don,t
know how to put it in words, but therers a difference in my

estimation, between poricy and goals." (g.2) However, when
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atbempting to distinguish between the two, he specified

policy's practicality by referring to it as "something that

you use as a guideline" (8.2), and as something that

detaited 'rwhat way to go. " (8.2) This sense of a practical

element in trustee # I's views about policy vras reinforced

by his contention that nbasically a policy is set up to

serve the operation" (8.18) and nthere to serve us.n (8.23)

It appeared from all of this that policy was viewed to be a

practical tool "made for the board." (I.1)

Àpart from the practical and functional aspects of

policy, trustee # I identified other key elements of policy

as well. To him, policies were synonymous with "rules and

regulations' (8.6) and this appeared tied in with his func-

t,ional views as well, in the sense that "parents are more

understandi.ng... if they know what your rules and regulations

are.'' (8.5) ÀIso, he identified policy as being flexible by

suggesting that the board constantly decided "whether the

policy needs reviewing or whether we would adhere to it the

way it stands." (8.3) He insisted that policy could "always

be looked at and revised" and that it wasn't "engraved in

stone. n (8.¿) rf¡is notion of f lexibility vras reinf orced

later when trustee # 8 said n...we look at policy as an

ongoing thing. It's not something that you vrrite, down and

that's it." (8.24) However, even this element was under-

scored by his practical view of policy. It was pointed out

that the reason for flexibility was that policy is nsupposed
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to serve us to help in a better way to run our affairs."
(8.24)

À portion of trustee # I's views about policy centred on

attributes of good and bad policy. To him, a good policy

"would treat all people evenly." (8.20) tt would be "some-

thing that you can live with" (8.20) , and it would be some-

thing that 'serves the purpose from one year to the next."
(8.21) upon further probing, it vras revealed that the

abílity to make exceptions also constituted an element of

good policy. (8.22) Bad policy, on the other hand, was

viewed as policy that "does not take into consideration the

whole how it would affect the whole system." (8.22) He

pointed out that "it has to be a policy that treats every-

body evenly" (8.221 and thís was in keeping with his view

that poI icy vras necessary "beca.use you want to treat
issues...with consistency." (4.¿) rhe practical outlook

previously discussed was again reflected in his view that a

bad policy would be one that "wou1d be a hindrance.n (8.23)

In the area of policymaking, trustee # I viewed the

'school board with the help of your senior administrationn
(8.9) as the policymakers of the division. It vras stressed,

however, that "the corporate bodyn (8.13) and not individ-
uals made policy. There appeared to be a fair degree of

emphasis placed on the decision resting with the board. It
was reaffirmed, for instance, that "the final result would

be what the board wantedn (8.12) and that this was justified
because (8.15):
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...if you are the employer, then you are the ones
that have to set up the guidelines for running the
operat i ons .

This emphasis on.the board's control over policy was also

apparent in trustee # I's description of the policymaking

process (8.12):

...if we feeL that we need information about how
they feel then we can get that information from
the parties concerned.

The stress on board control over the policymaking process,

however, did not preclude externaf input from taking place

and trustee # I identified a variety of input sources that
r{ere used in policymaking

Àlthough trustee # I at first indicated that policymaking

took place "with the helpn of "senior administrationr (8.9)

he soon expanded his list of input sources to incrude "the
teachers" (8.10), "bus driversn (9.11), anq "sararied
peopleo (8.11). He did not view parents as having signifi-
cant input other than in having "voted the board in." (B.lr)
Consultation with groups such as these was based on npolicy

that pertains to them" (8.10) and the imprication was that
nif it affects themn (8.lL) then they would have input into
policymaking "by suggesting" (8.12) policies or policy
changes. rt appeared that trustee # I viewed controlled
input positively for he suggested that nyou can never get

too much information on anything" (8.12) and Lhe imprication
I{as that such information was useful in the policymaking

process. This appeared to be born out by his description of

the poticymaking process itself.
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To trustee # 8, policymaking was a four step process. it
was felt that the initiation could ncome from any area"

(8.15) and that that was dependent on "the base where the

concern is.* (8.16) Once policymaking had been initiated,
the specific policy question would be looked at by the

appropriate committee of the board. At that level, the

thrust appeared to be "to study it and see how it would

affect the operation down the road" as well as whether or

not the board "would be able to live with it under

different circumstances." (8.17) lt was implied that the

various inputs into the process would take place at this
point. The third step in policymaking was to bring a policy

"proposaln (8.15) to the board for discussion and "clarifi-
catiorì.' (8.17 ) rt¡is step served as the f oundation f or step

four which was to vote on the particular proposal (8.17) and

was in keeping with trustee # 8's view that one could'never
get too much information." (8.12)

In so far as the role of the individual trustee was

concerned, trustee # I's views appeared to be somewhat

vague. In response to the particuLar question, he replied:

"WeII, I guess to express himself the way he sees things,
because it has to come from the Ì{ay the individual sees the

situation.!'(8.12) I^rhen asked later if the role of the

individual was to give his or her opinion, he answered with

'Yes.n (8.13)
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In his answers to questions about policymaking, trustee #

I again left the impression that practicality was a signifi-
cant element. He noted that policy needed "Lo be revised if
h'e can't live with it any more - and we see things working

better if it is revised. " (8.18) es well, policy needed to

be created uif we feel that v¡e could operate better and more

evenly throughout the whole division - if it was covered by

policy." (8.18) fhese ansvrers left the interviewer with the

impression that Lrustee # I viewed policymaking as a some-

what reactive process. This was reinforced when the respon-

dent agreed that "policies are made and revised in response

to a problem or something that is not working out." (8.19)

This notion was later expanded on (8.2a1¿

... if a certain area in your policy creates prob-
lems on a continuing basis that there is concernwith it in whatever area it may be, then you would
look at it and see if maybe the policy wasn't the
best policy.

It v¡as felt that viewing policymaking as a reactive process

was indeed consistent with the earlier views of policy and

its practical dimension.

It appeared evident from all of this, that the major

influence upon policy and policymaking was practicality and

utility to the board. It seemed likely thaL policy would be

Iargely contingent on whether or not it nservedn the board.

However t trustee # I did indicate one other influence on

policymaking. He suggested that nLhe urgency of the natterr
would influence "how fast" a policy was arrived at. He did
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not, however, eraborate on this notion and the interviewer
nas left feeling that "urgency" was tied to the board's
perceived need for a particular policy.

The views hel-d by trustee # I concerning policy and pol i-
cymaking appeared to be derived "from . 

past experiencen
(8.3), and through "experience in the work in the deci-
sions that you have to make from day to day." (8.20) as an

exampre, he cited having "run up...with a poticy that I fert
vras not a good poricy and that has taught me...n (8.25) rne

onry exception to this was found in his views about the

elements of good and bad policy. Here he stated: werr, I
guess r had that idea before r became a board membern

(8.21), and he yras referring specificalry to the notion of

treaÈing "a11 people evenly.n (8.20)

When gueried about . the effect of his views on his
approach to policy and poricymaking, Erustee # I suggested

that he approached policy "from the sense that you know that
if need be, it can arways be looked aL and revised." (9.4)

As well, he felt his views caused him to "approach poricy
wiLh a Iittle...caution" (8.6), and in such a way that
"would make sure you wourd set up poricy that can be adhered

to.n (8.20) He encapsurated the effect of his views in the

forlowing mannerr '...everybody Lries to make something that
is positive and work wíth it." (B.zE) rhe implication was

that trustees wourd strive for their beriefs about poricy
and poricymaking and this appeared to be the reason for his
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vierv that "the vray we f eer about a certain issue. . . surely
would affect our poIicies." (8.26')

Trustee # I ended up the interview by indicating his
approval of the study as being worthwhile. In so doing, he

once again revealed his 'Ìpracticar" and "functiona]" rean-

ings by noting that the study might provide "some knowredge

that you could put to use." (8.27)

ENDNOTE: Trustee # I appeared to be a very soft spoken

individual not given to verbosity. As a consequence, many

of his answers were short and pointed. He v¡as probed on

many of these, but onry to the extent that the researcher

felt rras not impinging on the personar rerationship that
existed between the subject and himseLf. For this reason,

some questions vrere not furry deveroped during the inter-
view, and this vras deemed more desirabre than destroying the

rapport between the interviewer and respondent.

I NTERVI E T S. -9 : SUMMÀRY ANALYSIS

Trustee # 9 was a forty-six year ord femare who had

served as a trustee on a rural schoor board for two years.

Àt the time of the interview her occupation was that of
housewi fe, but previously she had been engaged as a

Registered Nurse. Her level of formal education incruded

four years of post-secondary education. During her tenure

as a trustee she had not herd any office at the board level.
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In her interview, trustee # 9 gave evidence of having a

nurnber of thoughts about policy and potícymaking. It
appeared that although she could identify a number of

elements involved ín both policy and policymaking, she was

somewhat uncertain as to the relationship between these

elements. This impression was transmitted through the heavy

use of phrases such as *I guess't, *I think", 'I don't realty
know', 'sort ofn, "you know", and the like. The imptication
seemed to be that she had a number of ideas about the ques-

tions, but that these e¡ere somewhat difficult to articulate
and to fix in relation to each other. There appeared to be

three possible causes for this, and these were 1) the rela-
tively short period of time she had been in office, 2) the

structured nature of the interview, and 3) her board's

preoccupation with policy problems since her elect ion.
(9.38) oespite the apparent uncertainty surrounding her

responses, she did manage to identify several elements of

both policy and policymaking.

Àt the outset, trustee # 9 indicated that she thought

policy was a nstatement of. . .your philosophy and your

approachn to education. (9.1) Later, she broadened this to

"sort of a statement of what you're doing - what you're

there for. " ( 9.5 ) , The noL ion of both "phi losophy" and

napproach", however, appêared to create probtems for her

with regard to specificity of policy statements. She

pointed out that "tve have sort of general policies" but that
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these $rere "sort of like motherhood statements. " (9.1)
These she differentiated from "specific poticies" (g.z)
which she did not define. rn order to more distinctry sepa-
rate the "general from !he nspecific", she distinguished
between poticies and procedures (9.3):

I guess our policies are probably more with regardto students and the schools and-the education-andthe services we deliver whereas procedure, Isuppose, would be more - you know - your staff -what you expect of your stãff...
However, she appeared uncertain as to Èhe validity of this
distinction when she saidi nlt's hard to say because I
guess you would say the procedures are also our policies...,,
(9.3) she appeared more comfortable wíth differentiating in
her "mind sort of that. . .policy. .. is more phirosophy and

procedure is more adminístrative detail.n (9.3) rt was also

as being linked toapparent that trustee # 9 viewed poticy
goals as welI, and this relationship
easily definable to her (9.A)z

appeared to be more

for
so-

she

Goars and objectives qre very broad statements,but_policy are sort of more a specific - the wayyou're going to achieve these goãfs perhaps...
rt was noted that this statement impried a view of poricy
which she Iater described as "util-itariann (9.g) in outlook.
It was her feering that "poricy should support...long range
goals." (9.4)

Trustee #

school board

yes." (9.7)

9 apparently viewed policy as necessary

functioning: nyes I guess so I think
In keeping with her "utilitariann outlook,
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viewed policy as being necessary to enable "you to kind of

treat everybody the same' (9.7) and to deal with nnew situ-
ations'(9.8) that might arise as well as changes that might

affect school division operations. (9.8) This was under-

Iined later when she suggested that nyou know it needs to be

made if a situation keeps re-occurring..." (9.251

Ànother element identified by trustee # 9 as important to
policy was the notion of flexibility. it was her view that
pol ic ies "can always be changed and improved. . . " ( 9.10 )

I ndeed, she stressed that 'rwe have to change our po} ic ies

from time to timen (9.10) and that nthey have to be changed

when. . . si tuations change. . . n (9.25 ) when later di scussing

attributes of good and bad policies, it appeared evident

that flexibility would be necessary in order to arrive at

trustee # 9's ideal of good policy
The first attribute of good policy identified by the

respondent was that of policy being "directed towards the

needs of some particular group.n (9.27 ) ffris appeared in

keeping with her utilitarian outlook previously mentioned.

À second attribute was that of policy being "kind of just"

and trying not "to favor one group over another.n (9.28)

This was consistent with her view of policy's purpose. (9.71

Apart from these two attributes, trustee # 9 indicated that
good policy had to be nsound educationally" and serve to

improve education. (9.28) ls well, it had "to be acceptable

to the people who" had to'work with it...'(9.28) The last
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mentioned attribute of good policy was that it had nto be

affordable" because "finances are important." (g.ZA) the

notions of acceptabi).ity and financial feasibility vrere

echoed in later responses dealing with influences on policy

and appeared to be of significant importance to her.

Bad policies were characterized as those nthe superinten-

dent and staff are really kind of against' (9.28) and which

trere "violently opposed by the parents. n ( 9.28 )

Àcceptability appeared Iinked to political considerations as

it was pointed out that "it's not good policy if it upsets

peoplen or uif it causes a lot of conflict" because "you've
got to have a certain amount of co-operation.n (9.29) Stre

underlined this by saying that "it has to be politically
viable." (9.29) afthough the emphasis was on political
acceptability, trustee # 9 also identified insufficient
study and too little input as being other characteristics of

poor policy. (9.30)

When discussing reasons for her views about policy,
trustee # 9 gave the impression Lhat intuition played a

substantial role in her feelings: nWell, I guess iL's just
in my mind that policies are the same for any organ iza-
tion...' (9.4) rn deciding about specific policies she

suggested that i t vras done on the bas i s of "your or.¡n

personal f eel-ings about it" (9.22) , and thaL it was a matter

of "your own personal choice." (9.31) St¡e stressed that nyou

have to have some personal feelings about things." (9.32)
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It appeared that this reliance on intuition or feeling may

have been the result of the uncertainties she felt about

policy itself.
In responding to questions about poticymaking, trustee #

9 advised that policy i,ras made by the board, but not by the

board alone. (9.13) She was quick to point out that "over

the years the trustees have at }east approved" policy but

that the "administration had detailed it. " (9.13) ft¡is
reflected her view that input from a variety of sources was

necessary in policymaking. According to her, "it's the

superintendent's job to. . . research" ( 9.10 ) for the board,

and this lras in keeping with the steps she later outlined
for policymaking. She insisted that nteachers should have

input beforehand" (9.15) aIso, but that "the public" should

no! "unless it's very very major. n (9.15) Again, this
seemed linked to her notions of political acceptability.
She did not advocate limiting input by various groups.

(9.15) she felt "they should have a good deal of opportu-

nity" (9.16) to present their views and that this would then

be used for deliberation by the board.

Trustee # 9 outlined a four step procedure for policy-
making. The first was the initiation of policymaking.

This, in keeping with her utilitarian per,spective, v¡as to

happen "in response to situations' (9.19) and would centre

around "a problem" wherein a decision had to be made. (9.I9)

The impetus for initiation would usually come from the
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superintendent or a board committee. (9.9) The second step

was to "throw it into the superintendent's }ap" (9.20) and

although not explicitly stated, it v¡as implied that research

through the use of various input sources would take place at

this stage. (9.20) The next step was to have a draft policy
nwritten up and presented to the board." (g.Zt) Again, the

implication was that the board would study this proposaJ. and

then move onto the fifth step of adopting it, rejecting it,
or deferring it. (9.2I) When queried about the individual
trusteers role in the process, she responded that she looked

upon her role as that of bringing a parent's "point of view

into the policy. " (9.16)

In her responses, Trustee # 9 identified two elements

thaL influenced policymaking. She suggested that nfinance

would be the first one." (9.24) "How much does it cost?

That's...very important..." (9.17) As well, she acknowl-

edged the inf luence of outside groups: "I think v¡e're prob-

ably as susceptible as anyone to pressure groups." (9.14)

Early in the interview, trustee # 9 suggested that prec-

edents might be influential in policymaking with her comment

that npolicies have probably evolved out of the v¡ay things

have been done in the division. n (9.ff) Sne did not

however, elaborate on this .point and it y¡as felt to be

viewed as an influence of lesser significance. There also

appeared to be an indication that personal intuition influ-
enced policymaking, and this was felt to be inferior to both
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financiar and poritical considerations as werr. she summed

up her views about poricymaking influences as follows
(9.23) z

. . .then it -gets down to the trustee's ovrn experi-
ence and feelings about things - and costs - I
would say costs if it doesn't cost much and ifit isn't-going to creare any politicaL ¡aðnÍà=f, -
t,hen probably it will get passed but, either of
those two factors could weigh heavily in policy.

Arthough trustee # 9 appeared to rery somewhat on intui-
tion for her views concerning poricy, her thoughts abouL

policymaking appeared, at reast in part, due to her experi-
ences as a trustee. she admitted to arriving at many of her

concrusions njust by my experience on the boardn and that
she had "had, maybe a vague idea beforen but that it was

"rea1Ìy just sitting there and dealing with thingsn that had

brought her to some of her views. (9.26) In support of
this, she cited the exampre of witnessing her board whose
nwhore approach to policymaking" had "been one of confronta-
tion - making poticy without adequate consurtation.n (9.34)

she implied that she had seen the results of this approach

and had

learned from ít.
The effects of trustee # 9's views on her approach to

poricy and poricyrnaking v¡ere encapsulated in her statement
(e.5): :

I approach
ophy and try
view into th

policies with my
to you know

e whole picture.
personal philos-
my own personal

own
bring
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She later went on to give specific examples of her attempts

in this regard and suggested that she liked to "study things

and see them in wriLing" (9.9); to took at policies to see

if the arguments made sense (9.19); and to put policy "on

hold" in the face of opposition in order to further "study

it. " (9.33) Consistent with t,his view, she f elt strongly
that trustees' views af fect policy. She stated that

"there's a very individual approach in school divisions
and...this is important in policy.n (9.37) fo add credence

to this claim, she gave the example of policy related prob-

lems in her division and suggested that there might be a

"completely different story" (9.38) in another division.
The implication appeared to be that these problems had

helped shaped individuals' views of policy, and these in
turn would affect future outcomes.

INTERVIEW # r0 SUMMÀRY ANALYSIS

Trustee # 10 vras a f orty-nine year old rnale with f if teen

years experience as a trustee on a rural school board. In

that time, he had been Chairman of the Board and had chaired

the Finance and Negotiations Committee as well-. Àpart from

this, he had served on the Manitoba Association of School

Trustees executive in the capacities of Ðirector-at-Large,
Vice-President, and President. He had five years of post-

secondary education and in private Iife ran a business

enterprise in the agricultural f iel"d.
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Trustee # 10 had no hesitation in identifying policy as

"a set of rures the division board sets out" (10.1) and thaL

these were'"directions for the school board." (10.1) He

viewed policy as necessary for "school divisions to func-

tionn (10.5) and he stressed that poricy served "to focus

the board's thinking on broader aspects" (r0.0) and to make

it nmuch simpJ-er for the administrators to respond to a

given situation." (10.6) Trustee # r0 appeared to revear a

somewhat functionar view of policy. He fert that "rather
than taking every problem that arises to a board meeting" a

poticy should be in place "that addresses that particurar
situation. " (ro.s) rt¡is apparent practicar orientation on

the part of trustee # 10 was later reinforced by his state-
ments that "you set up a poricy to cover that situation"
(10.22) and nwhen the policy that's in prace is not working

then obviously it needs to be revised. n (10.21)

underlying these views as to the nature of poricy, trustee #

10 appeared to have committment to frexibirity as an impor-

tant and integrar part of policy. He indicated that
although policies were 'rules" of the division, they could

"be changed. . .at any given point. . . simply by a motion" if
the board decided to "take a srightry different direction on

a particurar issue.' (10.1) l¿arrying flexibility to his
functional views he added that (10.2I):

. . . the board by motion can elect to take aslightly different route in a particular situationif they . deem i t necessary and -i f necessary , change
the policy to fit that direction.
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His views about flexibirity appeared to extend to the impre-

mentaLion of policy as well (10.24):

I think you need to rely on the experience andintell igence of the peopJ-e that may - be admini s-trating this policy give them a littte bit of
room to use their own good judgement.

This notion was not expanded upon, however, and although it
seemed tied to his later views regarding input into the
policymaking process, it $,as felt that frexibility to
trustee # 10 was particurarly significant in the formulating
and changing of policy. In fact, he stated that he l¡as

"becoming more and more a believer in. . . schoor divisions
having policy", but only "provided that it's frexibre. "

(10.5)

Ànother element in trustee # 10's thinking about policy
vras the notion that "policy generarly sets out goals and

desires in the school division. " (I0.3 ) Further elabora-
tion on Lhis point indicated that he identified two types of
policy. one consisted of nbroad general statements" (10.3)

and the other comprised "specific directions.n (10.3) ro
him, both were poJ.icy and he indicated that broad and

general goal statements were also policies of the board if
they appeared "in the policy manual." (10.3)

As part of his discussion about policy, trustee # I0
identified attributes which were in his view characteristic
of good and bad policy. Discussing good policy, he

suggested that "the first thing that comes to mind wourd be

frexibility." (10.23) rnis idea was in keeping with the
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overar] tone of the interview described earlier and appeared

to be the most significant attribute of good policy. From

this, he felt that good policy "shour-d be relatively simple

- relatively easily understood by anyone" who was reading
it. (10.24) rn connection with this, he suggested that
"great care" was needed " in the actuar J.anguage that is
used" when framing policy. (r0.23) The final attribute of
good policy identified by the respondent disclosed an aware-

ness of a political dimension to poJ.icy. He suggested that
a good policy "would be a poticy that...reflected what

people wanted." (10.26) rnis view of poricy as being some-

what political in nat,ure was harmonious with his later noted

opinions about Lhe poricymaking process. Às for bad policy,
trustee # to noted that being nambiguous" and not reflecting
particurar goar.s" (10.25) were the ma jor characteristics.

Trustee # 10 appeared to hold his views about the nature
of poricy for two reasons. His feerings about the necessity
of poricy appeared to have been derived from the experience
of not having policy and then having "seen it in operation.'
(10.7) However, his overarr feerings about poricy appeared

to be less the result of experience, and more directly
related to intuition. This impression was generated when he

admitted rhar (10.26) : 
:

:. . if you're looking for specific instances Idon't tñink that r woútd have- any that r can thinkof offhand where f've seen something happen as aresurt of some of the things we've -beeñ-talking
about. I guess it's more a broad view that I haveabout policy.
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His later views about the policymaking process, however,

appeared less intuitive and more experience based.

when discussing policymaking, trustee # r0 viewed policy
as being "set strictly by the school board. n ( 10.1 ) I t
became apparent, however, that his feerings in this regard

concerned the actual enactment of policy as opposed to its
formulation. This was witnessed by his craim that "in the

final anarysis Lhe board makes the poricy - through the
procedure of approving particurar poricy" that was set
before it. (10.]1) The notion of poricy being nset before,,

the board vras a refrection of trustee # r0's view that a

number of other individuars or groups had ínput into the
formulation process. In fact, he suggested that it yras the
nresponsibirity of t,he superintendent or the senior adminis-
trative officersn (10.11) to provide input to the board. Às

a conseguence, he viewed these individuars as exercising na

great deal of leadership" in policy formation. (10.11)

However, the opportunity for input by non-board members was

not viewed as ending with senior administrators. rt was put
forward that consultation took place with nemployees beyond

the administratorsn, nteachers", and with anyone on whom

policy might have 'a direct rerationship." (10.12) Trustee #

10 viewed such input as positive in that it contributed to
board decision making "based on as much information as" one

could "gather about a particular subject...under discus-
sion." (ro.r¿) es a consequence, he did not advocate
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rimiting the amount of input groups courd have, provided

that their demands on the board's time vrere nwithin reason. "

(10.13)

The poricymaking process described by trustee # l0 iden-
tified four steps. The f irst was "recogniLion of the need

f or a po).icy. " (10.19) step two was viewed as one of nstudy"

and examination of nthe particular subject that was under

consideration. " (10.19) It was impJ.ied that the inf ormation
gathering through various sources of input wourd occur at
this point. Forlowing this, âD evaruation of the opinions
and opt ions ava i Ìabre would take prace ( r0.20 ) , and thi s

would resuÌt in a nrecommendationn (r0.20) going to the

board. The final step in the policymaking process was

viewed as the board's adoption of the proposed po].icy. on

this point, trustee #.10 ernphasized that 'the only way a

poricy is put into prace is through motion of the board

which is writLen down in the minutes. " (10.8)

Besides "senior administrators" having a 'considerabre
amount of infruence" (10.12), trustee # l0 identified other
elements that might weigh significantry in the poricymaking

process. one of these was the "need for expediencyn and

"the pressure of time" under which trustees had to function.
However, the notion of potitical awareness and responsi-
birity vras f requentJ.y mentioned as wet}, and it was f ert
Èhat trustee # 10 probabry viewed this as the most signifii
cant infruence on the poticymaking process. He pointed to
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"becoming more aware of the need to consult with other
groups in the community as far as policy is concerned"
(10.16), and he acknowledged the need for discussion with
those nadministrating... poricies as to whether or not
they' re comfortable wi th" them , (IO .27 )

The poriLicar dimension to poricymaking appeared to be

refrecLed in trustee # r0's views about the individuaL trus-
tee's rore in poricymaking as werr. It was noted lhat indi-
viduals "shourd make suggestions for poricy." (r0.13) It
was implied, however, that those suggestions should be at
reast partialry based on whether or not they were "accep-
tabre to themselves as individuars and to the peopre that
they" represented. (r0.13) part of their rore was viewed as

trying nto sort out the opinions of the peoplen and trying
"from that to set a poticy" that was nacceptabre to the
conmunity. " (10.14 )

The essentiar reason for the views herd by trustee # r0
on policymaking appeared to be experience. He did not
mention any intuitive component to his thinking about poli-
cymaking, but rather acknowledged that his views had devel-
oped "mostry through past experience." (r0.23) Às he put
it, "r don't know that I had any views...before r went on

the school board", but nilve been around the tabre rong

enough to know." (L0.23) The implication was that experience
had taught him how policymaking actuarly takes place.
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Trustee # 10 felt that "whatever views you hold tends to
influence your approach to any problem." (10.S) as a result
of this, he felb that his views contributed significantry to
his approach and that, because of them, he tended "to think
of things in terms of what" his "own beriefs were. " (r0.27)

His strong feeling about the effect of his views was partic-
urarry noted when he suggested that they had to affect his
approach to poricyrnaking. (10.26) He had previously pointed

out that "if you think something is more desirabLe than the
past, then you take it a littLe bit more seriousry.n (10.g)

However, despite his reiteration of the importance of his
views in their effect on policy and poricymaking, he only
cited one specific example of how this effect manifested
itself . He srared that (fO.fA):

...what's developed in my mind is the obvious needto seek tf," opinions of those who are directlyaffected. by any particular poticy that you areconsidering.

It appeared obvious from this that he fert that nviewpointso

of course are reflected in the changes in poricy" (10.4),
and in this regard it appeared that he supported the study's
hypothesis. rn support of this impression he posited that
"you wirr definiteì-y have different poricies from school
division to school- division." (10.29) rhis, he fert, was

due tlo "the attitude of the peopre around the board table.'
( 10.29 )
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INTERVI EW _t 1l - suMMÀRY ÀNALYSI S

Trustee # r1 was a thirty-nine year old mare who had

served two years as a member of a rurar schoor board. Àt
the time of the interview, he was working as a farmer, but
he had previously been a school- teacher for a number of
years. His formal revel of education incruded both a

Bachelor of science and a Bachelor of Education degree. Às

a board member he had served as chairperson for both the
Pubric Rerations committee and the Negotiations committee.

Trustee # lr viewed poricy as a set of "rigid guiderines"
"for the operation of the division. n (1L.1) He described
policy as a nseries of procedures that an administrator was

to folrow" (1r.2) and it appeared clear that he felt poricy
should be funcEional. To him, it was the estabrished struc-
ture nfor the day to day functions of the school' (1r.4) and
was ndesigned in such a way as to attain the goars and

objectives' (11.4) of the division. rn fact, he agreed that
policies were the "tools" f or approaching goal_s. (11.4 ) He

summed up these feelings by suggesting that (1r.24):
...overalr policy... is towards trying to have theday to day operar ions that wourd- *uËu i t ñr; iùreto meet your long range goars and obju"iirru" ofthe division.

He differentiated goaJ-s from poricy by describing them as

"hopes and aspirations. " (L1.4)

Although he suggested that poricy was sometimes nmore

than a guiderine" (11.3 ) having hardly "any ratitude',
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trustee # rr appeared to view frexibirity as being an impor-
tant aspect of policy's nature. He suggested that "there
may be certain flexibility...depending upon how rigidty we

strike a policy." (1r.r) He fert that although policies
were "more or ress the rav¡s and rules of the division"
(11.5), there r.ras stilL f r.exibirity nnot...within the poticy
itseJ-f, but more in. . . the formulation and the method of
change. n (11.9) uis greatest emphasis appeared to be that
nthere are methods of changing" policy. (11.12)

Trustee # 11 viewed policy as definitery being necessary
(11.6), and this he suggested had changed since firsL
becoming a trustee. (r1.8) He appeared to feel that poricy
was necessary to achieve goars of the schoor division and to
help new trustees nbecome much more knowredgeabre much more

guickly. n (11.r0) Ànother function of policy appeared to be

as a means of clarifying procedure (rl.r0) and as a means of
dealing with alr people eguarly and fairry. (11.12) in his
statements about the purpose of poJ- icy, not onJ_y yrere

trustee # 11's functionar Leanings feLt, but there appeared
to exist some political dimensions to his views about policy
as well. He pointed out that a purpose of policy Ì{as 'to
maintain the type of operation that rocar peopren wanted
(1r.6), and that i.t was "important then that there be some

policy that assures that acceptable procedure is going to be

followed within your school. " (11.7) ttris notion of
acceptability within policy suggested a political element
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which appeared to be reinforced by his rater comments about
the policymaking process.

In his views about elements constituting good poricy,
trustee # l1 stressed that it had "to be flexible" (r1.26)
and for this, n there must be a mechanism for changing the
policy if the need for change', was seen. (11.26) This
appeared to be the most signi f icant attribute of a good

poricy in his mind. He did, however, identify being 'very
specific, very cLear" and the abi)-ity to be "folLowed
easily" as being other important quar.ities of good poricy.
(11.27) In expanding on his notion of being easy to folrow,
he cited nclear ranguage" that wourd be "easily understood,,,
and naccurate" wording as conLributing to this attribute.
(r1.27) He was also of the opinion that good policy wourd
be fairJ-y inclusive, trying nto cover the waterfront. as
much as possible. (fI.27)

Trustee # 1l-'s descriptions of good and bad policy aJ_so

reflected his views of the somewhat politicar nature of
policy. He put forward that good policy would be nsomething

Lhat is mutually aceeptabre" to those invorved and something
that "lends itserf to" the nul.tirnate goars and ou$ectives,,
as J.ong as "it reads to those in a snooth manner.' (11.32)
He emphasized (11.32):

If it do::. n9t easily Lend itself to those goalsald ob ject ives - and I stress the word eas i r_vthen r would think that it's bad poliãy. -----,
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It was felt that bhe terms ,,easiJ.y'and'in a smooth manner,
were being used synonymous)-y by the respondent in this
statement.

In the area of bad policy, trustee # Ll identified two

attributes. The first deal-t r+ith fl_exibiJ.ity in poricy and

cautioned against policies that were ntoo flexible", thereby
becoming almost 'non-policy" statements. However, there
appeared to be a very fine line with respect to fl_exibility
being either good or bad. He made it crear that in his view
( 11 .28 ) :

...a policy rhar ti9: yoy in roo rigidly anddoesn't.give y9u the frexibirity for cr,añgini whenthe need for change occurs or mãke: it toõ Ìóng ofa process - I think that's bad polrcy.
The second attribute of a bad policy identified was that of
not lending itself to goals in a smooth manner. (I1.32) IL
appeared, as a conseguence of his statements, that trustee #

1l viewed the most significant el-ements of policy to include
notions of functionaJ.ity, specif icity, fLexibitity and
political accepatbility.

Trustee g lil s views about policy appeared to have been

the resurt of both the experience of dearing with poticy
(11.5) and from intuitive judgement. (r1.33) In discussing
policymaking, he gave several examples of situations he had

encountered and which had herped to form some of his views
about po].icy. However, he pointed out that the evaruation
of policy had to be, at reast in part, a "judgement calr.n
(L1.32) He suggested that "in certain aspects, it,s got to
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be an intuitive thing. " (I1.33) He went on to add that
'depending on the situation it may be armost entirely intui-
tive or it may be something" that could be "judged armost
immediatefy.,' (11. 33)

Trustee # 11's views about poricymaking reinforced the
notion of a political dimension to poricy. He identified
poricy as being made by "the school board as such,, (1L.14)
but went on to stress the importance of other input into the
policymaking process. ÀIthough "the ultimate decision as to
poì.icy" vras nmade by the board' (11.I4) he suggested that
'we like to carl upon those peopre who are involved to have
their input. " (11.14) He fert that "the more input you
have, the better informed" woul-d be the decision made"
(11.17) For this reason, he advocated that 'the more input
you can have, the better." (11.16) The only limitation he

praced upon input was time and he suggested that 'for expe-
di ency" you might 'at some point . . . have to cut of f input
with regard to policy." (11.I6)

Although at first glance trustee # 11's views with
respect to input into the policymaking process might not
appear to have a political dimension, his later statements
with regard to policymaking influences appeared to bear this
out. He admitted that 'on important issues...we do consider
ratepayer influence", and that "de1egations... influence our
thinking to a large degree as to some policy., (1I.IS) He

pointed out that there was "concern about what the pubric
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does think" and he acknowledged that npubLic input. . . is
going to have a Iarge say" in specific policies. (fI.16)
His opinion was that "pubric attitude...wourd be the biggest
infl-uence" in poricymaking, and he recognized this infl_uence
when he said that (l-I.2Z):

.:!:I"yltu guiding your decisions as ro how youvlew youS .ratepayers wirr accept this or whetherthey feel it wilL be appropriatã policy.
From these statements, it appeared that trustee # 11 was

aware of and aceepted the infruence of input groups in the
poì'icymaking process. His views about their importance and
necessity Left the overal impression that he recognized
policy and poricymaking as having somewhat politicar dimen-
sions to them.

Apart from identifying poritical infruences on the poli-
cymaking process' trustee # r1 arso identified 'government
influence" as being "the urtimate ifruence upon poricyn
(11.37), and suggesLed that "it's becoming more and more of
an infruence on our policymaking than ever before.' (rr.20)
He cited witnessing nat every few meetings, another direc-
tive or another reguration coming out that r feer is inhib-
iting our ability to make policy." (rr.37) It was suggested
that part of this influence was the resurt of grants from
the government (1L.20), and the imprication was that finan-
c iar cons iderat i ons also in fluenced pol icymak ing to a

degree. Àpart from this, trustee # 11 identified ntimen as
a 'factor' influencing poricymaking and the amount of
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involvement of trustees in the policymaking process. (rL.l7)
The indication was that trustees nshould

be. . . reviewing. . .policy suggesting changes where they need

to be made, and...additions where no policy exists." (It.l-7)
However, it was impried that this was not arways the case,

given the influence of "timen.
The policymaking process described by trustee # fI was

one consisting of five steps. To him, poricy was initiated
when "first a need" became "apparent." (11.20) He suggested

that this recognition usuarly focused on a "problem' or a

nproblem in the future. " ( 11 . 20 ) Àt the outset then, i t
appeared that policymaking was a somewhat reactive process

designed to respond to particurar probrems - either real or

anticipated and this impression was later reinforced. The

second step in poJ-icymaking as viewed by trustee # rl was to
ndecide what group or groups are going to be invor.ved in

consultation regarding the formulation of the policy. "

(11.21) fhe next step was to "set up some type of a

committee or to have some type of a hearing that would

incrude as many of the affecLed groups as' possibre. (11.21)

This was followed by "review and study" of the matter and

the deveropment of a poricy proposar to be brought before

the board,. (11.21) step five involved accepting, ammending

or rejecting the proposal. (IJ-.ZZ)

Given the importance attached to input and its signifi-
cance as an influence in poJ-icymaking, coupled with the
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apparent nprobrem" orientation presented by trustee # r1, it
appeared that policymaking had a fair).y strong reactive
component to it. This seemed harmonious with the poritical
dimensions of poricy and poricymaking outlined earlier, but
arso appeared to perhaps be dysfunctionar in ensuring that
policies would lend themselves to the goars and objectives
of the division. it was presumed that such goars might,
however, change in the tight of the input from various guar-
ters, and if so, this woul-d rend strength to the impression
that policymaking was somewhat reactive.

This impression of the reactive nature of policy and

policymaking was strengthened by several other of trustee #

11's statements. He quite candidry admitted that (1r.23) :

. . . I 'd I i ke to s?y that we are farsighted enoughand that we could foresee these things beforeproblems do exist, and that we would keefr one step
ahead of the game but to be honest, t don'-tthink we do - no.

He further stated that policies "tend to change when the
probrems become apparent', and that nthings that are working
adequately then do not get changed." (rr.z4) He fer! that
"changes tend to occur when problems occur.' (ff.Z¿) ffris
seemingly reactive component to policymaking when viewed in
connection with trustee # 11's ideas about input and influ_
ence contributed to the interviewer,s overalr impression
that poricy and poricymaking had decided potiLical- overtones
in trustee # 11's mind. This appeared to be supported by

his summative statement that nwithin the policies that we
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haver H€ herp formurate things that are acceptabre to our
communities." (I1.39)

Trustee # 11's views about policymaking appeared to have
been gained rargery "from viewing poricies that have come to
the board tabl,e. " ( 1r.19) He pointed out that as a resuÌt of
his teaching experience he was nreasonably familiar,,with
policies affecting nacademic operations of the school.'
(11.25) However, he noted that in other areas he had

"developed" his ideas .through experience.n (1f.25) He

appeared to have been particularly infruenced by experlences
of bad poricy or non-existent policy which to his mind red
to narl- kinds of conf usion. " (11.30) He cited, in this
regard, the example of "rure...by precedentn which he indi-
cated "led...to a lot of controversy", and he suggested that
"the experience. . . felt being a new member' was most signifi-
cant in shaping his views about policy and poricymaking.
(11.34)

The effect of trustee # 1I's views on his approach to
policymaking appeared to correlate highly with those key
erements in his views about both policy and policymaking.
rn support of input and in recognition of the political
dimension of poricy, he stated he was nan advocate of
committee work" (11.34) and that rpolicy should be thought
out. . .with input from various peopLe that are concerned.'
(11.33 ) He suggested that he !¡as "quite wiJ.ring to risten'
(11.17) and fert that he was "forced to approach" poticy
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nmore open-mindedly because of the other people invoLved.,
(11.20) His political awareness seemed apparenl when he

stated nr...try to use a Iot more diplomacy in trying to get
my object ives now. . . I f ind you have to convince peopre
rather than tel-1 people." (11.26) He summed up the effect of
his views on his approach by saying "r rerate back to what I
think of policy as being, and within those guiderines I...do
my formulation of what I think would be good policy.,, (I1.6)

The high degree of correr.ation found between trustee #

l-1's views and his approach were very much in keeping with
his thoughts about the effect of trustees' views on poLicy
and policymaking generally. To him, (1I.35):

Members of the board are the.peopre who ultimatelydgr"lgp. poricy and what theii rriu,o, are cerrainryshourd have_ a very strong infruence upon the pori:cies that they arã puttiñg out.
In his own words, trustees'views were "the urtimate infl-u-
ence upon the poricies...coming out from boards of
Manitoba.n (11.35)

INTERVI EW # 12 SUMMÀRY ANÀLYSI S

Trustee # 12 r.ras a forty-five year old mare who had

served on a rural schoor board for nine years. During that
time he had been chairman of the Board, vice-chairman, and
had arso chaired two standing committees of the board as
well. His formal revel of education incLuded two years of
post-secondary training, and he was emproyed as a social
worker.
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Trustee # rz viewed poricy as a "framework' which

nrefLects the intentn of the schoor board by defining the
"parameters of operation, direction, pranning, for arr
employees in a school division." (12.1) efthough he arrived
at defining policy, it appeared that some degree of uncer-
tainty might have existed in his mind as to the exact nature
of policy. This impression was derived from his use of
phrases such as "it sort of articurates, I think - consid_
ering a number of factors - again I guess one would have to
be specific...but, it defines, I think.... (12.1) He

appeared to have a number of specific views about the nature
of policy, but it arso seemed, that these had, at reast to
some degree, âD element of ambiguity to them. This seemed
apparent when he suggested that nthere might be some

overlap. . . between rules and po1 ic ies . " (12.2) Contr ibut ing
to this apparent uncertainty was his view that 'there are
other things that are poricies that are perhaps
unwritten... " (12.3) and it appeared that he acknowr.edged
the existence of informal policy. He strengthened this
impression by referring to "any poricy that we adopt as
poricy' and thereby suggesting that policies did exist
without formaLízation. It appeared that this acceptance of
informar policy perhaps brurred the distinction of por.icy in
his mind.

The lack of distinction between formal and informal
policy did not appear to be completery to trustee # 12,s
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riking. Àtthough acknowLedging that nyou can get by without
it being written", he added that "in most cases it shourd be

written down for new people that come on board.' (L2.7) rhe
imprications seemed to be that crarification of poricy was

des i rable

Trustee # 12 did not identify any differences of purpose
between formal policies and policies which 'ratLled around
in the heads of administraLors and trustees...without being
set down formally. " (r2.6) In his view, poricy was "defi-
niteJ.y" "essential f or trustees to have. " (I2.S) gesides
offering a framework, he considered poricy to offer 'a
purpose. . . in and under .which peopre work and perform. . . n

(12.3) es werL, he fert that poricy was necessary because
the "staff of any school division want poricy and wercome
policy.n (12.5) rt was h.is view Lhat policy vras welcome

because "it defines things a lot more specificarry for
peopre. " (12.5) tnis viewpoinL appeared to imply that
although policy existed both formally and informalJ_y, the
most desirable form was that of a specific written and
formalized statement. This was supporLed in his later views
about the attributes of good and bad policy.

of the attributes identified as characterizing good
policy, trustee # rz strongly emphasized frexibirity. He

conceded that poricy shouLd provide "þarameters., but should
at the same time 'have some frexibiJ.ity for specific cases.,
(12-20) ro him, a poricy was considered good if it was
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"mafleable enough to work for the benefit of most people"
(L2.20), and he emphasized the need to "examine specific
cases" and to "decide on the merits of that case - rather
than applying the exact letter of the policy." (lZ.ZO)

other attributes of good poricy identified by trustee #

12 incLuded "workability", crarity, and goar enhancement.

He was concerned that good policy should "work for the

majority of the peopJ-e" (12.19) and "be crearry set out so

that everybody can underst.and exactf y. . . " (r2.2r) This was

in keeping with his earlier views on poricy crarification.
(tz.l ) e final attribute of good policy to this respondent

i.¡as that of enhancing "the objectives that you have as a

school division..." (12.20)

when discussing bad poricy, trustee # 12 indicated that
being "not well def ined" (L2.2r) l¡as one attribute of poor

policy. (it seemed throughout that trustee # 12 had a

serious concern with crarification of policy. This concern

added strength to the initiar impression of uncertainty
transmitted to the interviewer. ) It was also trustee f 12's
view that an attribute of bad policy would be if it was

"unworkable" or if a majority of peopre "found', it "hard to
enforce..." (r2.2r) It seemed too, that trustee # 12 viewed

stability as desirabre in policy. This v¡as reflected in his
suggestion that uif you are arways having to change poricy,
then I think, it's probably not good policy." (IZ.Zgl
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Trustee # 12's views on poricymaking were werl presented

and appeared to revorve around the notions of input and

discussion. The great stress raid on input into the policy-
making process tied into his views on frexibility in policy
and were in keeping with the ideas about judging each case

on its merits. The emphasis on input and consultation arso
suggested a political- dimension to trustee # l2's views of
the policymaking process. He pointed out, for instance,
that (I2.a) z

-..:policy is not something that is arbitrarilyl-aid down - we Iike to cónsult with the peopJ_è
that are.going to be affected by any policy - tohave the i r input .

In support of this cl-aim he cited that "pol-icy can be initi-
ated pretty well from anyone" 9r2.9) and that board "commit-
tees may look at it" but "they woul_d probabry consult with
affected people. . . " (r2.9 ) ue detailed the selection of
individuars who woul-d have input as those being "the most

directry affected. " (12.11) The potiticar dimension of his
views seemed apparent when he exprained thaL he "wourd rike
to have as fuI1 a participation as is necessary to dever-
oping any poricy" because " it gets you a policy that may be

helpful to everyone" and "it's good for staff relations as

well-. " ( 12.10 )

In describing the actual policymaking process, trustee #

12 outlined five different steps. The first v¡as the initia-
tion stage which he suggested started when "you begin to
receive feedback to the effect that maybe we need" changes
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in poticy. (12.15) The second step involved deveJ-oping

"points and soriciting input from other sources. " (l2.ls)
The next phase was to discuss it amongst the board members.

(12.15) If agreement was reached at this point, it would

then be written up. Trustee # 12 arso incl-uded as a part of

the poJ-icymaking process, making sure "it goes out. " (12.15)

rt appeared that circulation of pol-icy to all affected by it
had a high priority in his mind. However, it appeared that
the most significant el-ement of policymaking in trustee #

l-2's mind was that of discussion. He reiterated that "a rot
of discussion occurred outside of the board" (r. z.r6) , and it
appeared obvious that he viewed "a lot of talking" and "a
rot of discussion" as both valuable and desirabl-e. (r2.r7)

À portion of trustee # f2's views on por.icymaking dealt
with influences on that process. Although he acknowJ-edged

that "ultimately trustees are resposibre for endorsing

and...engraving...of f icial policy" (r2.9), he ar-so suggested

that they were influenced by other factors as well. once

again, the poriticaL dimension of poricy and poJ-icymaking

appeared present when he stated that "trustees. . . represent
the taxpayers and obviousì.y you have to be sensitive to
that..." (12.11) This tied in to his views that one must be

aware of "the cost factor and the impact this wilr have on

the community." (r2,12) He further impried that a trustee's
knowledge and sensitivity would be influential and that the

ideal was to have trustees that were "alert and responsive
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and responsibre - and know what's going on.', (12.17) He

feLt that it was important for the individuars to have "the
pulse" of the schooL system and of "what's happening in" the
"community" (r2.r7) , and he suggested that he liked "to
consuLt" and "to have a sense about where peopJ-e are coming

from. " (12.24) It was his contention that he brought that
particular influence to poJ-icymaking. (r2.24) In short, his
main emphasis was that "being sensitive to what's going on

around you...is what influences po1icy." (I2.lg)
Given the political dimension of trustee # 12's thinking

arready outlined, coupled with his stress on sensitivity and

awareness, the interviewer feLt that poricymaking for this
individual- was viewed, ât l-east in part, âs a reactive
process. In support of this impression, trustee # ]2
suggested that poricy needed to be made or revised "when

it's no longer ef fective. " (l2. lg ) He later eraborated to
the point of saying (I2.2I)z

we have to change policy, for instance, to refrectincreasing costs - mateiiar-, personnel, transpor-tation - so we're arways haviñg to updåte poriäi"uto reflect that.
This appeared Lo be a cl-ear indication that pol-icy was, at
least in part, reactive in nature. when it was suggested
that "usuarry you change poricy when you get some kind of
representation to the ef f ect that it's not working. . .',
(r2.22) it was felt that the reactive nature of policy and

policymaking might wetl be rinked to the poritical dimen-
sions previously noted.
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The view held by trustee # rz about the role of the

individual in the poricymaking process appeared crosery
related to the stress he praced on input and discussion. To

him, trustees courd "individuarry...initiate ...discussion
on what they may see as a need for pol icy change or new

policy. " (r2.r2) This appeared to be a v¡ay of enhancing and

adding to the information gathered through input and discus-
sion. He agreed that trustees "have an input role in areas

that have particular interest or of concern or of expert.ise
to themselves. " ( 12.13 )

The views held by trustee # 12 appeared to be derived
rargeJ-y from his experience. Not onry had experiences on

the board shaped his ideas, but experiences from his work

p]-ace as well. He pointed out that "as a soc ial worker " he

had "been involved with por ic ies for years and" he knew

"what it's l-ike to work with..." (I2.4) He suggested that
"through that experience" he had found it "very sensible to
have." (r2.4) ge did not, however, negate the impact of his
experience as a trustee in shaping his views on poJ_icy.

l^lhen asked how he had come to hord his views, he answered:

"I guess just the experience over the years with both
working under policy not only professionalry, but aÌso as a

trustee. " (12.19)

Trustee # 12 identified some of the effects of his views

on his approach to policy and policymaking. Because of the
views he herd, he fett that he riked "to make decisions...in
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the light of consideration of alr. the facts...,, (r2.23) He
suggested that "one tries to consult with those peop]e who
are going to be affected." (I2.I4) He did not wish ,,to
develop a pol icy that has to be rammed down peopre,s
throats. " (r2.14) He ventured that over time, his thinking
had "changed to encompass perhaps more discussion and more
people. " (r2.r3) He arso pointed out that reviewing and
updating policies were now more important to him than
before. (r2-16) rhe overall effect of his views on his
approach to por-icy and policymaking tied together his
thoughts and experiences. He stated that ,,it,s what I am
outside of being a trustee that sort of enabr.es me to infru_
ence some poJ_ ic i es. " (12.25)

when discussing the effect that trustees,views might
have on policy statements made by boards, trustee # 12 fel_t
that there would be significant correlation between trus-
tees' views and the resulting poJ_icy statements. (12.25) He
summed up his views in this regard by saying,,We all_ have
our biases - you know - and obviously they,re going to
affect policy. " (IZ.Zg)

I NTERVI EW # 13 SUMMARY ÀNALYS I S

Trustee # 13 h'as a f orty-f ive year ord mar.e who had
served two years on a rurar schoor. board. During that time
he had held office as chairman of the Board, and had chaired
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the Personnel and sararies subcommittee of the board. His

formaL level of education was Grade 11 and his occupation

was that of farmer.

Trustee S 13's views on the nature of poticy appeared to

focus on the notion of a l-oose structure. Although he had

some clear ideas about what policy was, he tended to stress
generality in policy which allowed for "interpretation."
(13.r) lt was his vier+ that policy was "something which

gives direction and - a phiJ-osophical sense..." (r¡.r) to
division operations. one of its chief purposes was "to make

the school division run to the ends that you want it to come

to" (13.1), and this was coupled to the view that "the
poricy is something that hopefurly will- direct you to" the

goals of the division. ( I3.4 )

Although he acknowredged the existence of "a stricter
sense to" poLicy, in the form of poJ.icies that say "you do a

specific thing", he appeared more favorabLy disposed to
poLicy that had some degree of latitude in it. (f:.f) ue

suggested that "there's always" an "interpretation factor"
in policy (13.1) and that this was necessary to arlow "the
people that work for you to be abre to put" poricy into
"effect with some initiative and. .. imagination of their
own. " (13.2) To him, this would have the ef f ect of arJ-owing

"professionaL people - to gain their potentiaI" by giving
them "room to expand and work within" it. (13.4) rrris he

fert, as he professed that the board determined "bare bones
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policy", whiLe the professionals were "thinking people that
are putting it into effect." (f¡.9) rhe impJ_ication

throughout vras that latitude v¡as a means of maximizing the

benefits to be derived from policy in the school division.
Trustee g J-3' s views about the nature of po j- icy appeared

to be supported by the attributes he identified as charac-

teristic of good and bad policy. To him, "good policy r+i11

be specific to the point that it wilt give direction to the

matt.er that you want it to give direction to. " (13.25)

Notwithstanding this, he felt that good poricy would be

"general- enough that it arrows people with imagination and

the ability to expand on a particular subject." (r3.25) Às

well, he j.dentif ied "direction" in terms of time and degree

of excellence as two other attributes of good policy.
(13.25) In later conversation, it became apparent that he

had a concern for covering or attempting "to cover arl
aspects" of particutar poricy questions. (r3.27) when asked

if "comprehensive coverage of an issue" was an attribute of
good poLicy, his repi-y was "Uh-huh - yes - very much. "

His views about the attributes of bad poricy reveared

that he considered policies with "rittre or no direction"
and which vJere "very narrow" with "no room for those peopl-e

with abil-ities to enlarge on..." as poJ.icies. (r3.26) He

also considered policies with no specification of duration
to be weak as well. one attribute of poor poricy which he

identified l-eft the impression that he viewed policy to be
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somewhat poJ-itical in nature. As he put it, "when you don't
even have to go to consurt...groups to hear what they think
about it - then that's bad. ?' It appeared f rom this, that
poJ.icy in the mind of trustee # 13 shourd be as undisruptive
as possibl-e. Further statements made in his description of

the policymaking process added to this impression of a

political- dimension existing in policy.
To trustee # L3, pol icy was "necessary" as i t provided

"direction" (13.7), and "l-ocaI direction" in his view had

"to come from your board. " In keeping with this viewpoint,
it was his position that poricy was ul-timatery made by the

trustees, but not without a great deal of input by the

superintendent. (13.13) Trustee # 13 was "not sure

whether" the superintendent "shouÌd or shourdn't have" the

influence that he did ( 13.13 ) and it seemed that he was

concerned with the board's retention of contror over policy"
This seemed to coroborate an earrier impression noted when

he described poJ-icy as requiring latitude for interpretation
and expansion. Àlthough he stressed this parLicular element

of poricy, he added the caveat that policy "stifr" had to

"go the di rect ion that the board" was " intending . " ( r3 . 2 )

There seemed to exist an undercurrent of concern with main-

taining the board's power and autonomy in the area of policy
and policymaking.

When describing the policymaking process, trustee # 13

outl-ined five steps. The first of these was initiation in
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which "you start to estabrish a poricy" when "you see there

is a situation...that is going to need some direction. "

(13.21) lt appeared that poLicymaking, thereforef was some-

what reactive and situational-. Folrowing this step,

"research" was done "on the pros and cons and numbers."

( 13. 2l ) step three requi red the involvement of those

affected by the po]-icy and "hearing their viewpoints on what

is going to be needed. " This point was quite heaviJ_y

stressed by trustee # 13 and appeared to be a key erement in
his thinking about poticymaking. The fourth stage of poli-
cymaking identified by the respondent was that of coming "up

with a recommendation to the board" (r3,zr), and the finar
phase was that of adopting or rejecting the recommendation.

( 13.21)

Às mentioned, the involvement of outside sources in the
policymaking process was stressed by trustee # I3. He

suggested that the superintendent had a signi f icant amount

of input (13.13) but added that maybe even "the pubtic in a

number of h'ays" (l-3.14) rraa input too. He expanded his
thoughts on outside input by saying (13.I5):

I think the public, whether it be teachers or
parents or whatever should have the opportunity tovoice their opinions, their feelingã- about what-
ever matter may be before them.

He did acknowl-edge the impossibirity of consuLting atl
el-ectors, but he nonetheress pointed out that "particurarly
in ma jor issues. . . or J-arger issues. . . they have to be given

the opportunity Lo have their say. " (13.16) Again the inter-
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viewer had the sensation that allowing input from aIl_ quar-

ters was perhaps linked to the political dimensions of

policy and policymaking in that being completely informed as

to people's feel-ings, the board could avoid poticy decisions

that might create a needl-ess uproar. This was the sensation

received by the interviewer when trustee # 13 said that "you

must consider aIl groups before you make poJ_icy." (I3.29)

The feel- ing that there were por i t ical erements invorved

in trustee # l-3's views of poj-icy and policymaking vlas

further strengthened when he di scussed infruences on the

policymaking process. His greatest emphasis in this area

was the electorate. More spec i f icar).y, he suggested that
"the most important part of the eLectorate" were "the
parents who have students in school." (13.14) He also
recognized, however, that "you have to give some considera-
tion to the other peopJ-e of the public too. " (I3.14) He

was quite specific in outlining what he meant by "giving
cons iderat i on . " He stated that he had " to accept the

comments that they have made and sort of involve that in

making my dec i sion. " ( 13.16 ) The involvement that he spoke

of lras in the form of putting "forward what they're saying"
(I3.16) "not as I particul-arIy may feel, but as I feeL that
the peopre that I represent feel." (13.17) rt appeared from

this, then, that trustee # 13 viewed his rol-e in policy-
making to have a distinctty political facet to it. He

seemed to verify this when he outlined the role of the indi-
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viduar trustee in poricymaking. To him, the individual
performed three functions. The first was "to get arr
possible information." (13.r6) The second was to let "al-1

interested people have an input." (13.r6) And the third was

"to make a decision as a trustee on beharf of the area that
you serve and not" as you might feel_. (13.16)

Àpart from the influence of the publ-ic in policymaking,

trustee # r3 recognized that the "superintendent probably
has a very strong influence on what policy of a division
is." (13.13) As we11, finances appeared to infruence the
process in that it was stated "you have to have the money to
be abl-e to implement the k ind of poJ- ic ies that you would

l-ike. " (r3.22) A signif icant inf r-uence in trustee g 13's
mind appeared to be that of time. It was considered to be

"a sort of major item lots of time" (13.22) and it was

pointed out that trustees might be abl-e to make poricy "even

better if...more time...was available to...study it."
(13.24) The significance of time's influence on policy-
making was underrined by trustee # L3's acknowledgement that
the onl-y rimit to input from outside sources was the "phys-
ical" limitation imposed by the "amount of time" that trus-
tees could "put into the job." (13.15)

From the amount of emphasis given to political_ erements

in policy and the policymaking process, the researcher was

left r+ith the impression that to trustee # I3, policy and

policymaking had distinctry reactive components to them.



This impression was heightened by the assertion
was made "as the need arises" (13.9), and by the
that suggested an incrementar. and si tuat ionai.
policy formation (13.10) :
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that pol icy

description

approach to

... if the situation arises where you see you needa little more direction than wrråt you'vä givenoriginally, then maybe you make a- little -*or"
policy...

This reactive approach appeared to be quite consistent with
trustee # l3's views of l-atitude in poJ_icy. It appeared
that perhaps formulating poricy strictJ_y as needed was maybe

one way of ensuring that a maximurn amount of latitude woul-d

be avai labl-e to prof essionals.

Al-l- of the views expressed by trustee # 13 concerning
policy and poJ.icymaking were attributed to experience as a

board member and in life generaJ_J_y. In this connection he

stated t.hat "it's been sort of a lif e time process in a

sense of sort of coming to the viewpoint that you do.,'
(13.5) ue cited "seeing what I would consider poor poticy
in action" (13.26) as having been influential in deveroping
his views, and he pointed to "being invol_r,ed with profes-
sionaÌs" as having had "a pretty strong effecL" on his
thinking. ( 13.24) The ratter he underrined by saying
"that's where you sort of deveJ-op the thoughts on policy and

how things should be done." (13.25)

Àccording to trustee # I3, he attempted to approach
policy and poricymaking in a fashion that was in keeping
wi th hi s views. He suggested that having ,,a spec i f ic di rec-
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tion and philosophy about education" caused him "to approach

policymaking in a specified v¡ay." (f3.7) specif ically, he

reported that he attempted to "give as much scope to profes-
sionaJ. people as possible." (13.r0) As welr, he admitted to
feeling that "you have to invol-ve arl parties concerned" in
policymaking (13.19), and that you have to try "to cover all
aspects of what v¡e' re mak ing por icy f or. " (r3.2j ) when

discussing the likeLihood of trustees'views being infruen-
tiaL in determining the types of policy statements that
woul-d be drawn up by boards, he appeared to agree and

commented "f think you're right. " (13.29)

I NTERVI EW -t l4 - sut"ß,fÀRY ANALYS I S

Trustee # 14 was a forty-six year ord female with two

years experience on an urban school board. During that time
she had chaired one of the board's subcommittees. Her

formar l-ever of education was a Grade 12 standing and she

was empl-oyed in the field of motivation counselling.
Throughout the course of the interview, trustee # 14 gave

the impression of being uncertain as to what was expected of
her. This may have been a function of the interview's
structure or of the interviewer's presence. A)_though the
cause of her apparent discomfort was not clear, she gave

several indications of her uncertainty throughout her
responses. she, at one point, was apparently very concerned
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with responding appropriately and she asked "Is that what

you want me to say, or am I saying the h'rong thing?" (14.5)

It appeared that she was rooking for either cues or cl_ues as

to what her responses shourd be. one of her questions was

"can I use that as an exampre?" (14.6) ¡s the interview
proceeded, she continued to apparentty seek approval by

asking "Is that what you wanted? Does that answer your ques-

tion?" (14.8), and by making comments such as "...if that's
what you are tarking about. . . " ( r4.20 ) As werl, throughout
the interview she frequentry repeated the questions out l_oud

as if to verify them in her own mj.nd and to check them out
with the interviewer. It appeared at the end of the inter-
view that a part of this apparent uncertainty might have

been related to the time constrainLs under which she felt
herself operating. In this regard she stated (r4.31):

I thi nk that probabJ-y i f I ' d had more t ime torealì-y zero in on them I probably coul-d have given
you a better hour on them, because I could haveprobably gone back and maybe thought of a lot ofthings - sort of in the baèt of my mind - but offthe top of my head - you know..."

This feering of "time constraint" suggested that trustee #

14 perhaps felt that she had difficulty responding to ques-

tions without Lhe opportunity to first muLl over her

thoughts. This may have contributed to a second phenomenon

noted during the course of the interview.
It appeared at several points in the discussion, that

trustee # 14 had difficulty thinking about policy and pori-
cymaking in an abstract and generic sense. on several of
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the quest ions , she reLated very spec i f ic exampJ-es of pol icy
and policymaking with which she had been involved, but did
not address the questions posed to her. When asked, for
example, whether her "viewpoint about policy" had changed,

she repì-ied (1a.3):

My viewpoint of policy changed? yes. yes. I
would say so. Not the overall policy but I know
that some of the policies that we have in our
manual - we have changed because we just didn't
feel- that they were - wording had to be changed
or...rf

Later, when asked "what kinds of things infruence how policy
is *.àuZ" (I4.I7) , her repJ-y was "What kinds of things?

bussing of students is one of them... " (14.1_7) It appeared

that her preoccupation with specific poJ-icies at times

interfered with either her abirity or her witringness to
discuss po)-icy and poricymaking abstractry. when responding

to a question about what "roadsi.gns" might exist to indicat.e

the need for policy or poì-icy revision, her repty was "Oh

yeah, I can see one I'd Ìike to see go through - and that's
more resource at the el,ementary level_ . . . " ( 14. 20 ) Again

later, she was asked "How have you arrived at your view of"
policy and policymaking. Her reply was (1a.21) :

My view on it is I think policy is good - I think
þ¡e need it - I think, like I said, I personally
would like to see a change in one area - i don't
know if it'11 come about or if it'11 ever come
about. "

rt v¡as f rom responses such as these, that the interviewer
was left with the impression that trustee # l4's views about

policy and policymaking had a tendency to focus on very
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tangible and specific eLements as opposed to abstract
notions. Notwithstanding, however, she did identify key

elements in her Lhinking about policy.
To t rustee # I4 , pol icy was "a guidel ine for the

...principals and staf f to f oIIow.tt (f +.f ) lt was viewed as

giving "directions to the administrators to forlow", and one

of its purposes was to keep "everybody on track. " ( r4.1 )

one aspect of policy that vras stressed throughout the inter-
view was that of "utility. " Trustee # 14 felt that it was

"important" to have poJ-icy (r4.2) and suggested that one

reason for this importance was t.hat "it helps us if we are

confronted by the pubric on different issues." (tq.z) tn
that instance she indicated that policy was usefu] in that
"we can go to the policy and say...this is the way it's set
up and this is the way we have to folrow it. " (r4.2) lt
appeared that one of the functions of poricy, then, Hâs to
protect the board and that poricy had a certain po]_itical
eÌement to it. The notion of policy being usef ul v;as reaf -
f i rmed by trustee # 14' s comment that ( I 4 .4) z

...if something comes up, I know that I can go tothe poliey and I know that I'm on track. If. Ididn't have thg policy then I would be floundering
all over the place.

she later added "I don't know what I'd do if I didn't have

it" (14.8), "I rery on poricy." (14.30) part of policy's
functional purpose appeared to be that it helped her "to
cover arr things in a proper way" in order to deal "with
them arr equarly and to the benefit of the student
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taxpayer - and the whole division.,,(14.5) as well, it was

her feeling that poJ-icy was "buirt around,,goals and objec-
tives of the division, and as such it functioned to approxi-
mate divisional aspirations. (14.3)

Trustee # r-4 arso identified attributes of good and bad
poricy' To her, a poricy was good "if it sits good with
everybody" and "not just the board members or the adminis_
tration" but al-so "the ones that that particurar policy is
made f or. " (14,22) In her own words, the best po]-icy was
the one that "pleases everybody" (14.23) and would ,'meet the
needs" of the division. (14.25) Her view of poor policy was
in keeping with this and identified poricies that created
"dissention and unhappy peopIe,, (I4.24) or went ,,against the
needs" of the division, as bad. Trustee # l_4,s views with
respect to good and bad poricies appeared to have decided
poritical overtones to them as witnessed by her statement
that "a good policy can be bordering in between...the middle
mark. . . " (14.25) This impression was strengthened through
later responses deaJ-ing with policymaking. However, it
appeared that the three key elements in her thinking abouL
policy were 1) direction, 2) usefurness, and 3) poritics.

When discussing policymaking, trustee # I4 affirmed that
the board made po1 icy. ( 14 .1r ) However, she acknowredged
that this was not done in isor-ation, but rather with,,some
guidance from our administration on poricy - wording and so
on. " (r4.11) she later went on to state that input from
"other groups or individuar-s" was arso used in poricymaking:
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u. .. if we get something thaL corìres up by an individuar. or by
individuals. . . then vre go back. . .and have a look at that
policy. . . " (r4.12) she did not advocate setting any rimits
to the amount of input individuals should have. (14.13)

In describing policymaking, trustee # f4 outlined in
generaÌ terms a four step procedure. To her, "policy would
start if an issue came up" and would resul_t in initiation of
the process if it was feLt that "there,s some need for
policy." (14.1-6) This would be foLLowed by referral_ to a

committee where individual-s "wouÌd l-ook at it.,, (14.16) It
would then "come back to the board" for discussion and cÌar-
ification, and would finally be voted upon. (f4.16) Sne

made it clear that a poricy could invorve several moves from
the committee to the board and back again until ,,everybody

is in agreeance." (14.r6) The phrasing of her description
of the policymaking process left a distinct impression with
the researcher that the process was somewhat react ive in
nature. This appeared harmonious with the poritical dimen-
sions of her views about por.icy and she gave several other
indications that poJ.icymaking was reactive. when er.abo-
rating a bit on the policymaking process, trustee # 14
pointed out that the trustees looked at policy and would
"change it if there's a need f or it', (I4.I2) , or ,,if it
warrants changing." (14.9) she suggested that when a ,,situ_
ation arises...then we know we have to look at it.,, (r4.29)
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This reactive element in policymaking also seemed

apparent in trustee g 14's description of influences

impinging on the policymaking process. À signi ficant influ-
ence in her mind h'as that of "changing" times. (14.I8) It
was her feeling that poJ-icies had to keep pace with changing

times and as a conseguence had to react to changing consid-

erations. (f4.18) to make her point, she cited the example

of changing economic conditions. (14.18) Às we11, she

identif ied "pubJ-ic pressure" (l- 4.19 ) as making her aware of

the need for policy change or revision and this again

reflected her poJ-itical considerations. it appeared that
trustee # f4 recognized a poJ-itical influence on policy-
making itself. She reported that (14.2I):

...we have to meet the needs of the people - we
have to meet the needs of the chil-dren - we have
to meet the needs of the parents - we have to meet
the needs of the staf f and al-so we have to meet
the needs of the taxpayer right now.

The reactive and poJ-itical views seerningly held by

trustee # 14 appeared to have a marked effect on her

approach to pol-icy and policymaking. She admitted to going

through policy to "find out what" people "want and if it's
satisfactory - to both sides" and to make "the appropriate

adjustment." (14.12) To this end she espoused a "sort of

leaning to the public for input" (14.1-5) which she viewed as

necessary in her role as an information gatherer. (I4.I4)
Part of the effect of her views on her approach appeared

crear when she said that "you really have to - in some cases
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you have to sort of order yourserf in the middle." (14.23)

It v¡as her feeling that she had "to be comfortabre" with
poricy and so she set out to devel-op poricy that would "be

acceptabre. " (r4.26) This she did even with her ferrow

board members and suggested that "we see each other,s needs

as to policy and we do compromise." (Iq.27)

The views held by trustee # 14 with regard to policy and

poi-icymaking had in her own words come about "through expe-

rience. " (r4.25) She felt that she had learned "by being

involved" in poricy situations. (14.25) It was her feeJ-ing

that she had "found out the hard vray" and "that these things
you're not aware of when you become a trustee - you find out

as you go along. " ( 14.15 )

]NTERVIEW # 15 - SU}.ft,IÀRY ANÀLYSIS

Truste # 15 was a thirty-nine year ord mar.e who had

served on a rural school board for three and a harf years.
During that time he had chaired three board committees while
performing his regular trustee duties. The holder of a

Bacheror of Physical Education degree, he was employed by a

government department as a recreation counsellor.
Trustee # 15 viewed policy as "guiderines of the boardn

( 15.1) which v¡ere used as a "way of sett ing di rect ion. "
(15.1) ue fert that pori.cy was necessary (1s.5) and cited
that the board "woul-d be a littLe disorganized" (15.6)
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wi thout i t. He suggested that part of the purpose ',of
policy is to standardize procedures, goals, aims, that sort
of thing - in what we're doing..." and to try "to be equal

in each schoor." (r5.6) ue $ras quite concerned that the

schooL board "treat everybody equally throughout the divi-
sion..." (15.6) rt appeared that he viewed policy as being

largeJ-y functional, and this was corroborated when he agreed

that poJ-icy was "a tool for accompÌishing or achieving spec-

if ied goaJ.s and objectives...set out f or" the division.
(ts.3)

Apart from this, trustee # l5 identi fied three differing
types of policy. The first he calred "direct poricy" and

suggested that it was to be stringentJ.y "adhered to" with

"rìo ands, ifs or buts." (fS.Z) rhe second type he classified
as "genera1" poricies and characterized them as being "some-

times a little f\tzzy." (rs.2) rhese generai por,icies were

exemprified as policies "in general phirosophy or policy
having to do with education" (15.2) and were considered to
lay down " the generaJ. guider ines. " (rs. z ) a f inal- di st inc-
tion in policy types made by trustee # r5 was that of
"commonsense poricy or the unwritten poricy. " (15.9) ttris
type of policy he equated with "what went on in the past,'

and he suggested that some poticy was set "by past prec-

edent. " ( 15. I0 )

The distinction of different types of policy by trustee #

15 appeared to reflect a desire on his part to include an
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el"ement of fLexibiJ-ity in policy. Àlthough he pointed out

the necessity of adhering to "specific policy" the presence

of "general" policy provided sufficient flexibility to alLow

administrators some degree of lat i tude. He admitted that
"they do run their own ship to a certain extent but, under

the guidel-ines. " (15.14) It seemed that a certain amount of

Latitude appeared desirable and that "speci fic policy" courd

be invoked as a safeguard, shouLd this ratitude be abused.

In support of this impression, he rater suggested that if
policy didn't work, he saw "nothing wrong with changing it
or reversing it or erasing it. " ( I5.26) Trustee # l5's
ultimaLe view of poricy was that it was "a professional
approach versus a common sense kind of amateurish approach."
(ls.2B)

In his discussion about poì-icy, trustee # l5 identified
three attributes of good policy. To him, a good policy was

one that was "wel-1 thought out", one that was "crear and

specific", and one which was "going to benefit the educa-

tional system. " (15.23) In keeping with this he viewed bad

policy as being "not very wel-1 thought out" and with "no

background preceding it." (15.24) Às weII, policy with "no

outlook to the f uture" ri¡as also considered poor. " (IS.24)

In short, trustee # 15 viewed poor policy to be ,'just the

opposite" of good policy. (I5.24)

During lhe course of the interview, trustee # r5 identi-
f ied several key erements of policymaking in his mind. In
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the first instance, it was his view that,,the board sets the
poricy" (t5.r) through "motions,, carried by a,,majority,, of
its members. (15.11) Although inherent, in his views
appeared the notion that "the board is the boss,,(r5.13), he
appeared to believe strongry that "the most important job of
a school trustee" was that of "establ-ishing po1icy.,, (15.3I)
It seemed that his view of the board as poricymakers \,ras
directly r-inked r,¡ith his strong feeJ-ings about the necessity
of poLicy. (15.5)

when asked to outline the specific steps invorved in the
poJ-icymaki,ng process, trustee # t5 responded in somewhat
general terms. To him, "something happens in the division,,
i+here "we don't have a policy to cover that,,, and this stim_
ulated investigation into ,,a policy to cover it in ilre
f uture. " (15.17) From this intiation the question would ,,go

through the proper committee for deliberation,,and investi_
gation. (15.r7) Àfter this, it wourd go ,'back to the
board" where a decision woul_d be made. (15.17) Àlthough his
description of the process appeared to be guite generar., it
was fert that this was a refr-ection of his desire to retain
frexibility in poricy, and a great dear of emphasis was
pi-aced on input into the poricymaking process throughout the
interview.

According to Lrustee # 1S, ,,most policies or directions
that the division's taking is in consur_tation with the
superintendent's department." (fS.+) gowever, input from
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sources outside of the board extended beyond the senior

administration as it was pointed out that "if a trustee or

the superintendent or somebody in our staff has an idea"

related to policy, "we'l-L discuss it. " (15.11) The implica-

tion was that the board looked favorabl-y on this type of

input. It was noted, as weII, that trustee # l5 stressed

input particularly from division staff (15.12):

. . . \.re do cal-l the pr inc ipaJ-s in f rom t ime to t ime
from some of the schools i f there's a part icular
poLicy that's going to affect them - or they can
come to us any time as a delegation to school
board meet ings. . .

This appeared to be due to a desire to establish harmonious

working relations between staff and board members. It \{as

felt that this might have been in reaction to trustee S 15's

experiences with the previous superintendent of his divi-
sion. (15.1-3) In support of this, he suggested that princi-
pals initiat.e "some changes" (15.13) while working with

trustees "as a team as much as possible." (15.16) He noted

too, that "trustees have a lot more input "than they had

previously. ( l-5.16 )

Although stressing input from division staff in the

formulation of policy, trustee # 15 hinted that input from

the public was al-so taken into account and at times actively
solicited by trustees. He cited an example deaJ-ing with the

establishment of a French Immersion program and pointed out

that "we talked to people in the community" and "had our own

publ ic meeting. " ( 15. l9) As well, this example appeared to
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provide evidence that trustee # 15 looked favorably on input
from a variety of sources. He mentioned having "talked to
the French Bureau" in connection with this specific exampJ.e

(15.19), and at another point suggested "l-ooking at what

other school divisions do or by getting herp from the prov-
ince or whatever." (15.18) It seemed from arl of this that
trustee # 15 held input from all sources to be an important

el-ement in the policymaking process.

Trustee s l5's view of the individuaL trustee's ror.e in
poricymaking also appeared very general. He advocated that
a trust.ee should "initiate changes" and "J-obby if he can. "
( 15. l4 ) However, at severaL points in the interview he

emphasized that the individual's rore \^/as in "estabLishing
policy." (15.31) This he described as setting "down guide-

lines and poricy" and "saying this is the \.¡ay we v¡ant to go

within this division. " (15.29) He considered the rore of
the trustee as "not getting directl-y involved in...the deci-
sion making of the schooJ.s", but rather in trying "to make

policy and trying to see that it's carried out" (r5.7), and

he described the individual's action as that of a

"watchdog. " ( 15. 7 ) rtre impr icat ion appreared to be that the

role of the individual was to gather as much information as

possible from the various sources of input, and then to make

policy decisions based on that information. It was,

perhaps, for this reason that he stated "...there's probably

no 1imit..." to the amount of input that should be allowed
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l-ook at all avenues and di f f erent ideas. . . "

ts on poJ.icymaking, ttustee # 15 identif ied

that he felt were a signi f icant infÌuence

To his mind there were "a Lot of things

luence it." (15.19) One particular infl_u-

rongly the superintendent" felt "about some-

Although partially a reflection of his
the former super intendent , he nonethetess

the superinte.ndent stilt had significant
by stating (15.27):

ng of pol- icy and di rect ion has changed
or change there would be the change of
ntendent who is the chief executivel

I

He went on to state that "in any division...the superinten-
dent is probabry the key personneJ. in policymaking - policy
changes - that sort of thing. " (15.23) Ànother influence,
he felt, wâs the pol-itical abiJ-ity of trustees. To that end

he suggested that pol icy "coul-d depend a lot on the J-obbying

of some trustees." (15.20) Às welr, it appeared that knowL-

edge was considered an infruencing faet.or as he considered

that "some policies are made through ignorance and l-ack of
information." (r5.20) The rast pol-icymaking infruence he

identified was that of financial constraint. He pointed out

that "we are in a recession and cutting back" and that this
presented "a probl€ß", if you "set poricy" but then f ind

that "you can't carry them out. " ( 15.3I )
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It appeared evident from trustee # 15's views that there

v¡as a political dimension to his thinking about policy and

policymaking. One example of this political element showed

itself in his discussion of informal and unvrritten policy.
It was suggested that "if it's down in writing, then there's
no area to manoeuvre" (15.10), and this v¡as apparentì-y

considered undesirable, particularly when dealing with "grey

areas or very touchy areas. " ( 15.10 ) At another point, he

suggested that when making policy, "you can aIso...cover
your butt by having a trial period. . . " (15.26) and at the

same time indicated that it was desirable to make sure that
"the public is happy with it." (15.26) Statements such as

these coupled with the attention to staff input and the

various types of policies existing in trustee # l5's mind

al-l contributed to the impression that policy and policy-
making had political components to them.

This impression was heightened by some of his statements

which projected pol icy as be ing react ive in nature. He

indicated that "as something comes up" then poricies would

"be changed" according to the different *situations" that
arose (15.20), and he strongJ-y advocated being "constantly
ready for change..." particularly if things weren't

"working." (15.26)

The views held by trustee # r5 appeared to be the resurt
of experience as a board member. He suggested that as a

trustee "you learn the system" (15.15), and that his view
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had "changed in the last three and a harf years." (r5.17)
It had "developed" (15.2r) through the experience of having
seen both and good and bad policy. (rs.24) the extent to
which he felt that he had learned through experience
appeared evident in his comment that nevery meeting is an

experience and you" learn from it. (15.26)

To trustee # Is, the views he held affected his approach
t,o policy and poricymaking. He fert that as a result of his
thinking, he tried to approach policy and policymaking ,,with

first of all getting as much knowredge about the subject as
possibre." (15.25) He fett that it was important to be

"werL informed" and to try to "improve...whatever area you

are dealing with" (15.25) and that nrather than leaving
things to chancen (15.8), he would activery pursue policy-
making. one of the effects of his views on his approach
appeared to underline the poriticar dimensíons to his
thinking (15.16):

...r have Learned to play the game guite wetl. Iknow how to talk to pãople, - de6ate, ii;; upsupport, Iobby - which is very important.
rn concluding the interview, he indicated that trustees,
views on poricy and poricymaking wourd 'certainry* be

reflected in the "kinds of policies" that come out of a

board. (15.29')
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i NTERVI Eç,7 # 16 SUMMARY ANÀLYSIS

Trustee # 16 vras a thirty-seven year old f emale who had

served three years on a rural school board. During that

time she had held office as Chairman of the Board, and had

served as chairperson on two standing committees. She was

employed in a supervisory capacity with a government agency

and had completed two years of post-secondary education.

À key emphasis in trustee $ 16's views about policy

appeared to be that of generality. To her, Policies were

nthings that are written down that direct our administra-

tion. " (16.1) Stre pointed out, however, t,hat although they

were nwritten directions", they were 'not specific in

nature.n (16.1) poticies served as "guidelinesn (16.1) and

provided na focal pointn (16.6) for people in the division.
Her stress on the non-specific nature of policy appeared to

be the result of her desire to prevent trustees from

injecting themselves into administrative areas. In this
regard she said (16.¿) ¡

I would like to see an overall policy that aII
neonle in the division are aware of and adhere to.¡.vvì-¡vBut, I don't want to get into making a decision
for this school and a decision for that school...

In support of this feeling, she pointed out that a certain

"degree of }atitude in the interpretation of" the nguide-

lines'existed. (f6.1)

Another element in trustee $ 16's views about policy was

the relationship between policies and goals. In keeping
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t'tith her desire to have general policy which was somewhat

frexibLe in naLure, she felt that poJ_icies should "suit the
rong term goars. " (16.2) rn order to ensure this, she

recommended that "long term goal setting...have a review of
po1 icy sort of innate in the process. " ( 16. 3 ) Her desi re
for frexibility appeared evident in the statement that
"there has to be some room for manoeuverabiliLy in the
policy. " Ã6.22) The implication seemed to be that policy
should serve goals of the division, but if over time these
goaJ-s changed, then poticy should be able to change in the
same direction. This appeared to indicate a somewhat func-
tional view of policy by trustee # 16, and was reinforced
when she said that "there has to be some sort of process
that's there to either formulate a new policy or to revise
it so that it answe.rs people' s needs. " ( 16.20 )

Trustee # 16 expressed quite succintry her views of what
characterized good and bad policy. In her mind, good policy
should direct nitserf to a specific issue." (16.zo) et the
same time, it was to be "easily understood" and "not vague.'
(16.20) e third attribute of good poricy identified by

trustee # 16 was that poJ.icy should have been formurated
with nsome input" by the "people who have to implementn it.
(16.20) end finarly, a good policy had to be nworkabre.'

(16.21) gad poJ-icy, on the other hand, r{as deemed to be

poricy which "no one rearly understands.. . or knows why,,

it's "there.n (16.20) such policy in her mind wourd
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'1conf use an issue more than clarif y it. " (16.20 ) es weII,

bad poJ.icy would be policy that tried to "be all things to
all people." (16.20) It þ¡as felt that the emphasis here was

also with "generality." It appeared that in order for a

policy to be all-encompassing, it would have to be either
extremely vague or very specifically constructed. In the

first instance the policy would be ineffective, while in the

second case it would be overly constricting. This appeared

to be a primary concern in her views about the attributes of

good and bad policy.
To trustee # 15, policy s¡as "very definitely" necessary

for.the school division. (f6.15) fn her words, "policy has

to be there as far as I'm concernedn (16.4) and she felt
that her "whole job as a trusteew was "to set...policy
and...guidelines.n (fO.¿) Stre pointed out that "?, a

trustee I see myself and my fellow board members as making

the final decision" with respect to policy. (16.12 )

However, she emphasized that policymaking was a "joint
effort between the trustees and the administration." (16.11)

Although she indicated that this had not always been the

case, she strongly affirmed that trustees and administration
now worked "as a team making policy." (16.11)

When describing the policymaking process, trustee # 16

stressed the notion of input, particularly from administra-

tion and staff. Through the examples she used (16.11) i¡
became apparent that the superintendent's department, the
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principals, and the teachers had the most input into the

policymaking process. ÀIthough stating that the board tried

"no| to impede input" as it liked nto hear from aIIn
(16.13), she admitted that "the Ìocal parents in the commu-

nity don't seem to have very much involvement in policy."
(16.11) Even with the "odd delegation" appearing before the

board, she felt that "we never have any input from the

community." (16.12) This situation appeared somewhat unde-

sirable in her eyes, but she seemed to be at least partially

reconciled by the view that "trustees" were "representatives
of the communi ty. " ( 16.13 ) As well, she indicated that

efforts were being made to increase parental input through

"having a once a year revisionn where "people were invited
to come to a policy review meeting." (16.18)

Policymaking to trustee # 16, appeared to be a somewhat

reactive process and this was in keeping with her views of

policy being functional. She reflected that "you know when

a policy has to be made íf you're continuously faced with a

particular problem. " (I6.17) This funclional approach

seemed to underlie the policymaking process which she

outlined as consisting of five steps. (f6.I4) According to

her, one first of all needed "a reason to have a policy.n

Having determined such a need, one then had to figure out

who should be making this decision and why." The t.hird step

consisted of gathering "informationn and this was the step

in which input from all sources would be used. This would
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be followed by the board attempting to "cull it...sorL it
out...and prioríze" it. The final step in the process would

be to write up a policy and adopt it.
Trustee # 16 saw the role of the individual trustee in

this process as that of gathering (16.13):

...âs much information as they as an individual
can and to give the benefiL of their knowledge on
any particular part of the policy, and then to act
as a group - hopefully to reach consensus.

Again, there appeared to be a strong concern with making an

informal decision, and this vras very much in keeping with

her previous views about soliciting input and working as a

team. It was felt here, that trustee # 16 viewed the team

approach as one in which members would add to each other's
knowledge even though the board had the nfinal decision."
(16.13) The concern or desire to reach a consensus appeared

to reflect some potitical concern and awareness on the part

of the respondent. Although not frequently mentioned, she

did appear to recognize at least the potential for political
elements in policy and policymaking when she discussed

unwritten policy. In her mind, policies should be written
down as people miqht Broteet 'theír hidden aqendas" if thev'- r - _ r_ * ' J - !_ - - - - _ --J------.-

vrere not. (16.10 )

During the interview, trustee # 16 identified what she

considered to be three significant influences on the policy-
making process. The first of these could best be described

as trustees' projections about the impact of specific poli-
cies. To her mind the policymaking process would be influ-
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enced by the perception of "how policy is going to affect
people." (16.16) The second influence vras that of "person-

alitiesn and their compatability wit.h specific policy propo-

sals. Both of these considerations appeared to have polit-

ical dimensions to them in that there appeared to be a

concern with the acceptability of the proposed policies.

This appeared consistent with the earlier allusions to reac-

tivity in policy and policymaking. The last influenc iden-

tified by trustee # 16 was that of financial limitation. In

her words, "budgetary restrictions impact on policy. "

( 16.16 )

The views held by trustee # 16 appeared to be largely

derived from "experience as a trusteen (16.3), coupled with

her nown experience in administration.n (16.5) St¡e remarked

that she had been nav¡are" of other people on the board nthat

had some problems with a lack of policy" (16.7) and that she

worked "with policies jobwise. " (16.19) Her emphasis

appeared to be on the experience she had gained as a Lrustee

during which time she had had to live "with some really bad

policies" and had seen "the results of really bad policies.n
(r6.21)

The effects of trustee # 16's views on her approach to

policyma\ing centred on two aspects. According to her, she

had "Iearned through experience not to make policy too

rigid" (16.22), and this corresponded to her views on the

generality of policy. However, the greatest stress v¡as
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pJ-aced on input into policy. She felt that "you have to get

input from the people that" policy "affectsn (16.19), and

that because of that,
she vras "a Iittle more ready to Iisten to people." (16.14)

She admitted to Iiking "to open a dialogue" (16.5) and reit-

erated that input should come from nthe people that policy

is going to affect." (16.5) Once again, there seemed to be

a political dimension underlying her concern in this area

and this appeared evident when she suggested that nPeople

who don't have any input into anything" are "not very

wilting to live with a policy or enforce that policy."
(16.19) rt¡is sentiment Ì¡as in keeping with her desire for

"workablen policy.

Trustee # 16 appeared to feel quite strongly that the

views. held by school board members would be influential in

determining the kinds of poJ-icy st,atements that would come

from boards (16.25) and it was evident that she felt her

views influenced her own approach to policy and policy-

making.

INTERVIEW # SUMMÀRY ANÀLYSTS

Trustee # 17 was a thirty-seven year old male. His

formal level of education was a Grade 10 standing and he was

employed in a rniddle management capacity with a banking

company. He had served Lwo years as a trustee on an urban

L7
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board, and during that time had held the positions of

Chairman of the Board, Vice-Chairman and chairperson for the

Negotiations Committee.

In trustee # 17's view, policy was considered "necessary

f or the working of a school district. " Ql ,l ) ue f elt that

"you have to have guidelines for people to work by" (17.6)

and that "without policy there's chaos. " In keeping with

this view, he recognized policies as "the rules that are set

for the standards of education and how education is going to

be delivered within" the "district." (17.1) ¡fthough he was

emphatic that "poli"y, once it's laid down, is there to be

obeyed or to be followedu (17,I), he indicated a concern

with flexibility in policy. It appeared that he felt policy
should not be constricting in nature and that the way to
ensure this vras to make sure that "boards are flexible. n

(17.1) when he suggested that policies srere "not carved in

stone', he appeared to be alluding to the possibility of

changing policies by maintaining flexibility in the policy-
making process. (17.1) rn this regard, he suggested that n a

board should be flexible enough if it's proven that the

policy is incorrect they're there to change it." (17.1)

It vras his opinion that "policies have to be looked at all
the time and as necessary, ammendedn (17.6) in order "to do

what is best f inally for the school district. . .and Lhe

pupils in the district.n (17.4) ttris appeared to be one of

the underlying purposes of policy in his mind, and seemed to

reflect the notion that poJ.icy had a functional purpose.
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In his thoughts on policy, lrustee # I7 discussed the

relationship between policies and goals. He suggested that

"very tenuous links sometimes* existed nbetween policy and

goals" (l-7.2), but that this was not necessarily the ideal.

He stated that "although you would hope that your poJ.icy

always does contribute towards your goaln, this was "not

necessarily" the case. (f7.2) To make his point, he cited

the example of student exclusíon in a system whose professed

goal was to keep "students within the system for the maximum

amount of time. " (17.2')

There appeared to exist a degree of uncertainty in

trustee # 17' s views about two aspects of pol icy. Alt,hough

he identified policy as being "rules" from which there was

to be no deviation (17.1), he later suggested that npolicy

itself can have a certain amount of leewayn (17.10) built
into it. However, he pointed out that he couldn't think of

an example to íIlustrate his views, and it tvas f elt that

perhaps he was projecting a desire for increased flexi-

bility. Another area in which there appeared to exist

uncertainty was that of informal policy. I^lhen asked if
policy coul-d exist without being written down, trustee # 17

was quick to respond nYes it can exist. n ( 17.9 ) Again,

however, he could not think of an example and it appeared

that he v¡as responding from a sense of intuitive feeling

which had not yet crystallized to the point of clear articu-

lation. This apparent uncertainty about informal policy may
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have contributed to his view that policies should be written

down to provide "an orderly v¡ay of referring to" them

(17.9), and to his feeling that policy "has to be in black

and white." (17.9)

Trustee # 17 identified, in his discussion, attributes of

both good and bad policies. To his mind, policy had to

first of all "be workable.n (17.22) rt¡is appeared to be a

reflection of his functional orientation previously

mentioned. Às well, policy had to "have a certain resultn

(17.22') , and it had "to work towards the betterment of the

system.n (I7.22) again, his orientation towards policy being

functional appeared to be present. One attribute of a good

policy mentioned by trustee # 17 was that of policy being

"understandable.n It was his feeling that even if policy

ï¡as 'not agreed upon...you have to be able to give good

reason as to why you want that po1icy." Q7.24) rt¡e impli-

cation $¡as that such a reason had to at least be understand-

able to the public, and this particular attribute appeared

to reflect a political dimension to his t.hinking about

policy. His desription of bad policy heightened this

impression as he suggested only one attribute in this area.

To him I a bad policy was one which 'may cause later on more

problems than existed in the first place.n (17.23\

The importance of political considerations was not

Iimited to trustee # 17's thinking on policy alone. It

extended to his views about the policymaking process as
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$reII. He suggested that "a tremendous amount of pressure"

existed in "poficymaking" and that part of this pressure was

"political. " (17 .27) By- his own admission, "school boards

are...a ]ot more political than they once weren, and now

trustees are "sometimes prepared to make tradesn in the

policymaking process. (17.4) Because of this, he felt that

bargaining "sometimes" impinged on policymaking. (f7.4) In

further support of this political dimension to policymaking

he suggested Lhat smooth working policies had to be devel-

oped in order to gain nthe confidence of the parents that
put their kids in our district." (I7.7) From this, it
appeared clear that political considerations constituted one

element in trustee # 17 's views about policymaking.

Trustee # 17's thoughts on policymaking also appeared to

have a certain degree of caution underlying them. When he

suggested that the "board makes school division policyn
(17.11) he was quick to note that "if you're not careful
administration can make it and just get it endorsed by the

board." (17.11) et a later point he indicated that 'at
least once a year we meet without any administra-

tion...preseñt", and that "guite a bit of policy has come

out of those meetings because we haven't had the administra-

tion there." (17.I21 Even when discussing the process of

adopting a policy, he suggested that when a policy proposal

"comes back" from the administration, that the trustee "want

to just make sure that it's written asn they "rrant. n (17.18)
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It appeared from these statements that there vlas a cautious

approach by trustees and that this perhaps influenced poli-
cymaking in the division. It also seemed that this careful

approach was J.ikely the result of some negative experiences

in trustee $ 17's background.

Notwithstanding the underlying degree of caution appar-

ently present in his thinking, trustee # 17 outlined policy-

making as essentially a three step process in which a great

emphasis was placed on the notion of input. Àccording to

him, when it was felt that "something or other should be

changed", or that something...should be put down", or that

"something should be regulated" (17.1-6), then the policy-

making process nas initiated. FoIlowing this, the second

step in the process was to approach the administration and

"ask them to come back with their recommendations as to what

can be done." (17.16) tt¡e final step was to place the

recommendation before the board where a decision would be

made. ( 17 .16 )

The high priority placed on input appeared obvious from

the outset of the steps outlined here. Trustee # 17

suggested that although nrecommendations normally would come

from the superintendent...the actual start on making...

policy or changing...policy could qL¡ite easiIy...come from

the grass roots." (I7.I2) Further in his discussion he

agreed that he "definitely" looked favorably on input from

various areas (17.I2) and he outlined his feelings as

follows (17.13):
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I have no problem at aIl wi th receiving
deputations talking to teachers - talking with
everybody that wants to talk to us from - you know
- parents and students as well - because I think
it's important.

The reason for his apparent emphasis on input into policy-
making vras reflected in the statement that "vre have to get

as much information from different parties as we cann

(17.13), and in a particular vision of his role in the poli-
cymaking process.

With this role of the individual trustee in policymaking,

trustee # 17 reflected, once again, the importance he appar-

ently attached to input in policymaking. It was his opinion

t,hat trustees had to "weigh up.. .where. . . input is coming

f rom" and the reasons r{hy it r^'as being given. ( 17.14 ) Àpart

from this, he felt that an idividual had to put his oown

personal philosophy into it" and that, he acknowledged,

'sways you.' (17.14) Àlthough he appeared to consider input

into policymaking as a very significant element which had

implications for the view he held of the individuaL trus-
tee's role, he did not advocate totally unlimited input. He

suggested that "time constraintsn would timit the amount of

input any group had. (f7.13)

Trustee # 17 also identified, what he considered to be,

significant influences in Lhe policymaking process. In this
regard he acknowledged that "power groupsn and "pressure

groups" attempted to sometimes "make big changesn in policy
( 17 .13 ) and he impl ied that at t imes i t vras necessary to
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limit their input in order to reduce undue influence.

However, it v¡as his feeling that by far the most significant
influence on policymaking v¡as in fact the individual trus-
tee's personal feelings. He voiced this viewpoint by saying
nI stilI lay down that it's whatever the trustees feel is
for the school- district - best for the school district."
(17.18) to him, that had "to be the total and top

criteria." (17.18) tt apppeared that trustee # 17 felt
that intuition had at least a part to play in policymaking.

He suggested that although he didn't "think you'd neces-

sarily know you would hope it was going to be a good

policy", and that "you would" have to "just try in your own

mind to work out if n it would be good. (l-7.26')

Much of trustee # 17's description of policy and pol.icy-

making appeared to provide a reactive framework for board

action. Although it was fel-t that this was true to a

certain extent, it was also felt that this was in part due

to his desire to have functional policy that was at the same

time flexible. For these reasons, he vras concerned that

policy should "be brought up to date because things are

changing aII the time." (17.20) He felt that (I7.27)t

...you have to be prepared to change your mind
because somebody's put a very good reason as to
why that's ,not working you have to be prepared
and able to puL your own views and maybe change
other people's minds.

However, he did give evidence that policymaking was not

totally reactive to problem situations or decisions that had
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ated by "just...an idea", and implied that it did not have
to be in response to a crisis situation.

The views held by trustee # I7 appeared to be largely the
result of his own experiences. He pointed out thaL after
leaving schoor, he "had no rear. idea at alr about what
policy was or how you could lay it down. ..' (fZ.S) and
suggested that it was only "through experience" Lhat you

"Iearn the ramif ications of doing certain things.,, (I7 .4) es
an example, he stated r'...frovr r can see both sides of an
argument. " ,17.7 ) rhe importance of experience in devel-
oping trustee ' # r-7's views was not Limited to his time in
office. He pointed out that uI do know what effects poricy
has on mysetfn (r7.2s) , and remarked that nwe arr work in an
organizational.type of system and so we arl know what poli-
cies are and what they can be. " (I7 .25,) It seemed apparent
that his views had been deveroped through a process of tife-
long learning, and that his entire range of experiences had
contributed towards his views of both poricy and poricy-
making.

Trustee # 17 appeared to feer that the views herd by
trustees would, in fact, be infruentiar_ in determining the
kinds of policy statements that wouLd emanate from a school
board. rn rsponse to that particurar guestion, he stated
"Yeah, r suppose you have to look at each person individu-
arly." (L7-27) For himserf , he $ras abre to identify ways in
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which his approach to poricy and policymaking h'ere affected
by his views. He acknowredged feering "that sometimes we

have to go out and seek other people's viewsn before making

policy, and that it made "you careful as to how you make

your decisions. " (17.8) ue professed wanting "to go into
the schoors personally", and having a need "to understand

what it's like in" his community. Q7 .22) rhe overalÌ
effect of his views appeared to be twofold. In the first
instance he seemed to want to get as much information as

possible, and, in the second place he appeared to desire a

certain degree of caution in making policies. These two

sentiments appeared evident when he summed up the effect of
his views by saying (I7.22) 

¿

- ...ygg-have to make certain as fa.r as is humanlypossible that you are aware of the results oîthat policy and how it's going to affect andthat there are no negative things for the students
themselves.



Chapter I I I

GENERAL SUMMARY ANALYSIS

The purpose of this chapter is to identify recurrent

themes and areas of emphasis found in trustees' responses.

Focusing on trustees' views about policy and policymaking,

on the attributes assigned to good and bad policy, and on

the perceived effects of individual views, the presentation

that follows is a general analytic summary of the ra!¡ data.

To facilit,ate this presentation, summary charts have been

prepared for each interview. These charts were constructed

by replicating the matrix of focussing question (r'igure 1)

found in Chapter 1. The interviews and the participant

validated summaries were each carefully studied, and both

statements and sentiments corresponding to the questions

addressed in each cell were then noted in the appropriate

spaces. The resulting seventeen grid sheets presented here

are consequently a further distillation of the original
research data and their development was guided by the pheno-

menological validation of the earlier individual interview

summaries. 'The end result is seventeen single charts noting

the key elements of trustees' thoughts about policy and

policymaking at the Lime of the inLerviews. '

160
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The summary sheets that follow contain both direct quota-

tions and sentiments expressed by the participants. In some

cases, ideas vrere expressed piecemeal over an extended

portion of the interview and it was not possible to provide

direct quotabions because of the restricted space of the

grid cells. For this reason, âlthough each ideas on the

summary sheets is indicated by a dash (-), not all of these

are in quotation marks. Those which aren't represent the

author's interpretation of the Eespondents' views about a

specific area. Using this method of recording, it vras

possible to develop single page summaries for each interview

which not only reporLed actual phrases of the subjects, but

which also allowed for the representation of frequency,

emphasis and intonation in the responses. It will be noted

that each summary sheet deals with only one interview. The

numbers that appear next to ideas and quotations in the grid
cells refer to the pages in the original interview tran-
script wherein the recorded ideas can be found. These

numbers have been provided for readers wishing to examine

the complete context of specific statements or ideas.

Two points are of part icul-ar note when examining the

summary gr ids. The f i rst i s that the row labelled I'REÀSON

FOR VIEWPOINT' specifically addressed the guestion of why

certain views vrere he1d. The "HOW VIEWPOINT DEVELOPED" row

concerned itself with the development of the viewpoint and

sought to clarify responses to why specific views vrere held.
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In some instances, Lrustees did not separate the evorution
of their views from the reasons for their views and as a

consequence some cells have been left blank. The second

point is that in other areas of the grid, one finds empty

cells as werr. These cells appear empty for a variety of
reasons:

a) In some instances, it eras possibre that trustees\

had not considered the questions put to them in isola-
tion from the process of poricymaking and rather than
give a response which had not been thoughL out, some

chose to avoid specific repries to certain questions
posed

b) Àt times some of the trustees asked for clarifica-
tion about certain questions. rt appeared that the
contrived nature of the matrix did not forlow the
patterns of thinking about policy herd by the respon-
dents in those instances. For some, then, not specif-
icarly answering the questíon did not mean that they
had no thoughts on the subject, but rather that their
thoughts did not naturarly ftow in the artificiar
context of the matrix presented,

c) There was no way of measuring the impact that the
interview or the interviewer himserf had on the
respondents. It was possibre that certain trustees
might not have fert at ease in the situation and might
have withherd specific responses to certain questions
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as a means of reducing their vulnerability to criti-
cism, ridicule or the possibility of similar uncomfor-
.table t reatment .

Although brank cells may at first grance appear to indicate
incomplete findiDgs, such is not necessarily the case. It
was felt that forcing individuars to respond in a manner

which would facilitate compreting arl grid cells would have

both destroyed the rerationship within the interview and

invaridated the findings by artificialry imposing the matrix
on trustees' thinking about policy and poJ_icymaking. Às the
study was exploratory in nature , ít was concerned with
discovering erements of trustees' thoughts and not with
directly or indirectly manipurating them to fit some precon-
ceived, author-constructed, pattern.

This study had as its focus the i.nvestigation of three
major questions. These weres

1) Do trustees' views of policy affect their approach
to policy and policymaking?

2) Are there any patterns which appear to exist in the
thinkíng of trustees about both policy and policy-
making?

3 ) i.rhat accounts f or trustees' thoughts about por icy
and policymaking?

In order to attempt to answer these guestions, it was neces-
sary to study the data information presented on arl of the
summary grids. This was done by isorating each cel-l in the
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seventeen sheets from each other and then by grouping them

together in various ways. Although looking at aIl identical
cells together (eg. WHAT IS POLICy? / fnUSteE,S vIEWPOINT)

provided a fair degree of insight into how trustees' thought

about that particular subject, the information so derived

was felt to be incomplete in that it represented a

restricted view without reference to other elements of the

matrix. ÀIthough not discounting this approach as a

valuable source of understanding, it was feIL that a more

fruitfur method of investigation v¡as to examine the summary

grids along both verticaL and horizontal columns. In this
wêy, it was possible to obtain a fuller understanding of

particular viewpoints and to get a sense of the pervasive-

ness of an individual's thinking by comparing answers to the

different questions across the grid. It was by this method

that one was able to arrive at certain conclusions

respecting Lhe first major guestion of the study: Do trus-
tees' views of policy affect their approach to poticy and

policymaking?

EFFECT OF TRUSTEES' VIEWS

In order to arrive at any determination to this question,

it was first of all necessary to examine the row of

responses entitled TRUSTEETS vIEwpOINT and then the row

entitled EFFECT OF VTEWPOTNT. More specificarly thereafter,
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it was necessary to compare the "viewpoint" cell with the

"effect" ceÌI in each of the question columns.

Inspection of summary sheets wiIl show that eighty-two

ceIls hold ansvrers or statements which indicated that trus-
tees were indeed influenced in their approaches by their
thoughts regarding policy and policymaking. From the

perspective of the respondent,s it appeared that they

believed this to be largely the case and in this regard

trustee # 9 said (9.5):

I approach policies with my own personal philos-
ophy and bring my own personal view into the whole
pic ture

Trustee # 10 succinctly echoed this sentiment with the

suggestion that nwhatever views you hord tends to influence
your approach to any problem." (10.5)

As a means checking the accuracy of these views, it
was necessary to compare the "effectn cells with the nview-

pointn cells for the same question. Throughout aII seven-

teen grids, it was noted that a high degree of congruence

existed between what trustees expressed as their vievrpoints

and what effect they suggested this had on their approach to
policy and policymaking. Although impossible to replicate
in its entirety here, the comparison between "viewpointn and

neffect" is well represented by the following examples: ,

QUESTION: Who makes policy? (lnterview 11)
TRUSTEE'S VIEWPOINT "boardn has "uLtimate deci-
sion" / recommendations of administrators "defi-niteLy other input " / nthose people who are
involvedn to have input / "teachei committeesjointly with the board" / nconsider ratepayer
influence"
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EFFECT OF vIEWPOINT 'I...discuss things with
ratepayersn / "forced to approach it more open
mindedly",/ "less dictatorial" / ntry to use a lot
more diþlomacy" / "convince" rather than "teIlu

QUESTION: What is good policy? (Interview 4)
TRUSTEE'S VIEWPOINT "specific" / clarity /
"policy ought to cover situations that come up
with reasonable frequencyn / nv¡orkable and reason-
able and understandable and...consistent with the
...goals and objectives of your organization" /
"the measure of all effective policy has to be
...general acceptance" / uit has to be at least
acc eptable n

EFFECT OF VIEWPOINT - "careful about radical
policy changes" / "more inclined to meet with
community groups" / "Iisten at least"

QUESTION: What is good policy? (Interview 14)
TRUSTEE'S vIEWPOINT - "if it's satisfactory to
both sides',/ uif ít sits good with everybodyn /
"pleases everybody" / "wiIl meet the needs of the
division"
EFFECT OF VIEWPOINT nI have to be comfortable
with it" / sets out purposely to develop accep-
table policy

Careful comparison of the "viewpoint" and "effectn ce1ls

throughout the summaries yields similar patterns of agree-

ment between answers and appears to support the respondents'

views that their thoughts did affect their approaches to

policy and policymaking.

Only four cells contained statements which indicated that

the viewpoint in question had no effect on the individual's

approach to policy and policymaking. Trustee # 6, for

instance, did not feel that his views about who made policy

affected his approach. Trustee # f3 felt that his views

about the necessity of policymaking did not influence his
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approach to policymaking, while trustee # 17 didn't feel

that his thoughts on what policy is, or on who makes policy,

r{ere particularly signif icant in their effect.
Given the few instances wherein trustees did not feel

that their view affected their approach to policy and poli-
cymaking, it would appear that overall trustees' approaches

to policy and poJ.icymaking were affected by their thoughts

on those matters. Even in the case of the four exceptions

cited here, one can easily argue that the responses appeared

to reflect weaknesses of the research methodology rather

than significant exceptions Èo the pattern of thinking among

trustees. Sure1y trustee # 6, who felt that the nboard"

made policy and that the individual role was to insure that

policy was beneficial to everyone, was affected by these

thoughts. The fact that he sasr himself as a part of the

policymaking process was the result of his view that the
nboard" made policy and that he was a part of that board.

In this case, the question or perhaps the questioning tech-

nique appeared to have been weak in unearthing the under-

Iying assumptions present in his thinking. Similarly with

trustee # 13, although he did not feel Lhat his views about

the necessity of policy had an effect on his approach to

poticymaking, one can argue that he would not have involved

himself in policymaking vrere it not for his strong belief
that "somebody has to set a direction.' (fg.f) lite argu-

ments can be used for trustee $ 17's responses as well.
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Given the evidence from the data collected, and in view

of the very few indications to the contrary, it would seem

Lhat the trustees in this study felt that the views that

they held about policy and policymaking were, in fact,

influential in how they themselves approached both policy

and poJ.icymaking. The author's feelings and perceptions

throughout the study also bore this out and when compared to

the evidence found in the summary sheets, it vtas noted that

indeed a high level of agreement existed between the views

professed by trustees and their recounting of the effects of

these views. It appears from this, then, that one musL

accept that the views held by trustees about policy affected

their approach to policy and policymaking.

WHÀT IS POLICY?

Perhaps the most fundamental question put to the trustees

in the sample vras that of "What is policy?" Ànalysis of the

appropriate grid ceLls yielded a variety of ansv¡ers.

However, the variety of response.s appeared to take place

more on the semantic level than on the substantive level and

it is the author's contention that much of the terminology

used for describing policy was synonymous at the level of

meaning in trustees' thinking. Consider the following terms

Lhat were used to describe policy:

broad outline I.1 irection 2.I
guidelines 1.1 set the course 2.35



regulated 3.1

working formula 3.1

operative manual 3.5

posit ion 4. I
interpretation of goals 4.2

how to proceed 4.10

rules 5.1

method of running 6.1

procedure 5.2

what you run division by 5.7

186

regulations 8.6

statement of approach 9.1

utilitarian 9.8

structure 11 .4

Iaws and rules 11.5

framework 12.1

parameters of operation 12.1

interpretation factor 13.1

guidance for staff 14.1

tool to achieve goals 15.3

It appeared that these descriptions of policy, âIthough

differing in the words used, nonetheless contained common

elements or concerns within them. For aI}, there v¡as a

pre-occupation with structure and direction, as well as an

orientation towards function. IL appeared clear that policy

in the minds of the respondents had the definite purpose of

providing direction to the operations of school divisions.
It appeared to be viewed as an instrument for the clarifica-

tion of goals and for implementing philosophies in concrete

f orm.

Although the overall views held by trustees appeared to

focus on function and direction, one cannot simply overlook

the varietylof terms used to describe poticy. Even though

one cannot definitively interpret the noted variations, it

is possible to at least speculate as to the significance of

such differences. From the writer's experience of the
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interviews, it appeared that the use of differing terms to
describe essentialJ.y similar views reflected personal biases
of the respondents. It is possibre to construct continua
for directiveness and function, and to prace the respective
viewpoints a).ong such continua. For example, as end points
of the directiveness continuum, one might chose,,minimum
direction necessary to insure survival of the system', and

"totaIly directed system. " If such were the case, then one

might locate trustees' views as follows:

dir.cl o¡ ?.1 rulr¡ 5.1

lrrmrwort l2.l hor to
grococd tl,l0

bro¡d outlinc l.l

Figure 2z Directiveness Continuum

The point here is that although alr views held by the
respondents were concerned wi th di rect ion, structure and

guidance of the individuals in the system, the emphasis

praced on this concern variéd from individuar to individual.
This variation was in turn refrected by the terminorogy used

to describe policy.
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At the outset of the study, it had been assumed that
certain aspects of trustees' thinking about poricy might be

dichotomous in nature. one such exampre of this vras the
nguidel ine" versus " rulen or ientat ion suggested by the

author. However, the evidence from the research did not

provide support for such a simplistic dichotomy. Rather, it
was discovered that "guiderine" in the minds of the respon-

dents meant rigid guidelines as opposed to suggestions which

could either be accepted or rejected. In other words,

guidelines, in the minds of the trustees interviewed, meant

directive statements of the board and courd perhaps be

phrased somewhat more loosery than rules. Nonetheress, âDy

such guidelines were stilr concerned with directing the

activities of the schoor division. The rure versus guide-

line dichotomy posited at the outset of the study was rearly
an oversimprification. the data suggested that any such

thinking is more a reflection of different biases within the

same area of concern raLher than distinctry opposing view-
points.

WHÀT IS GOOD POLICY?

ÀIthough directiveness and

elements prevalent in trustees'
t ion "What i s Pol icy? t' , other

examining the statements found

function were

first responses

elements became

in the columns

the two key

to the ques-

apparent by

ask i ng "[,Ihat
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i s Good Pol icy? " and "What i s Bad pol i cy?,, Àga in, as one

might expect, a variety of terminorogy vras used to answer

these two questions, but crose examination reveared recur-
rent themes in the respondents' thinking.

when attempting to discover patterns of thinking among

individuals on a given topic, there is the danger of
misrepresenting the respondents on the basis of what they
have not said. In the case of the summary grids at the
beginning of this chapter, one must guard against the
assumption that because a certain aspect of poricy or poli-
cymaking is not mentioned by an individual, that he or she

of necessity finds that aspect unimportant or disagrees with
the notions put forward by other respondents pertaining to
that subject. The grids, and indeed the interviews them-

selves represent those ideas which the respondents felt v¡ere

appropriate to the questions being posed at the time.
Àlthough one can reasonably infer that the ideas put forward
were in arl liklihood those most important to the partici-
pants about the specific topic, one cannot infer that other
ideas not mentioned had no prace in their thinking.

The observations that folrow are presented in order of
the frequency with which they were mentioned by partici-
pants. It can be reasonabry argued that this reflects the
enphasis in trustees' thinking about policy. However, it is
acknowredged that most respondents would rikety find little
issue with any of the erements identified. Nonetheress, it
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is important to see the stress accorded to these various

elements in order to more fulIy understand trustees'
thoughts about policy.

From the thoughts expressed about good policy, it, was

possible to identify seven key concerns of the trustees
involved in this study. These vrere: 1) acceptability, Z)

specificity and clarity, 3) utility and problem-solving, 4)

workability, 5) fairness , 6) frexibirity and 7) accessi-
bility and communication. The area which received most

attention vras that of acceptability.

Àcceptabi I i t v

Of the seventeen trustees interviewed, thirteen mentioned

acceptability as being an attribute of good policy. The

forlowing exampres irtustrate some of the various ways in
which the notion of acceptability was transmitted:

- people are generally happy (1.8)

- at least acceptable (4.27')

if public are happy with your system (5.23)

- in tune with what parents think (9.281

reflect what people want (10.26)

- those it affects are satisfied (13.28)

- mutually acceptable (11.32)

there's no agitation, there's no particular squab-

bles about, it (6.24)



Although the phraseology vras dif ferent for each

respondents, there appeared to be little doubt

underlying sent iments $¡ere the same.

of

that
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the

the

Soec i ficitv and Clar i ty

of almost equar emphasis was the notion that poricies
must be specific and cl-ear. Twelve of the seventeen respon-

dents made specific mention of poricies being *as specific
as possibreu (1.4), "easily understood" (r0,4), "crearry set
out" (L2.21) and "understandabre." (17.24) trris high degree

of concern with specificity and crarity may have been tinked
to the overriding concern with acceptability. It appeared

that trustees might have felt similar to the administrators
descr ibed by Grasmere l.tglS:15I :

The administrator too will have to see that his
methods are "acceptable" and it wiII be for him afar more complicated and never-ending business to
make everything that he does cornpreheñsible, âs itwill have to be if it is to be aóceptable.

However, given the findings in this study, Grasmere's

thoughts about acceptability do not accurately describe the
Lrustees interviewed. Given the six other areas of concern

identified in their thoughts on good poricy, it is impos-

sible to equate a schoor trustee with the democratic leader
he characterizes ICrasmere.l975:15] as one who:

. .. simpJ.y tries to work out some kind of action
which wiIl prove to be nacceptable"; acceptable inthe short run within the reguirement õf main-taining unity among his supporters, and acceptablefor the next two or three years in the wider-field
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of the community where the proposed line of actionhas to be effectivery carrièd out, and of coursedefended.

Instead, iL appears more accurate to suggest that Grasmere,s
identification of acceptabirity as an increasingly importanL
factor in decision making appears supported by the evidence
of this study. rt is perhaps for this reason that it was

the element most frequently mentioned by the trustees inter-
v i ewed.

Usefulness and Problem-Solvinq

For eleven of the seventeen interviewed, there was

obvious concern with policy's usefulness in dearing with
specific items or in addressing specific needs and problems.
This concern was manifested through statements which
described good policy as policy that met the needs of the
division (r4.25), touched all aspects of a problem (s.24),
helped to fulf ilr goals (r2.zol , addressed a particul_ar area
(1.19), solved problems (s.24), and achieved the desire that
had been laid down by the board. (f7.ZZ) tfris element in
trustees' thinking about policy appeared to be further
evidence of the "functional' orientation trustees had with
respect to poricy and which was mentioned ,earlier. rt
appeared clear lhat in the minds of the respondents, policy
existed (or was created) rargely to furfirl some specific
purpose or to address a particular problem or need. Giving
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even further support to this notion was the noticeable
absence in the inLerviews, of exampres of policy which were

not either problem or function oriented. of the seventy-
four examples cited in the interviews, only six dealt with
curricular matters such as "level of courses" (2,7) and

breadth of program offering. (4.25) However, even these
were mentioned in the context of addressing specific prob-
lems of financing, staffing and addressing parents' wishes.
As a conseguence, functionarity appeared to pervade much of
the respondents' thinking about policy and policymaking.

Workabilit

of the seventeen individuars interviewed, nine of them

specifically mentioned that good policy had.to be Ìworkabre"

(10.14), "easy...to imprement" (r.rg) and "administered
without difficulty. " (S.2S) Although not specifically
articurated, it appeared that workability vras in rarge
measure related to acceptabirity and functionality. The

inference seemed to be good poricies did not create adminis-
trative problems (and thus insured their acceptability) and

at the same time nworked" to solve the problem or address
the issue in question (thus fulfitling the functional
concerns of trustees).
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Fa i rness

Almost equal emphasis was placed on the element of "fair-
ness" in trustees' thoughts about policy. Eight of the

respondents expressed concerns that good policy should be

"fair to alln (5.21 , "shouldn't create inequalities" (5.25),

should "treat everybody equally" (15.6) and should I'treat

all people evenly. " (8.20) Àlthough the term "fairn was

used several times by the different respondents, the word

itself appeared to be loosely interpreted to mean everyone

receiving the same treatment. Although the next major

element of emphasis was flexibifity (presumably to aIlow

deviation on situational grounds), it appeared that the

trustees vrere slightly more concerned with the equal treat-
ment of people. It is interesting to note the identifica-
tion of both "equal treatment" and nflexibility" as key

elements, for it suggests that the trustees concerned recog-

nized a necessity to balance their decisions between the

two. Clearly, the ability and freedom to do this would

allow for the most acceptable decisions being made most

freguently, depending on the circumstances involved.

Flex ibi Iitv

The identification of flexibility as

in policy deserves attention in that

an important element

it appeared to be
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specificalfy directed towards trustees and not administra-

tors. The flexibility referred to by the respondents was

the ability of trustees to change, suspend or remake policy.

It did not refer to latitude of interpretation on the part

of policy administrators. In fact, some trustees made

comments such as "policy has to be followed to the letter.
There can be no exception whatsoever,' (l.Z) and "once you

set policy there is a certain amount of pressure to stick to

what you have set up in policy and not to deviate from it."
(8.2) The element of flexibility appeared to be viewed as a

means of allowing trustees to rework policies into more

acceptable forms. There was, however, one notable exception

to this pattern of thinking. Trustee # 13 advocated flexi-
bility in the interpretation of policy. He- advocated the

construction of policy with 'some room for initiative"
(13.13) on the part of those charged with it,s iurplementa-

tion, and he felt that it should be ngeneral enough" for the

use of imagination. (13.25) However, his vras an isolated
viewpoint and ran contrary to the general pattern of

thinking found in the sixteen other responses.

Accessibilit v and Communication

The final area of major emphasis identified in the

participants' thoughts on policy was that of accessibility
and communication. Five of the respondents suggested that
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good policy ahould be "accessible and circulated to aIln
(9.12), "available for all the public that it affects"
(16.9) and "communicated to aIt people in the school divi-
sion." (Z.Zl ) One can quite clearly see the relationship

between "accessibility and communication" and "specificity
and cIarity". Making poJ.icy available and communicating

school division policies would lead to understanding in a

specific and clear fashion. This in turn would conLribute

towards the overall acceptability of such policies.

Although five of the seventeen respondents represents

only 29.42 of the sample in this study, it is still consid-

ered a sufficient number to warrant mentioning here. It
must be remembered that the questions used during the inter-
view were open ended and non-directive in and of themselves.

ÀIthough only five trustees made specific mention of. acces-

sibility and communication in their answers, it is tikely
that most others would agree with their sentiments. The

respondents who did make mention of this element probably

placed higher priority on this than on others. It has been

the author's experience in dealing with trustees throughout

Manitoba that they are concerned with communicating their
policies to those affected by them, and as a consequence it
appears safe to say that the identification of this element

by 29.42 of the sample group was significant.
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WHAT IS BAD POLICY?

Other insights into the respondents' thinking about

policy were possible through the examinaLion of their opin-

ions about what constituted bad policy. Às was to be

expected, a large portion of their thoughts concerning board

policy centred on the same elements identified in their

discussion about good policy. This þ¡as most usually mani-

fested by negative statements such as "it doesn't treat

everybody evenly" (8.22) or uit provides Iitt.Ìe or no direc-

tion." (13.26) upon close examination, it was discovered

that atl of the comments made about bad policy reflected

precisely the same concerns as had been identified in the

analysis of statements dealing with good policy. The

following examples illustrate this point:
uif it's too wide openu (1.4) specificity and

clarity

"one which you don't need" (2.¡f) - utility and

problem-solving

one "you could never enforcen (3.26) - workability

'too detailed" (4.5) flexibility

"get you into trouble with the public and the staff"
(8.22, - acceptability
nif it doesn't treat everybody evenly" (8.22) - fair-

ness
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ÀIthough it was possibl-e to assign different names to some

of the concerns identified, this reflected a variation in

semantics, but not in substance. As an example, there

appeared to be a fair degree of concern with restrictiveness
as an element of bad policy. Six of the respondents made

mention of policies that were limiting Q.26) , too detailed
(4.5), restrictive (8.23) and very narrow (11.28). Although

it rvas possible to identify "restrictiveness" as a key

element in trustees' thinking about policy, this would have

constituted a replication as restrictiveness addressed the

concerns of flexibility, utility and problem-solving previ-

ously mentioned. The responses given to the question !'What

is bad policy?n served more to underline the key elements

identified in the earlier analysis than to disclose new

areas of emphasis.

iS POLICY NECESSÀRY?

Of all the questions put to the respondents, the one

concerning the necessity of policy was noteworthy in that it
was the only one on which there was unanimous agreement.

Answers to this question ranged from moderate support (eg.

nI think so.o [15.5]) to strong affirmations such as "very

definitely.' (11.6) there appeared to be three major

reasons for this viewpoint. Two of these r{ere articulated
guite clearly by trustees in the study. In responding to
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why they felt this wôy, there vtas a fairly even split
between those who claimed to have always felt policy to be

necessary, and those who claimed to .have learned of its

necessity from experience. However, through Lhe course of

the entire interview, several a]lusions were made to the

Manitoba Àssociation of School Trustees (ueSr) and its

emphasis on policy and policymaking. It was felt that as a

result of this, some of those individuals who claimed to

have Iearned of policy's necessity from experience might

also have been somewhat influenced by MÀST's input as well.

For those who had a).ways believed that policy was necessary,

the emphasis by the provincial association may well have

served to reinforce their prior feelings.

WHO MÀKES POLICY?

Sixteen of Lhe seventeen respondents indicated that the

board ultimately made policy. However, â11 of these worded

their responses in a very conditional fashion. Everyone

inctuded the notion that boards did not act in isolation
when formulating policy and that input vras an extremely

important element. Trustee # 16's view of who made policy

v¡as so "inputn oriented that she did not suggest that the

board ultimately made policy. Rather, she described policy-

making as a "joint effort between the trustees and the

administrat ion. 't ( 16.11)
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tthen examining the notion of "input" and who was involved

in policymaking, it vlas found that fourteen of the respon-

dents advocated input from alI people concerned or affected

by the specific policy. Tyro of these made specific mention

of being "susceptible...to pressure groupsu (9.14) and one

pointed out that the public has influence. (10.12) Once

again, it appeared that trustees' views about policy and who

should be involved in policymaking were at least in part

concerned with acceptability. The involvement in the devel-

opment of policies by pressure groups and individuals

affected by those policies appeared partially motivated by

the desire to reach mutually acceptable policies.
The group most frequently mentioned as having input in

making policy vras that of the administration. Àlthough the

superintendent was most often referred to specifically,
several references were made to principals as we}l. Fifteen
trustees cited the administration as being involved in
making policy while only six referred to teachers taking

part in the process. The amount and type of involvement by

administrators varied from respondent to respondent. Some

advocated that the superintendent should research and write

out draft poLicies for boards (9.10), while others cautioned

that " i f you' re not careful , admin i strat ion can make i t. "
( 17 . 11 ) af though t,here v¡as no apparent un i f ormi ty as to the

type and amount of input administration should have in
making policy, t,here was a high degree of acceptance that
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administrators, and particularly senior administrators, were

involved in policymaking. It was noted that although three

trustees specifically mentioned the provincial department of

education as having significant control over what kinds of

policies could be framed by boards, none of the respondents

considered the department to be an active participant in

schoolboard pol- icymak ing.

In responding to the question "Who makes policy?,', the

participants identified four major aspects to their indi-
vidua] role in policymaking. These vlere: 1) information

gathering,2) protecting the interests of the electorate,3)
initiating policyrnaking and 4) providing a lay poinL of view

in the process. Arthough these vrere not the sore individual
functions identified, these four were discovered to be the

most recurrent themes in the answers províded. In keeping

with their descriptions of input into policymaking, it was

found that six trustees viewed active soricitation of input

and information gathering to be an important function of

their individual trusteeship. Five of the participants
referred to notions of political acceptability with state-
ments such as: ninsuring that policy is beneficial to
everyone'' (6.17) and that it nprotects the interests of the

electorateu (10.13) and this appeared to enjoy concern

almost equal to information gathering. tnitiation of policy
and providing a lay point of view appeared to be secondary

concerns of the group as a whole. These elements were

mentioned by four and three trustees respectively.
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Àlthough the number of trustees who cited these elements

in their replies $¡as small, it must be understood that the

individual-s answered the question posed in one or two

sentences. Had responses been expanded, it can be predicted

that the numbers would have been higher in all categories,

and that the patterns which presented themselves in the

interview data would have remained substantiatly unchanged.

Àgain, the argument here is not to depict, with any great

degree of statistical accuracy, the views of Manitoba trus-
tees, but rather to identify patterns of thinking about

policy and policymaking which present themselves in this
study. Using the arguments presented earlier, it is
possible to infer that those areas in which there appears to

be repeated agreement IikeIy represent a priorization of

concerns and thinking within the sample group generally.

REÀCTIVE POLICYMÀKING

Of the four prioritÍes identified by trustees describing

their individual roles, the third (initiation of policy) is

worthy of note. That fact that it appeared to be viewed

less significantly than "information gatheringn or
nprotecting the interests of the electorate" suggests that

policymaking might have been considered somewhat reactive in
nature by the participants. It appeared obvious from their
statements that they did not consider initiating policy to
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be their prime function. Rather, they felt that obtaining

information and protecting the electorate's interests during

policymaking vras their first priority. It seemed that they

did not primarily set out to make policy, but rather

attempted to regulate its formation when it became necessary

to construct policy. Initiation of policy by trustees
appeared most likely to occur in reaction to protecting the

interests of their electorates and as Iater indicated,

usually in response to some event, incident or problem

requiring attention.
Reactive thinking with respect to policy was perhaps most

clearly evident in the responses given to the question nHow

is policy made?n Consider the following ansvrers to the

question:

"policies are made in. response to situations" (9.19)

"problems initiate change in policies. (11.24)

initiated by "situation" or "group" needing direc-
tion (13.21)

initiated when "continuously faced with a particular
problem" (16.17)

initiated when "something happens in the division
and we don't have a policy to cover" (15.t7)

policy initiated "as situations come upn (15.20)

"policy would start if an issue came up" (I4.Z)
nwe recognize some weaknesses" (3.2)
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- repeated questions to the board indicate need for

policy (4.22)

- "policymaking is often done after the fact, although

not always" (5.19)

"situations create policy" (5.22)

- "when something not work ing" (7 .23')

- "if it's causing problems'' (I.Ì5)
It appeared clear from the participants' responses that

policymaking was overwhelmingly viewed as a proeess whieh

took place in reaction to some initiating event or circum-

stance. Only three of the respondents made particular
mention of non-reactive policymaking. These suggested that

"goa1s and objectives give rise to policyn (11.25), and that

the sÈarting point could be "something you're planning."

(5.20) Trustee # 17 even suggested that policy initiation
could come from "just an idea." (17.16) However, given the

Iarge number of. comments made which described policymaking

as a reactive tool to address specific situations, it
appeared that the tendency was to think about policy in a

reactive as opposed to pro-active fashion.

Using the examples just cited, it would be easy to accept

this reactive view of polÍcy at face value. However, this
would result in a somewhat inaccurate interpretation of the

data. One must note that although the participants consid-

ered policy in a reactive fashion, they also incorporated a

future orientation into their thinking about policy. While
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it was true that certain events, incidents and situations

gave rise to the formation of policy, it was also true that

policymaking took place with a view to avoiding the repeti-

tion of similar problems in the future. Trustee # 10

pointed out that nhow often a decision will be repeated

determines whether or not policy wiII be made" (10.27),

while trustee # 13 advocated the desirability of trying to
"establish policy ahead of time." (13.9) rt appeared from

the comments of the respondents that the initiation of poli-
cymaking was generally a reaction to a specific event, while

the formulaÈion of the policy itself was more pro-active and

future oriented. This appeared to be in keeping with the

earlier observation that initiation of policy appeared

subordinate to "information gathering" and nprotecting the

electorate's interests" in the rnínds of the participants.

When ansvrering the question 'How is policy made?", aII of

the respondents had very clearly defined views of the

process, and there v¡as a high degree of congruence in the

answers given. Although using different words, aII of the

trustees described policymaking in a fashion resembling that

found in the poJ.icy accounts of writers such as Caldwell

Itglø:551, Dye Ltglz:271, Rein Irgzr:304] and Harman

[1978:9]. AIl of the participants acknowledged a point of

initiation (most usually a problem or a difficulty), and aII
described the identification of options, the weighing of

alternatives and the selection of a specific option as the
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fundamental elements of policymaking. As weIl, ten trustees

either aLluded to or directly cited evaluation as being an

integral .part of the process. Although resembling models

found in policy Iiterature, there was one noted deviation

from the normative design of policymaking. Whereas signifi-

cant mention is made of "goals priorization" by several

authors, this did not appear to be a consideration among

respondents. It appeared, from trustees'earlier views

about policy, that their main priorities lay with accept-

ability, utility, workability, and fairness, and that these

priorities carried over into the realm of policymaking.

There was no evidence to suggest that goals were priorized

for each and every policymaking decision. Rather, there

appeared to be an understanding that policymaking decisions

would take place within the context of political feasibility

and acceptance.

POLICYMÀKING INFLUENCES

This perception of policies being made within an environ-

ment of political acceptability was strengthened by the

examination of the elements identified by trustees as influ-
ential in the policymaking process. Of the seventeen

respondenLs, fourteen made either direct or irrferential
remarks concerning politicaJ- acceptability. This repre-

sented the most frequently mentioned theme found in trus-
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tees' views of infLuences of policymaking. The following is

a representative selection of comments and ideas mentioned

by participants in their discussions pertaining to policy-

making influences:

"you must consider all groups before you make

policy" (13.29)

- Iabour groups,/ethn ic groups as strong inf luence

Q .zr)
pressures. from the public (3.12)

sensitive to taxpayers (12.11)

political influence ( 5.21 )

publ ic att i tude ( 11 . 23 )

political palatability ( 9.23 )

Once again, âIthough not the sole influence on policymaking

in the minds of the respondents, political acceptability was

the most prevalent and obvious element in trustees' thinking

about the influences on policy and policymaking and repre-

sented a significant pattern in their views of policy and

pol icymaking.

Financ ia] Considerat ions

The second most significant influence on policymaking

mentioned by the respondents was that of financial consider-

ations. Eight of the respondents specifically stated that

they were "influenced by money" (5.32) and that "economicsn
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vrere "a strong infIuence" in policymaking. (7.2I) Although

concern with financial implications might at first glance

seem somewhat out of character with the participants' views

thus far identif ied, cârefur consideration revears that
financial concern was quite in keeping with the focus of

acceptability previously identified. From the author's
personal experience in dealing with trustees in a policy-
making setting, it can be argued that fiscal responsibility
and concern are inevitably linked to thoughts of poritical
feasibility. one of the primary questions asked by trustees
is uwill we be able to justify the cost of this decision to
the ratepayers, and wirr the taxpayers accept this increased

cost?n It has been the writer's experience that discussions

about how much the ratepayers could be expected to pay for
particurar services or programs v¡ere really discussions

about the limit to which financiar burdens courd be praced

upon the electorate before losing its support. The state-
ments and comments made by the participants in this study

appeared in keeping with this way of thinking. phrases such

as nreasonable cost" (4.22) and "budgetary restrictions"
(16.16) cannot be defined in any absorute terms. Because of

t,his, it is possibre to argue that the reLative definitions
accorded to these notions by respondents were likely steeped ,

(at least to some degree) in considerations of poritical
acceptance and feasibility.
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Time Constraints

Beyond "political acceptabilityn and "financial consider-

ations", the only other influential element in policymaking

identified by the respondents was that of time. Five of the

participants alluded to time being a "restrictive" factor.
(13.23) It was felt that both the "urgency of the matter"

(8.18) and the "need for expediency" (10.20) influenced the

policymaking process. Àgain, acceptability appeared to

underline concern with time as well. Àlthough not specifi-
cally stated, urgency and expediency both appeared Iinked to

notions of hasty problem resoluLion and the provision of

acceptable alternatives. If a problem was perceíved, the

severity (i.e. the degree of unacceptability accornpanying

the problem) appeared to influence policymaking. The impli-
cation was that the more severe a problem r¡as, the more

quickly it needed to be dealt with. In this wây, time was a

significant influence in the sense that it dealt with the

relative duration of unacceptable situations, events or

problems. From all of this, then, it is possible to see

that although participants identified political considera-

tions, financial concerns, and time as significant influ-
ences in policymaking, these appeared to be developed facets

of the broader overriding concern trustees had with accept-

ability.
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REASONS FOR VIEWPOINTS

The views just outlined represent the major trends in the

respondents ' thoughts about pol icy and pol icymak ing.

Although couched in a variety of terms which indicated

personal biases or priorization schemas, the key elements

were nonetheless substantively the same. In order to under-

stand this high degree of similarity in trustees' thoughts,

it is necessary to examine the reasons given for the views

held by the respondents.

Again, although a variety of responses was given to the

question "Why do you hold this particular viewpoint?n, these

all fit into two broad categories. These were "experience"

and nintuitionn. All trustees stated that many of their
views were held because of their experiences. Some differ-
entiated between first hand experiences and vicarious expe-

riences such as "reading" (1.16) and "seeing poor policy in
action.' (13.26 ) However , all mention of experience as a

determiner of viewpoints was in the conlext of school board

operations. For example, the readings alluded to by trustee

# f !{ere in publ ications of the National School Board

Association and similar organizations. It appeared obvious

that when the trustees interviewed mentioned experience,

they referred to learning derived from functioning in the

role of trustee, oF from involvement with the public educa-

tion system in a non-eLected capacity. The point here is
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that there was a very strong indication thaL trustees

Learned f rom their invol-vement with the system. i t was

inferred that the longer the association with the system,

the more one could learn, and it appeared that the views

held by Èhe respondents vrere predominantly reflections of

the systems in which they found themselves. It seemed that,

the use of the term "should" in descriptions of policy and

policymaking were not indications of philosophic orienta-

tions but rather of needs within the specific systems in

which the respondents functioned.

Àtthough there t{as unanimous indication that experience

vras in very large part responsible for opinions held about

policy and policymaking, it v¡as not the sole reason given.

There were occasional comments made by individuals which

indicated that intuition was also at tirnes responsible for

certain views:

'I think I 've always f eIt that vray. " ( 3. 28 )

- nIt just seems to me a matter of Iogic." (4.25)

- na gut feeling I guess" Q.26)

Even though these comments vtere very few by comparison to

those about experience, it is interesting to note that such

comments vrere made in response to questions about policy'

and never policymaking. It appeared that trustees thoughLs

about policy were perhaps somewhat amorphous by comparison

to their views about policymaking.
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When attempting to discover the reasons for the views

held by the respondents, individuals vrere asked to outline

how their Lhoughts had developed over time.. As might be

expected, aIl of the participants referred to examples of

experience (either specifically or generally) shaping their

thinking. However, âs respondents were asked to outline the

development of their views with respect to each of the six

guiding questions, some of their responses did not refer to

either experience or intuition. In fact, ten of the respon-

dents indicated, on one or more of the questions, that their

particular viewpoint with regards to that topic had not

changed since becoming a trustee. It can be conjectured

from these responses that prior to assuming school board

membership, these participants had formulated certain ideas

about aspects policy and policymaking. The subsequent

failure to change these views in light of school board expe-

rience suggests that such opinions had been reinforced by

their experiences in the school board setting. In this

sense, it can be seen that experience played an important

part in the reinforcement of certain views even if those

opinions had not changed over time.

Of the various viewpoints expressed by participants, six

reported no change in their views of what policy ï¡as. Five

indicated no change in their thoughts about who makes policy

and four said thaL their views about the necessity of policy

had rernained constant. with respect to views about good and
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bad policy, two trustees reported no change in their vier¡s

about good policy, while only one held his previous convic-

tions about bad policy. All other respondents indicated a

change in their thoughts basically attributable to experi-

ence. Particularly noteworthy among the accounts of view-

point development was the fact that none of the participants

suggested maintaining earlier views of how policy was made.

It appeared Lhat all trustees in the study felt that their
opinion about how policies were made had changed over time

due to their experiences. This is not surprising if one

recognizes the distinction between experiencing policymaking

in specific, sometimes controversial and ernotional situ-
ations, and merely thinking about policy abstractly and in

general terms, without reference to particular issues. This

perhaps, in part, accounts for the noted difficulty respon-

dents had in thinking about policy genericalÌy

In support of the observation that trustees had greater

ease responding to questions of a concrete and temporal

nature, one can examine the examples used by participants to

illustrate their particular views. Of the seventy-four

examples used, only five cited concerns were somewhat

abstract in content and focused on issues of an educational

nature. These v¡ere:

introduction of course programs Q.7l
- breadth of program offering (4.25)

basic notions of individual differences (4.25)
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driver Lraining program for f i fteen year olds

(t2.L7 )

program development for gifted students (16.2)

However, these examples were not necessarily thought of in

terms of the educational issues and implications involved.

From the general tone of the interviews it was felt that

examples of policies concerning the introduction of course

programs and the breadth of program offerings, v¡ere concerns

more wit,h political and fiscal overtones than with any peda-

gogical inplications. Trustee $ 12's example of the driver
training program and trustee # 16's illustration of programs

for the gifted appeared to be the only instances wherein a

significant portion of the thinking addressed more abstract

issues such as optirnizing learning environments and

improving student motivation. Without exception, all other

examples used to illustrate views about policy and policy-
making dealt with very specific and concrete items such as

transportation policies, redundancy clauses, workload

assignments and the like. It appeared from the data that

the seeming lack of abstract thinking by respondents about

both policy and policymaking vras a reflection of trusteesf

concern with utility and problem solving noted at the outset

of this chapter.
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SUMMARY

The points outlined in the preceeding pages represent the
general patterns of thoughts and concerns that were present
in the responses made by trustees to the questions about
policy and policymaking. In capsule form, the trustees
inLerviewed thought about policy and poricymaking in terms
of acceptability, utility, specificity, workability, fair-
ness, flexibility and accessibirity. The overriding concern
appeared to be wiLh acceptabirity, and virtuarly alr other
elements identified as significant seemed to rend themserves
to that particurar focus. There vras consensus among the
respondents as to the necessity of policy, and general
agreement about the policymaking process. NoteworÈhy in the
views about policymaking was a stress on input and invorve-
ment by other groups. The key functions of individuals in
the poJ-icymaking process v¡ere identified as information
gathering, protection of the erectorate's interests, initia-
tion of poricy, and the provision of a ray viewpoint in the
process. Poricy and poJ.icymaking were generally viewed as
reactive in the initiation stage, but future oriented in the
development phase. The descriptions of the poricymaking
process provided by trustees were sirnirar to those found in
much policy literature and focused on the elements of initi-
ation, option identification, arternative weighing, and
option selection. The key influences on policymaking iden-
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tified by respondents $¡ere political acceptability, finan-

cial consideration and time. The views put forward by

participants and the patterns of thinking found therein were

the result of both experience and intuition. Experience

with school board affairs, however, l¡as considered to be the

ma jor determinant of the views held. Further, there v¡as a

strong feeling among the respondents that the views they

held about policy and policymaking affected t.heir approaches

to those areas.



Chapter IV

INTERPRETÀTION OF THE DÀTÀ

It is imporÈant to distinguish between the two types of

thinking that appear in the trustees'responses if we are to
achieve an expanded understanding of how trustees think
about policy and policymaking. titerature in the areas of

"policy analysis" and "policy sciences" makes no distinction
between thoughts about policy and thoughts about policy-
making. Indeed, little consideration is given to the ques-

tÍon of how individuals think at aI}. Rather, the litera-
ture is composed of policy definitions followed by models of

policymaking with the major emphasis placed on the latter.
During the proposal stage of this study, it was argued

that insufficient attention vras paid by most policy writers
to the question of how individuals think about policy and

policymaking. Moskowitz's argument [1978:66] nthat the

cognitive structures of policymakers must be taken into
account" and that "decision makers depend on preset cogni-

tive images to process information...and to reach judgements

quicklyn was used to make the point. The ncognitive images"

referred to are the "policy mapsn identified in Chapter l of

this study. Such maps can be separated into two parts. The

2t7
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first part is the t'shape" of the ilâp, and Lhe second is the

"content" of that map. while much attenLion has been paid
to the content in terms of beliefs about poticy formation,
little attention has been accorded the shape of such maps.

GENERIC AND SPECIFIC VIEWS OF POLICY

virtuarry arI interviews v¡ere marked by a distinction in
the way in which trustees responded to questions about
policy and guestions about policymaking. This dístinction
was characterized by vague and indeterminate responses to
generic policy questions, and were in sharp contrast to the
highry specific and articulate answers given to policymaking
questions. Most often, trustees experiencing difficurÈy in
expressing ideas about poricy, resorted to discussing
particular poì.icy issues such as transportation and the
public use of school facilities. poricymaking questions
vrere arso invariabty rerated to such specifics. rt appeared

that, for trustees in this study, poricy and poricymaking
h'ere thought of in terms of the resorution of particurar
i ssues .

Notwithstanding, trustees appeared to have certain
generic ideas about poricy. These ideas v¡ere ,either stated
briefly (as in the case of rure, guideline, and direction)
or could be inferred from the many statements made about the
attributes of good and bad policy. These ideas about policy
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in the abstract sense appeared to provide a fundamental

platform from which specific policy thinking flowed. Two

apparent elements of this platform appeared to be "direc-
tiveness" and "acceptabilityn. As pointed to earlier, aIl
trustees thought of policy in terms of providing direction.
Although the amount and intensity of such directiveness

varied, aIl respondents were concerned with some portion of

the previously outlined "direction continuum". (See Fig. t)
Às welÌ, thoughts on policy appeared to contain a great deal

of concern w i th publ ic acceptab.i I i ty .

The platform of generic ideas held by trustees about

policy appeared significant in infl-uencing specific ideas

trustees had about policy. When using particular examples

of policy and policymaking, trustees' comments reflected the
rplatforms' from which they were operating. For example,

trustee # 3 suggested that it was important, when developing

policy, to nsee how we can strengthen the wording and

explain better the intentions of the board. n (3.5)

Similarly, trustee # 7 remarked that nyou have to take other

people's views into account" (7.5) when formulating poti-
cies. Both of these statements reflect the concern trustees

had with accept,ability and it is possible to see here the

translation of generic policy ideas into specific thoughts.

In the same wây, the other identifiable element in trustees'
policy platforms ( i.e. directiveness) was reflected in

comments such as "if there's a need, then policy is devel-
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oped " (7.18), and that policy "defines things specifically
for people." (12.5)

Although it is possible to distinguish between the

generic and specific views of policy held by trustees, it is

not possible to divorce the two from each other. Indeed

there appears to exist a close relationship between the two.

It seems apparent that specific thoughts are directed or

influenced by the more general platform ideas of trustees

and this at times serves to blur the distinction between the

two. Nonetheless, the data generated in this study provides

evidence of two distinguishable types of thought about

policy by trustees.

The important distinction being made here is between two

different shapes for npolicy mapsn of trustees. It is
important to differentiate between the two for in the same

yray that the content of a geographic map is governed by its
boundary limits, the cognitive boundaries of trusteesf

"policy mapsn regulate the allowable content of their
thoughts. As the boundaries surrounding policy are abstract

and unclear, the range of thought within that area is far

wider than that found in policymaking which has as its
boundaries the fixed Iines of experience. Understanding

this distinction between thinking about policy and thinking

about policymaking helps to explain why there appears to be

a great deal of congruence in trustees' notions about poli-
cymaking itself.
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Apart from the noted differences in how trustees think
about policy and policymaking, there is one other facet of

how trustees think about policy and policymaking that is of

particular interest. Whereas rnuch of the policy lit,erature
(and particularly that of the "rationalist" school of

thought) describes policymaking as a reactive process,

IittIe attention is given to any pro-active or future

oriented thinking in the minds of policymakers. Yet, from

the data collected in this study, it would appear that trus-
tees think a great deal i" terms of the future when framing

policy. Although the initial impeLus for policymaking often

comes from events, problems or situations which are already

present, continued deliberation and policy formulation are

future oriented. This kind of policy thinking is based on

the supposition that the same or similar sets of circum-

stances are likely to occur in the future. It is for this
reason that trustee # 9 suggested that:

. . . i f we're not going to repeat it, there's nopoint in writing a whole policy for one decísion
but if it's something that's re-occurring and it's
going to occur again, then we need to write a
policy about it...

Trustee # f0 shared similar thoughts when suggesting that

the expectation of a "situation to come up again in the

future" (10.22) would determine whether or not policy was

formulated. À statement made by trustee # 16 synthesized

both reactive and pro-active elements present in trustees'
thoughts about policymaking. She stated that n...lou know
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when a policy has to be made if you're continuously faced

with a particuLar problem." (16.17) The implication here

appears clear. If one is faced with a repeated problem, a

policy must deal with not only the immediate situation (i.e.
reactively), but also with any future such occurrences.

The emphasis here on the future orientation of trustees'
thought,s about policy and policymaking is not to draw atten-
tion to what one might perceive as a shortcoming in policy

Iiterature. Rather, this particular element contributes to
our more complete understanding of how trustees think in

terms of policy and policymaking. It appears from the data

gathered, that policy formation by trustees has as a pre-

condition, the anticipaLion of similar events, situations or

problems in the future which wilt require attention.
Indeedr âs has been pointed out, without this anticipation
it appears that policy formation does not take p1ace.

This facet of how trustees think about policy and policy-
making is much in keeping with ideas put forth by KeIIy

[1963], Bussis lj976), and Bannister and FranseIIa Irgzf] in

their writings about personal construct psychology. These

authors have advanced the idea that one's views are the
nresult of an individual's interpretation of his world.n

Inussis.].976:16] In the case of trustees, it can be argued

that their views about policy and policymaking are the

result of their interpretation of the experíences they have

had both in private life and as school board members. This
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might in part account for the distinction in thinking previ-

ously noted between policy and policymaking. Às policy-

making is directly experienced in a tangible fashion, the

range of interpretations Lhat could be attached to it is

likely less than the Iatitude of interpretation one could

apply to ideas about policy. Bannister and Fransella

IfgZ1:17J point out that "...all our present perceptions are

open to question and reconsideration" and, indeed, this

appears to be the case concerning trustees' thoughts on

policy. Àtthough Bannister and Fransella 90 on to suggest

that "even the most obvious occurrences of everyday 1ife

might appear utterly transformed if we þtere inventive enough

to construe thern differently", it appears that this inter-
pretive inventiveness, when applied to ideas about policy-

making, may be somewhat dulled and constrained by the paran-

eters of the individual's experiences. It is perhaps to

this that Dewey Ifgg3:135] alludes when suggesting that

" ideas may lose their intellectual quality because of

habitual use. "

When examining how trustees apparently think about policy

and policymaking in the Iight of personal construct theory,

many paralle1s can be drawn. Àlthough it is beyond the

scope of this study to delineate a "construct theory of

poticy thinkingn, it is stiII useful to examine some of the

basic tenets of construct theory in that these provide us

with plausible possibilities that can serve to more fully
understand policy thinking by some Manitoba trustees.
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Bannister and Fransella IfgZfl synthesize into a number

of postulates, the key propositions involved in construct

systems. Of these, the most fundamentaL ideas is that r'...â

person's processes are psychologically channellized by the

r{ays in which he antic ipates events. 'r Igannister and

Franse1la.1971:11 They further state that "man is not

reacting to the past so much as reaching out for the future"

and then present the argument thaL "...ô person anticipates

events by construing their replication. " Igannister and

Fransella.l97Lt20) The evidence gathered from the respon-

dents in this study suggests that this is indeed what occurs

in policymaking. Às lras pointed out earlier, the ínitiation
of pol icy f ormat ion i. s most comrnonly in react ion to a

specific difficulty engaging trustees at that point in time.

However, the decision to make a policy appears directly
Iinked to the trustees' anticipation of the problem's future
replication. In situations where the problems are deemed to

be isolated occurrences and where replication is not

construed, policy formulation is arrested and replaced by

independent decision-making. Bussis ltglSzIT I points out

that "constructs...are the means by which we predict and

anticipate events, as a forerunner of action', and this
appears to be a fairly accurate description of how trustees

think about policy and policymaking, at least in part.

Other postulates put forth by Bannister and FranseIla

further suggest that construct theory may be helpful in
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expanding our understanding of how trustees think. For
exampre, the notion that "persons differ from each other in
their constructions of events" [¡annister and Franser]a.
l97Lz22l can be used to account for the variety of views
presented by individuar.s having experienced essentiarly the
same things. Arthough the experiences may have been

similar, the meanings attached to those experiences have
differed. Following farther in these construct theorists,
arguments, it is pointed out that "...a person's construc-
tion system varies as he successively construes the repì_ica-
tion of eventsn, and that nas the evidence comes in we tend
to modify the individuar construct or parts of our construct
system. " Igannister and Franserla. lgTl 227-2g] r r it is
accepted that trustees thoughts on policy and policymaking
are at least in part personal constructs, then one can
accept that individuars' thoughts wirr change depending on

how they construe reprications of events. À11 of the
respond.ents in the study suggested that experience had, in
rarge measure, been most influential in the formulation of
their ideas. However, experience is rearry no more than the
varidation or the negation of construed replications. rn
situations where trusteesf anticipated outcomes are r{ithout
support, it is logical that the cons,tructs wirl be changed.
rn those situations where constructs are varidated, the
reinforcernent of anticipated outcomes more firmry fixes
trustees' thinking in those areas. The risk involved here
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appears to be that of becoming rooted in one's own

constructs. It is interesting to note that construct theo-

rists' beliefs which appear to be plausible explanations of

how trustees think, are also closeJ.y aI igned with Dewey' s

thoughts about ideas and knowledge. Ipewey.1933]

In the same way that Thompson [1959] ¿escribes beliefs as

habits, constructs which are continually validated may give

trustees knowJ-edge of a particular situation. Àt the same

time, however, this knowledge might indeed limit one's

inventiveness in consLruing these situations differently.
The earlier noted differences between thoughts about policy

and thoughts about policymaking can be viewed as a function

of construct validation. Because policy in the generic

sense is an abstraction for trustees, it lacks tangibility,
measurability., and substance. Policymaking on the other

hand is a concrete experience for them and as such is more

easily verifiable. As a consequence, trustees who tangibLy

experience policymaking can val-idate, and eventually crys-

tallize, the constructs they have about it.. with policy,

however, the inabitity to make concrete the abstraction

results in trustees espousing constructs of a more open and

shifting type. Àtthough the initial apperance may be one of

uncertainty and could be regarded as indicative of trustees'

failure to think about policy, it can also be interpreted as

evidence of an ongoing interest and desire to arrive at a

better understanding of their role as policymakers.
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ÀIthough the arguments presented here are by no means

definitive and comprehensive in describing how trustees

think about policy and policymaking, they are nonetheless

useful in suggesting possible explanations for perceived

differences in responses to interview questions. Às such,

the particular theoretical models presented by Dewey and

construct theorists such as KeIly, Bussis, and Bannister and

Fransella provide usefuL frameworks within which the infor-
mation retrieved in this study can be interpreted. Even if
such theories cannot conclusively explain differences in

poticy statements or in policymaking processes, they do

allow us to expand our o!{n f ield of interpretations and as

such contribute to the free play of thoughÈ which Dewey

Irgg3:224J suggests is nnecessary to the emancipation of

Iife' in order to make it nrich and progressive.'

SPECIFIC VIEWS ABOUT POLICY AND POLICYMAKING

In order to more fully understand the thinking of

Manitoba trustees about policy and policymaking, it is

necessary to go beyond a discussion of different modes of

thinking on these subjecLs. As the trustees themselves have

strongly suggested a high degree of congruence between their
thoughts and Lheir approaches to policymaking, it is neces-

sary to examine in some detail the content of those

thoughts. Again, in order to expand our understanding, it
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is useful to compare trustees'views wiLh those put forth in

policy literature. By so doing it may be possible to
suggest nev¡ or varied understândings of policy and policy-

making in education.

The titerature related to policy and policymaking is

vast, and not without a substantial number of models posited

to explain policymaking.' Ðror [1968:137-153] discusses

models of pure-rationality, economical rationality, sequen-

tial decision-making, incremental change, satisfying, and

extra rationality. Dye IfgZ2tl-8J suggests that:

...most policies are a combination of rational
planning, incrementalism, interests groups'
activity, etite preferences, systemic forces,
competition, and internal influencês...

and discusses at some length institutionalism, elite
theory, rationalism, incrementalism, game theory and group

theory. woll IfgZ4t2I-521 Iimits his writing to a pure

classical modeI, a Iiberal-democratic model, group theory,

elite theory and systems theory. Harman [1978], when

talking of policy processes in education, pays attention to
the rational or classical modeI, incrementalism, political
interest groups, bargaining, political systems, democratic

voting, and several other influences. Ralph [1978:18-39]

discusses policymaking in terms of a systems approach I a

rational approach, a formal-organization model, a democratic

It has already been pointed out that po
deals almost exclusively with policymakin
discussion of policy to somewhat simplist
definition.

l icy
g and
ic and

I i terature
re legates
arbi trary
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bargaining typology, pluralistic bargaining, and a process

model. He points to the large number of policy models

present in the literature by citing that Anderson, Downey,

Dye, Harman, Letourneau, Thompson and Schoettle aLone

present forty-two different approaches to understanding

policy and policymaking. Inatph.1979:18] tt is because of

this diversity of models that he argues for an eclectic

approach to policy analysis. This point is similar to

Aucoin's who states [1971:33] that:

If there is one major point that should emerge
from the foregoing... it is that there is not an
accepted paradigm for the study of policy-making
as yet.

WoIl Ll974z52l makes the same point when he says that:

None of the models that are most commonly use
explain how public policy should be formulated
well as how the government works in pract
fully reveals aII of the dimensions of the po
process.

Many reasons for the apparent failure to find 'an accepted

paradígm" have been posited by various writers. Mann

IfgZ5:181 argues that "policymaking is an extremely frag-

mented business" and perhaps does not lend itself to a

single approach. In support of this, Harman I1978¡1] points

out that "policy processes are complex activities...often
characterized by diversity and apparent disorder."

Because of the wide range of possible approaches to the

study of policy and policymaking, and because of the

apparent insufficiency of the models thus far developed,

more recent writers have argued the case for an eclectic

dto
,âs
ice,
I icy
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approach. The most prevalent argument for such a thrust is
reflected in Anderson's opinion Ïtgl5z162l that:

Eclecticism in approach helps ensure that fruitful
avenues of inquiry wiIl not be closed off by
narrow or particular theoretical concerns.

In Lhe same way that this study attempts to expand the

understanding of educational policy and policymaking by

considering areas which have previously been neglected,

eclectically oriented writers propose that the study of

policy needs to be l-ess constrained by the specific models

that have been put forth. ALthough writers such as Ànderson

L1975t26) warn that "it is not noïr possible to develop a

'grand theory' of policy formation", they nonetheless

suggest that a good start can be made towards ntheory

building" by using an eclectic framework.

Eclecticism and Trustees' Views

In view of the data generated in this study, the propo-

nents of eclecticism appear to have valid grounds for their
views. If one examines the responses provided by partici-
pants, one soon recognizes similarities between trusteesr

thoughts and normative models of policymaking in the Iitera-
ture. Of the wide range of possible models which might be

used to explain educational policymaking, four are most

prevalently cited. These are the rational or classical
model, the incremental model, the elite preference model and
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various bargaining models. Of these, the rational model

appears to be the mosL frequently cited while the others

appear to be variations of processes occurring within that

rational framework. For instance, Edwards and Sharkansky

[1978 287-262J recognize eight facets of the rational policy-

making process. These are 1) identif ying the problem, 2')

setting the policy agenda, 3) classifying and ranking goaIs,

4) discovering options and information, 5) assessing alter-
natives, 6) decision-making, 7) the economic constraints on

decision-making, and 8) political constraints on decision-

making. WhiIe it is easy to recognize the similarities
between this model and the descriptions of policymaking

provided by t,he respondents in the study, one must also note

that the poliÈical and economic considerations mentioned

give room for many aspects of various bargaining models

within this ratíonal framework.

ÀIthough at first glance one might be tempted to suggest

that policy thinking by trustees occurs strictly within the

rational mode just outlined, this would be an oversimplifi-
cation. Many of the comments made by participants suggest

that several influences are involved in any attempt to
understand policy and policymaking as viewed by trustees.

For exarnple, trustee # 4's response to the question dealing

with the reason for his views about good policy was ult just

seems to me a matter of logic.n (4.25) Even though ration-
ality is indicated in this response, it suggests as well, ôD
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element of intuitiveness. rn this instance, the writings of

Dror Ifg0g] with his "extra rational model" might prove

productive in providing an enlarged understanding of this

respondent's thoughts. Similarly, trustee # 7's view that
nwhen something's v¡rong with. . .poIicy. . . something should be

changed" 0.23) is in keeping with Lindblom's Irgg8] incre-

mental model. Às well, those participants who described the

policymaking process as one of input from a variety of

sources, with different weightings being accorded to ideas

depending on their sources, might weII be considered advo-

cates of elite preference models found in the literature.
ÀI1 of these schools of thought, however, do not preclude

the use of the rational model to explain policy thinking.

Rather, as pointed out by Ralph [1979t24), nthe constraints

upon policymakers in the system limit their use of purely

rational procedures.' The myriad of models which have been

developed in the area of poticy studies bears testimony to

the insufficiency of the rational modet in explaining policy

and policymaking, and it is on arguments such as this that

proponents of eclecticism plead their case.

The eclectic approach has much to offer in that it
suggests a selective approach to theory building which

allows one to choose what is most appropriate or best from

the different models. However, âs with models, the eclectic

approach also has certain weaknesses. While eclecticism may

provide an expanded way of explaining policy thinking by
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allowing several elements of different models to complement

each other, there is no one ecrectic modet. Arthough an

eclectically constructed expranation of policy formation

might, in one instance, use erements of rationarity,
economic bargaining and incrementalism, another situation
might require the explanation of policymaking on the basis

of rationality and erite preferences. The resulting poricy
might well constitute a radical change as opposed to the

"satisfying" which is posited by March and simon, oF the

"incrementarism" described by Lindblom. The problem here is
that whire an ecrectic approach may have served to under-

stand both instances of poricymaking, it also resulted in
two very different expranations, nêither of which would have

been adequate to furly understanding both situations if they

had been used alone. Indeed, it is possibre to see Lhat a

certain amount of tension exists between eLements within the

two ecLectically constructed expranations presented here.
It is for this reason that the deve]-opment of an eclectic
model cannot be undertaken. Rather, eclecticism must remain

as an approach, and can only contribute to expanded t¡nder-

standing of poricy thinking if it is used as a style of
investigating possibilities. Any attempt Èo arrive at a

grand theory or model (no matter how eclecticalry derived)
wiIl ultimately result in a restricted undersLanding similar
to that which has been characteristicarry provided by the
narrow confines of traditional policy models.
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Às the advocacy of eclecticism is not a new phenomenon

and has been argued by such writers as Anderson [1975], Dye

ItglzJ, Aucoin [1971], Harman IfgZAJ and.WoI]. lI974J, one

must look further in order to more fully understand policy

thinking of trustees in this study. When examining the

responses of participants in this study, it becomes readily

apparent that one must engage in an eclectic approach in

order to explain sentiments expressed by respondents in the

interviews. It becomes equally apparent that trustees them-

selves do not have one single vision from which they

operate. Statements of apparent conflict abound throughout

many of the transcripts and it would appear that trustees

themselves use an eclectic approach when making policy deci-

sions or when thinking about policy. Consider the following

sets of statements:

I would say that
way a board woul

is a broad outline of Èhe
e to see a certain aspect
more or less within which

t you've hired can then go
ny types of programs etc.
the division by the board.

ol ic
I1

p
d

v
k

dealt with guidelines
the adminisËration tha
ahead and implement a
that may be wanted in
(1.1)

I tend to see that if a policy is too broad that
there is too much room still for things not to be
done the r{ay for instance the board or myself
would like them done. So in policymaking I would
tend !o be, I tend to be quite specific so that
there is no room for very much interpretation.
(1.4)
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WeII now, what do I - well I
a statement of your - reaIly
your approach to education in

1S
and
.1)

WeII, I think first of all you have to have
policies I think are made in response to situ-
ations as I say we're not sitting around saying
"Oh vre haven't got a policy about this. " (9.19)

It becomes apparent that trustees can and do, ât times,

concurrentty hold incongruous views. However, this does not

of necessity imply confusion or uncertainty on the part of

the respondent. Rather, although that possibility might

exist, it is also possible that conflicting statements such

as these are merely representative of the wide array of

possibilities open to the individual's thought. Indeed, if
trustees apply an eclectic approach in their thinking about

policy and policymaking, a wide range of ideas and beliefs

on these subjects are possible. In any given situation, the

viewpoint adopted would be Iargely determined by the various

contextual and situational constraints present at that time.

In an interview situation wherein participants are required

to respond to questions without reference to spec i f ic

contextual or situational cues, these must be imagined by

the respondent. As conflicting statements such as those

presented were elicited at different times during the inter-
views, it is possible that such conflicts v¡ere more apparent

than real. If one believes the construct theorists, then it
is possible to see these apparent contradictions as

resulting from the presence of different constructs at

think
your
your

that policy
phi losophy

division. (9
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different times in the interview. Respondents had Lo

mentally construct a context within which they could answer

questions posed to them, and varying answers by the same

individual could well have been a reflection of a differ-
ently constructed context at a different point in the inter-
view.

It seems apparent from the interviews conducted that

trustees think about policy and policymaking in a variety of

ways. Indeed, it has been shown that individual trustees

may simultaneously hold several views about policy and its
formation. It would appear that none of these are consid-

ered to be inviolate and that trustees apparently subscribe

to different views depending on different circumstances. In
this sense then, one can suggest that trustees appear to

employ an eclectic approach in their thinking about policy

and policymaking.

Although a reasonable argument can be mounted to profess

that trustees use an eclectic approach in their thinking

about policy and policymaking, this does Iittle to increase

our undersÈanding of their thinking in these areas. It
merely points out that their thoughts may be many and varied

r{ithout indicating any organizing principles surrounding the

selection of such thoughts, views or beliefs.
At the outseL of this study it was acknowledged that

contextual and procedural considerations could be used to

partially explain policies that had been adopted. It was
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riate for revealing

complete understanding of differences between policy state-

ments on similar items. The acknowledgement of an eclectic

approach in trustees' thinking about policy and policymaking

may aIlow us to understand that individuals can have

different views at different times about the same area,

depending on the particulars of the situation. However, e¡e

are left with the same weakness pointed to earlier. If our

understanding of trustees' thinking is to be more fuIIy

developed, then we must address the question of what influ-

ences trustees to select particular ideas or views over

others.

THE INFLUENCE OF ACCEPTABÏLITY

During the proposal stage of this work, much attention
r.¡as f ocused on the context of trustees' thoughts about

policy and policymaking. As the study unfolded, it became

clear that although patterns of thinking existed in certain

areas, expected patterns did not. appear in others. This

created considerable doubt in the researcher's mind as to

the utility of the undertaking. Although it was possible to

suggest that in certain areas trustees apparently thought in

specific ways, it r{as a}ways possible to iecognize one or

two individuals who were an exception to the pattern. As

there appeared to exist very few categories in which one
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could find unanimous congruence of thought, it seemed that

the study was more likely to confuse our understanding of

trustees' th.inking than it was to help clarify it. It
wasn't until the writer's analysis focused on the "whyn

questions of the study, and on the inferences that could be

made with respect to the content of certain responses, that

this work appeared to promise at least some expanded under-

standing in certain areas.

In reflecting on the analyses and considerations that had

taken place, it was felt that a large number of discrete
ideas about trustees' thoughts had been either discovered or

exposed, and these appeared useful in contributing to an

understanding of either specific areas or situations.
However, the writer suffered from the "malaise" of simply

having disjointed ideas without really being,able to explain

the relationship of these ideas to each other. Even after
having considered the data in the light of a variety of

Iiterature, there stilI remained some unanswered questions.

How could so many different policy models appear to explain

policy decisions? On what bases would particular models be

appropriaLe or inappropriate? Because of these questions,

the writer's attention vras once again directed to the data

in search for some common ground upon which all of these

díscrete ideas might sensibly fall, and which might provide

a more ordered understanding of trustees' policy thinking.
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When re-examining the interview findings, the writer v¡as

continually drawn back to the key concerns identified by

trustees when they spoke of good and bad policy. It Ì{as

felt that strongly noted concerns might influence policy-

making, parLícu1arly if these concerns r{ere highJ-y genera}-

ized among the respondent.s. Further, it Ìvas f elt that

substantive concerns might well override situational consid-

erations and provide some basis for decision making. In

short, i f certain concerns were pervasive enough, these

might account for the specific selection of ideas made by

trustees who seemingly had an eclectic approach to their
thinking about policy.

Although seven key concerns were identified, not all of

these were accorded equal status. In diminishing order of

importance, trustees concerned themselves with

1)acceptability, 2) specificity and clarity, 3) utility and

problem-solving, 4) workability, 5) tairness, 6) flexi-
bility, and 7) accessibility and communication. This

presented a problem in that not aIl respondents subscribed

to any one of these concerns. Consequently it could not be

suggested that any of these ïrere sufficiently generalized to

provide the basis for why trustees thought as they did.

However, further examination of the idenLified concerns, as

well as continued thought on the matter, eventually yielded

a different perspective.
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Chapter 3 discussed in detail each of the concerns

dealing with policy and policymaking, identified by trustees

in this study. it was pointed out that "acceptability' v¡as

the most frequently cited area of concern and that it
appeared to be the most significant area as well. Brief

allusion Ì{as made to the notion that the remaining six

concerns contributed towards "acceptabifity". It is the

pursual of that notion which appears fruitful in adding a

plausible dimension to our understanding of trustees'

thinking about policy and policymaking.

Taking the remaining six concerns identified by trustees

in the study, it is possible Lo examine them individually
and to see that each does indeed contribute to naccept-

ability". FoIlowing the arguments of Grasmere IfgZS] one can

accept that poticies which are'specificn and'clear'have a

far greater Iikelihood of finding acceptance than those

which are vague and ill-understood. Similarly, it is not

unreasonable to assume that policies which perform needed

functions and which solve identified problems are more

Iikely to be accepted than those for which there is no

apparent reason. t{orkability, the fourth identified
concern, can be seen to contribute towards nacceptability"

as well. Surely, a workable policy is far more acceptable

than one which is unmanageable by those charged with imple-

menting it. And so it is with the remaining concerns of

fairness, flexibility and accessibifity. ÀI1 of these iden-
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tified concerns deal with the promotion of acceptable poli-
cies to various groups.

It is possible to view the concerns of specificíty/
clarity, problem-solving, workability, fairness, flexi-
bility, and accessibility,/communication as elements of

acceptability. Although not meant to be a comprehensive

listing of the components of acceptability, it is possible

to visualize the identified concerns as elements which are

directed towards producing acceptability. Following this
argument, the subordinate concerns identified in the study

appear Èo be a reflection of individuals' biases towards

specific elements of acceptability. If this is the case,

then it suggests a different interpretation than was first
placed on the identification of the various concerns. Norv,

rather than having a list of different interests which

provide no unanimous focus, w€ have the single concern of

"acceptability" identified through respondents' orientations

towards some of its specific elements. Although it might be

possible to construct interesting arguments which would

relate individuals' degrees of concern for acceptability to
the particular element(s) on which they focused, these are

best left to further studies. Rather, it is felt that if
one can accept the notion of nacceptability" as just

outlined, and if it is plausible that all trustees in their
responses identif ied "acceptability" (either directly or

indirectly) as a concern, then it is important to examine
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what might be revealed to us about trustees' policy thinking

because of this.
The discovery of a pervasive concern wit,h "acceptability"

in trustees' thinking about policy and policymaking v¡as not

a radical finding. It served to confirm in the writer's
mind experiences he had undergone while working with trus-
tees in a variety of policymaking settings. However, the

identification of "acceptability" did more than just confirm

his experiences. rt isolated and identified in a much

clearer fashion what he had previously only been able to
l-abeI as "the politics involved in policymaking. " Now, with

a clearer grasp of what these so called "pofitics" entailed,

it lras possible to more fully understand how trustees think

about policy and policymaking.

Earlier in this discussion, considerable reference was

made to various policy models and the eclectic approach

trustees appeared to use when thinking about policy. In

order to understand how trustees appear to think about

policy and policymaking, it is first of aII necessary to

understand their eclectic approach and the variety of

choices that this approach offers to them. Examination of

the data generated reveals that many if not all policy

models in the literature can be used to explain processes

involved in educational policymaking. However, not all
models can be used simultaneously to understand specific
policy processes. It appears that various models of, and
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approaches to, policymaking are used at different times. As

pointed out in chapter 1, situational and contextual vari-
abLes can in part account for some of this variation, but it
does not furly exprain differences in poricies which deal

with the same issues and which are subject to the same

influences. The ultimate quesLion is then one of the basis

on which trustees select and adopt ideas, models or

approaches when formulating policy.
By considering both the notions of nacceptability" and

"eclecticism" just presented, and by Iinking these to what

has been said previously, it is now possibre to describe

what appears to happen in trustees' minds when faced with a

policy issue. To starL with, it appears that trustees begin

to think about poricy in very specific terms as a direct
resurt of some event, issue or problem which confronts them.

Àt that point, they either construe future replications of a

simirar nature or they don't. If they do not, policymaking

is abandoned in favor of immediate, specifíc decision making

and the process terminates. rf reprications are construed,
poricymaking continues and trustees examine as wide a range

of possibilities as are avairable to them. These specific
considerations are infruenced by each individual's partic:
urar "poricy pratform" as werr as by contextual and situ-
ational variabres. From their deriberations, trustees
select a mode or combination of modes which they feer are

appropriate for dealing with the problem facing them.
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Having rnade the selection of an appropriate mode or modes,

trustees then proceed to the actual policy striking phase,

after which the process is taken over by administrators who

implement it. Although trustees might again become involved

in the area if the particular policy developed proves to be

unacceptable, this wiI] occur through the initiation process

previously mentioned and wilI consLitute a reactivation of

the cyc le.

BOUNDED ECLECTICISM

The eclectic approach to policymaking which is apparent

in many of the respondents' statements does not occur in
isolation. Rather, the selection of policy options is
continually considered in light of the construed accept-

ability of any proposed alternatives. Trustee # 3 describes

the process as follows¡

ou kind of
your ques-

tions, and then fin
or want to alter, or

yo
mrn

alIy
tak

u listen to, y
d and then ask

.. . in the statements
chew them up in your

you may agree or disagree
e a different tack. (3.17)

Although some of the questioning alluded to here wilt no

doubt deal with specifics of proposed policies, there is no

doubt that guestions of acceptability are an indispensable

part of the process. Given the argument that acceptability
forms a part of trustees' "policy platformn, it is reason-

able to propose that much of this determination about

acceptabilit,y occurs as part of the "chewing upn that takes
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place in Lrustees' minds. It seems that trustees compare

their various thoughts with their constructions about what

will be acceptable to their various publics, and then pursue

those ideas which survive this assessment. PoIicy thinking
and alternatives appear to be measured against and

controlled by "acceptabifity". Às trustee # E indicated,

" it has to be at least acceptable. " (4.27 ) tf¡is minimum

requirement, which is reiterated by all of the respondents

through various phrases and sentiments, represents a caveat

upon trustees' eclectic approach to policymaking. Whereas

there is little doubt that trustees select, from as wide a

range as possible, ideas and thoughts about policy and poti-
cymaking, this selection is confined to those items which

falI within the parameters of acceptability. Because of

this., it appears that the approach used by trustees in their
thinking about policy and policymaking is one of "bounded

eclecticism" and that the boundary in any given situation is
"acceptability".

One Ì{ay of representing t.he process being discussed here

is by use of a flowchart.
In Figure 3, box E plays the critical role in determining

trustees' thoughts and actions. Unacceptability results in
a return to box D and poì-icy striking can only take place if
the criteria of acceptability represented by box E are

fulfilled.
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Figure 3: Steps Involved in policymaking

Although one might argue that there courd be other deter-
minants of trustees' policy thinking, no evidence in the
data f rom this study suggested any ot,her erement that was as
pervasively and consistentJ.y present as "acceptability".
Indeed I Erustees themselves appeared to acknowredge the
importance of this erement in their responses. The tran-
scripts show that arl of the respondents were either
directJ-y or indirectly concerned with "acceptabirityn. This
obvious concern coupled with an examination of various
statements about policy and policymaking reft the writer
with a more explicit understanding of 'the politics involved
in policymaking.n The author now feels that the npolitics'
of policymaking appear to be primarily the politics of
public satisfaction.
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Àt the outset of this study it was argued that neither

contextual nor procedural explanations appeared adequate to

the task of explaining noted differences in policy state-
ments. Rather, it was felt that any hope of expanded under-

standing must lie in areas beyond such considerations.

Based on suggestions by writers such as Dror [1968], wolt

ItglqJ, Eulau [1963], and on research conducted by Moskowítz

[1978J and Stassen [I972J, this study focused on the "policy
maps" of trusLees. In its simplest terms, "policy mapsn

referred to preconceived notions held by trustees about

policy and policymaking. The concern was with ways in which

trustees thought about policy and policymaking devoid of

specific content. Although it was possible to identify key

elements and patterns in trustees' generic thoughts about

policy and policymaking, reasons for the existence of .such

patterns vrere not readily apparent. By going beyond this
simple identification process and by analyzing the findings

in the light of some of the literature on human thinking and

on policy anaì-ysis, it vras possible to devel-op a plausible

and expanded understanding of trustees' thinking about

policy and policymaking. Although the author feels that

this analysis ís indeed accurate, it is recognized that the

understandings presented here are, at least in part, a func-

tion of his experiences and personal ontology. Different
experiences and ontological perspectives might generate

different understandings. However, this was an exploratory
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study to determine whether or not investigation of trustees'

"policy maps" might be a fruitful avenue for increased

understanding of policy processes in education. In the

writer's case, this type of investigation did yield new

insights and one must suppose then, that others could also

develop expanded understandings frorn this and simil-ar

studies.



Chapter V

SUMMARY, MÀJOR FTNDINGS, AND IMPLICATTONS

This study arose out of the author's interest in under-

standing variations among school- boards in policy statements

dealing with identical topics. It vras the author's percep-

tion and understanding that trustees viewed policymaking as

one of their prime functions. This perception had been

derived from experiences working with trustees in a variety
of siLuations in Manitoba school divisions and districts.
During that time, several instances came up where different
trustees framed differing policies about the same issues.

The reasons for arriving at such different policy statements

were not readily apparent. This prompted the writer Lo

investigate policy literature in an attempt to understand

the processes which resulted in discrepant policy state-
ments. Out of this reading, the writer emerged with a

variety of perspectives about policy and policymaking, but

stilI wit.h an understanding insufficient to explain noted

differences in ,statements. However, when reading in the

policy area, it r{as noted that certain authors posited the

notion that individuals have preconceived views or 'maps'

about policy, and that these were influential in determining

249
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their subseguent thoughts. In view of the rack of research
into the idea of policy maps, pêrticularly with respect to
school trustees, it seemed worthwhire to inúestigate the
existence of such "maps" in trustees' poricy thinking.

The research that arose from this was to be exploratory
in nature. Its design was to investigate whether or not

"maps', as described in some of the literature, appeared
presenL in trustees' poricy thinking, and whether or not the
study of such "maps" might be useful in more furry
expraining policy processes for trustees in Manitoba.

SUMMÀRY

The purpose of the study v¡as to find out how Manitoba
school trustees thought about policy and poricymaking. Àny

attempt to examine how trustees thought could only be

approached inferentially from a sorid understanding of their
ideas about poricy and policymaking. In order Lo make

reasonable inferences, it v¡as important to design the study
in such a way that large quantities of data would be gener-
ated for analysis.

The format serected for the research was that of an

interview study. The nat.ure of this work required that
participants be allowed to express themselves as freely as

possible on the guestions under investigation. This was

crucial in order to gather sufficient information for making
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inferences later on. The use of questionnaires and other

survey instruments $¡as considered, but discarded in favor of

the interview. It v¡as felt that other techniques, although

appropriate for statisticaÌ and quantitative studies, would

serve to I imi t the responses of part ic ipants and in that v¡ay

confine the possible findings of the study.

The interview format used vras open-ended in that respon-

dents v¡ere free to answer in whatever yray t,hey felt appro-

priate. However, although the direction of the interviews

was influenced by the responses given to questions, the

overaLl structure i.¡as guided by a matrix of six key ques-

tions and five dimensions to each of these.

The sample used for this study consisted of seventeen

Manitoba school trustees who were aII serving on boards at

the time of the interviews. In order to eliminate personal

bias, the writer asked an employee of the Manitoba

Association of School Trustees to generate names of trustees

who might be contacted. This was done on the basis of

regional representation in the province and paid particular

attention towards arriving at a sample evenly represented on

the basis of sex, residence, a9e, socio-economic level,

education, and employment status. Once the sample had been

generated, the interviews were arranged and carried out.

Interviews were held with each member of the sample.

Locations for the interviews lrere arrived at by mutual

consent and included private homes, places of work, and
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hoter rooms. Each participant vras asked the same guiding
questions with additional variations being made depending on

the responses received. All interviews were recorded on

magnetic tape, and the average length was between sixty and

seventy-f ive minutes.

After the interviews, transcripts reere made for each one,

and a summary of each interview was written as werr. These

vrere mai l-ed out to respondents f or thei r comments.

Following this, individual summary grids vrere constructed
and a colrective summary of arl interviews was written.
Analysis of the data took place thereafter.

MAJOR FTNDINGS

From the experience . of the interviews and from analysis
of the data generated in this study, it is possible to iden-
tify a number of key findings:

1 ) Trustees in this study hold mental 'Epg* about
policv and policymakinq. None of the respondents
interviewed had any difficulty in providing ansvrers to
questions posed, even though such questions were

removed from any policy or policymaking context. It
was obvious that each individuat had preset ideas
about poricy and policymaking, and that these could be

ericited by non-specific questioning. Arthough it is
not possibre to generalize to the entire trustee popu-
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gives credence to the existence of "policy
suggested by writers such as Moskowitz [1978].
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research

mapsn as

2) Trustees' ".po.l_!g.y. [gpg" are influential in deter-

mininq how thev think and act in policymakinq areas.

The respondents in the study professed the existence

of a strong Iink between their thoughts about policy

and policymaking and their approaches to these areas.

Apart from this admission by the participants, study

of the transcripts showed that there vras a strong

similarity between ideas related and examples given.

As weIl, dif f erent but related questions r¡rere answered

in such a r{ay as to lend credibility to the claim that
personal views had an effect on approaches.

3) The manners in which trustees think about policy

and policvmakinq are notably di f ferent . The partici-
pants in this study had much clearer thoughts about

policymaking than about policy. while policymaking

was definitively thought of in terms of a process with

a discrete beginning and end, policy was much less

clearly defined. Trustees' notions about policy were

in large part nebuLous with only two readily identifi-
able elements. These were acceptability and direc-
tiveness, and formed part of a general policy platform

held by respondents. This platform of policy thinkíng
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influenced policy ideas in êontent specific areas and

in policymaking. Trustees in this study vrere more

comfortable talking about.policymaking as opposed to

policy. This appeared due to the more tangible and

observable nature of policymaking.

4 ) Trustee thinking about policv and policymakinq is
Dro-a ctive as well as reactive. Although much of the

normative Iiterature in the area claims that the poli-
cymaking process is Iargely reactive and conducted

without reference to long term goals IBraybrooke and

Lindblom. 1968; Mann. 1975¡ Harman. 1975¡ Smith. 1976¡

Meier. 1979¡ Haner. 1976,7, Manitoba trustees t,hink

pro-actively with respect to policy and policymaking.

The emphasis on the reactive nature of policy as found

in the Iiterature is accurate in describing the initi-
ation stages of trustees' policymaking. However, it
is inaccurate for subsequent stages. If policymakers

anticipate that issues will be recurring, they wilt
approach them pro-actively. that is, they wiII be

concerned about such things as their goals, the long-

term implications of the policies, the attributes of

good and bad policies, and about the effectiveness and

acceptability of such policies.

5) Trustees think about policv in terms of

with the suggestions of

directive-
ness. I n keepi ng many policy
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writers, all respondents viewed policies as directive
in nature. Although variations existed in descrip-

tions of directiveness, these vrere indications of

personal orientation. Whereas it had been supposed

that trustees thought dichotomously about policy by

identifying rule versus guideline characteristics, it
was discovered that such was not the case. No consid-

eration was given to non-directiveness in policy. In

fact, policy by definition included directivenesss in
trustees' thinking platforms on the subject.

6) Trustees' understandinq of the terms "guideline"
and nflexibility" are somewhat specialized. A great

deal of emphasis vras given by respondents to the

notion of flexibility in policy and policymaking.

When describing policies as "guidelines', trusteesr

thinking did not by and large include ideas of inter-
pretational latitude Flexibility for the partici-
pants vras only viewed as a characteristic of the poli-
cymaking process and not of its implementation. The

term nguideline" referred to the direction provided by

the board and was devoid of any discretionary implica-

tions.

7) Trustees think about policy and policvmakinq in an

ec lec t ic f ashion. Many of the answers provided by

respondents suggested that trustees thought about

policy and poLicymaking in a variety of ways. These
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variations in thoughts were not restricted to

differences between individuals. Rather, many respon-

dents suggested a combination of thoughts about policy

and policymaking within their own interviews. Some of

these simultaneously held ideas appeared contradictory

to each other. However, analysis of the interviews

revealed that trustees think abstractly about policy

and policymaking in a variety of ways and then select

from this variêty, those ideas most appropriate in

specific situations

8) Trustees' thinking about policv and policvmakinq is
acceptability.bounded ÞI considerations of public

The most pervasive concern of trustees in the areas of

policy and policymaking was that of acceptability.
Although'the array of possible policy thinking open to

trustees was vast, only ideas and actions which met

trustees' perceptions of public acceptability vtere

adopted. This was very much in keeping with

Grasmere's ideas about the direction of educational

administration IGrasmere. 1975]. For trustees, contex-

tual and situational variabl-es affected what would be

deemed acceptable and it was for this reason that

seemingly anomolous ideas could be adopted by the same

individuals at diffenent times.
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9) Trustees can readil y identify desirable elements of

qood policy. while attributes of good policy are to a

certain extent subsets of public acceptabiJ.iLy, trus-
tees nonetheless ident i fy other elements of good

policy. The most frequently used descriptors charac-

terize good policy as policy that is a) fair, b)

cLear, c) useful, d) workable, e) fair, f) adaptable

and g) widely communicated. Trustees almost exclu-

sively constrain themselves to these items in their
descriptions of good policy. It appears that these

constitute the fundamental elements of good policy in

trustees' minds.

10) Trustees' views of bad policy centre on one theme.

Trustees frequently characterize bad policy as policy
which lacks some or alt of thë previously mentioned

elements of good policy. However, the point of

emphasis in trustees' thoughts on bad poticy is that
bad policy does not work. It does not accompJ-ish what

it sets out to do, and at times creates more difficul-
Lies Lhan it overcomes.
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CONCLUSIONS ÀND IMPLICÀTIONS

Educational policy and policymaking by Manitoba school

trustees is a complex topic. Much of the writing in the

areas of npolicy sciencesn and "policy analysis" can add to

our understanding of the educational policy processes of

trustees. However, given the abundant supply of models and

theoretical frameworks posited in the literature, it is not

the purpose here to expound on yet another paradigm.

Nonetheless, the evidence from this study indicates that

attention to thinking patterns of trustees with respect to
policy and policymaking is important in providing an

expanded understanding of overall policy processes.

The findings of this study are, by design, inconclusive

in and of themselves. However, the exploratory nature of.

this work vras to investigat,e the utility of studying trus-
tees' "policy maps" as a means of adding to our under-

standing of policy and policymaking in education. This

exploration was fruitful, and it is now possible to give at

least partial anslrers to the research guestions originally
posed:

1 ) what

about the

vrews are

nature of

held by Manitoba school trustees
policy and policymaking?

From The

Man i toba

data generated by this study, it appears that

trustees think of policy as a functional
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tool, primarily designed to assist in directing opera-

tions of the school division. It is felt that policy

is derived from a variety of sources but controlled by

the school board and that it is inexorably bound up

with political satisfaction and public acceptability.

Policymaking is considered to be a process which is
deliberate, planned, sequential in nature, and which

will produce policies that are acceptable to a board's

various publics while at the same time achieving a

desired goal. Policymaking is viewed as a both reac-

tive and forward looking in its attempt to develop

policies that wilI solve immediate problems, âs weII

as ones anticipated at some later time.

2) why do Manitoba

do with regard to

making?

school trustees

the nature of

hold the views they

policy and policy-

According to respondents in this study, the views held

about the nature of policy and policymaking come from

two sources. The most prevalent source is that of

experience with policies and policymaking. ÀIthough

experience on a schoolboard appears to be the most

significant type of experience contributing to the

views held, trustees also acknowledge as important,

experiences within the education system as parents,

students, and taxpayers. Às welI, experiences from
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Iife situations
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views heId.

are c ited as
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contributing

relate tothese usually

À second and lesser source of respondents' views is
intuition. Frequently trustees cite "feeling" as

responsible for their t,houghts. This is particularly
the case when discussing views of policy in the

generic sense. It appears that trustees have diffi-
culty thinking of policy in an abstract, content-free

manner. However I although some respondents have

difficulty arLiculating their ideas, âI1 have views on

t.he nature of policy. It seems that what the respon-

dents describe as intuition may well be the accumula-

tion of past experiences dealing with content-specific
policy matters and which, over time, have given rise
to their vievrs. The inability to pinpoint any single

experience, coupled with the inability to recall all
the experiences leading to a particular viewpoint

appears to have resulted in trustees' perceptions of

intuition as a source of their views.

3) How have these views come to exist in the minds of

the trustees involved?

To the respondents in this study, the development of

the views that they held was considered to be directJ.y

related Lo experience. From the responses given, the
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experiences one has as a trustee appear to be almost

the only formative influence in viewpoint development.

Àlthough trustees begin their terms of office with

views about the nature of policy and policymaking, and

although these may have been developed through a

series of Iife experiences unrelated to education or

trusteeship, any further growth and development of

their views appears to be almost exclusively influ-

enced by their experiences as board members.

4) In what ways do

by trustees affect
process?

and perceptions that are held

approach to the policymaking

views

their

ÀIthough this study did not attempt to measure observ-

able effects between viewpoints and approaches to

policymaking, trustees believe that there is a high

degree of congruence between their views and their
approaches. ÀII trustees feel that they act in accor-

dance with their viewpoints. However, it was pointed

out by several respondents that they had not given too

much Lhought to policy and policymaking. Às a conse-

quence, it appears logical that individual approaches

to policymaking which might appear incongruous with

the views generally put forth by trustees are not

indicative of a lack of effect between views and

approaches. Instead, they more Iíkely result from
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viewpoints.
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and clarification of individual

ÀIthough it is possible to reach tentative conclusions

such as those just outlined, it appears obvious that

numerous questions and speculative possibifities arise from

this study. Such speculation should not be overlooked or

minimized as it provides an important basis for future

research and development in the areas of policy and policy-
making for school trustees. The following outlines two

areas which raise interesting and critical guestions

relating to educational policy processes.

Policv Thinkinq as a Basis for Policymakinq

Throughout the course of the interviews, several trustees

made comments with respect to the utility of the study and

the methodology used. At the same time, many respondents

indicated that it would have been useful to have had the

interview questions beforehand in order to prepare for the

int,erview itself. Frequently trustees suggested never

having thought about policy and policymaking in the fashion

demanded by this study. Yet, it lras generally felt that the

interviews had helped them to organize their thoughts more

clearly by making them articulate the views they held about

policy and policymaking. If, as suggested by the respon-

dents, there exists a high degree of congruence between
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trustees views and their approaches to policymaking, one

must ask how trustees who have not thought about policy and

policymaking can function. The claim made by the respon-

dents was that the ways in which they thought about policy

and policymaking directly affected their approaches to poli-
cymaking. In other words, the trustees interviewed claimed

that lheir policy actions were the direct result of their
policy thinking.

One might speculaLe from this claim that trustees who

fee] uncertain about their views of policy must then

approach policymaking with a similar uncertainty. However,-

trustees who state that they have never thought about the

subjecÈ pose a, peculiar problem. ÀIthough the claim is made

Iinking thought to action, it is obvious thaL action occurs

even though policy thinking may not be present. If such is
the case, then one is left wondering about the basis for
these individuals' actions when involved in policymaking.

The high degree of concern with public acceptability in
policymaking pointed to earlier might be accounted for by a

lack of policy thinking on the part of trustees. Because of

the political nature of a trustee's office, one can under-

stand that political thinking takes up a good portion of a

board member's time. It ís possible that if policy thinking
is not weII developed, then trustees turn to political
thinking as a more familiar substitute.
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Without doubt this hotds implications for the design and

delivery of trustee training and development programs. Of

more interest, however, are Lhe possibilities which might

arise from training programs that would introduce and demand

policy thinking of trustees. For example, would such

programs result in educational policymaking dístinctively
less concerned with the politics of public acceptability?

If such were the case, would it be desirable? It appears

obvious that a great deal more research is necessary.

Although the respondents claim that their thoughts govern

their actions, this statement needs validation. if it is
proven to be true, w€ are faced with one set of questions.

If false, then the entire area of "effect on approach to

policymakingn must be examined in great detail.

The Nature of Educational Policymaking

Às pointed out earlier, trustees describe the development

of their viewpoints as occurring strictly within the context

of school board policymaking. Although they acknowledge

that a variety of life experiences gave rise to their
initial views about policy and policymaking, few give any

evidence of having had developmental experiences outside of

schoolboard activities. There appears to be a marked

differentiation between trustees' professional activities
and the balance of their lives. Even though this distinc-
tion is understandable, the development of policy viewpoinLs
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in isolation from aII other Iife situations poses problems.

One must ask what so distinguishes education from aIl other

of life's activities,. that only educational experiences can

play a formaLive role in the development of trustees' policy

thinking. Education, which draws from a wide variety of

disciplines, and which st,resses integration into al-I f acets

of life does not seem to demand such isolationism. Yet, few

of the trustees interviewed in this study attributed devel-

opment of their policy thoughts to any experiences occurring

outside of the educational system. It is perhaps for this
reason that such a high degree of agreement was found to

exist in trustees' views about the policymaking process.

while such agreement may not of necessity constitute a

problern in and of itself, the possibility exists that growth

and development of policy thinking may be severely limited
if it is believed to occur solely in the context of school-

board experience. It seems possible that one of the reasons

that schoolboards experience very similar problems and

construct fairly similar policies is that they aIl constrain

their learning to the same environment.

Again, one can speculate as to the implications that such

a finding hotds for trustees' work. Does the heavy reliance

on schoolboard experience to develop policy viewpoints of

trustees result in a narrow parochialism? Would efforts
through training programs designed to bring in Iearning

experiences from outside of the educational environment
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produce differenL or improved policy thinking? As is often

noted, trustees at times appear to operate in isolation from

teachers, departments of education, administrators, students

and parents. Indeed, the same can be said of each of these

groups. Nonetheless, it is perhaps possible that, if trus-
tees focussed on developing their viewpoints by using Lhe

entire range of their life experiences, some of the educa-

tional isolationism that presently exists might disappear.

Surely such a possibility warrants investigatÍon.

There is little doubt that, âs a result of this explora-

tory study, speculative possibilities are endless. One

could go on interminably posing possibilities and outcomes.

However, the importance of this work lies not so much in the

content of the speculations that arise, but in the genera-

tion of such speculation. Given the well established

history of schoolboards in Manitoba, it appears that little
is likely to change in the areas of policy and policymaking

unless some catalyst stimulates the development of policy

thinking. Concern with "public acceptabilityn and "direc-
tiveness" is not a new phenomenon for board members.

Nonetheless, there is little reason to believe that change

or development in truste.es' pol icy think ing has occurred

over the last ten years. It is time, therefore, to investi-
gate and speculate about possibitities within the educa-

tional policymaking area. Failure to do so will result in
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policy processes which are stagnant and which prevent trus-
tees from reaching their fuII potential as policymakers. Às

well, policy processes which are static instead of dynamic

will result in policies which are, only marginal in their
effectiveness. Given the ever increasing demands and

complexities of educational systems, Lrustees need the

increased opportunities which might be provided by creative

and dynamic policy processes. Such opportunities will come

about only by careful examination and thinking in the areas

of policy and policymaking. Speculative musings about

policy processes such as the ones just presented cannot be

considered indulgent luxuries. Rather, they must be viewed

as an essential part of policy and policymaking in educa-

tion.
Accepting that speculation is necessary for the develop-

ment of policy thinking, it becomes obvious that additional
research is also needed. The following three suggestions

are immediate areas in which further study could be under-

taken:

1) Given the strong agreement by respondents that

their approach to policy and policymaking is affected

by the npolicy maps" that they ho1d, studies should be

undertaken to verify this. Such studies should focus

on the identification of npolicy maps" of specific
trustee groups and then comparatively analyze policy

statements of these groups. In this manner, it should
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be possible to more clearly delineate the effects of

various "policy maps" on both approaches to, and the

f raming of , pol icy st,atements.

2) In view of the necessity and importance of input in
policymaking, âs acknowledged by trustees, further
studies should focus on identifying "policy maps" of

other involved groups. Investigation of how superin-

tendents and other administrators think about policy
and policymaking would add to an overall understanding

of the interactive aspects ot educationa] policy
processes.

3) One area not addressed in this study is that of a

collective "policy mapn for a single board. Whereas

the existence of individual "policy mapsn helps to
explain specific approaches and ways of thinking about

poJ.icy and policymaking by individuals, examination is
needed into how boards acting with one voice (i.e.
corporately) proceed through policy thinking and poli-
cymaking. Although potitical bargaining and simple

majority vote appear to be like1y explanations of what

occurs, this should be either verified or refuted
through in depth study. Investigation of the interac-
tion between differing or conflicting individual
"policy mapsn, and how these differences are trans-
formed into a collective npolicy map", would add to
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our increased understanding of educational policy

processes.

Àpart from the ímplications that can be drawn

study, the findings of this research hold at

immediate suggestions for the training of school

for further

Ieast five
trustees:

1) Given that trustees do possess "policy mapsn and

that these in turn are influential in affecting their
approach to policy and policymaking, those responsible

for trustee training should determine the desired

shape and contents of such maps. Knowing the desired

outcomes, training should focus on lhe identified
elements of such 'mapsn. rn this way it, would be

possible to reduce conflicting mindsets which night

stand in Lhe vray of productive policy processes.

2l Given that policy thinking by trustees centres, at

Ieast in part, oD directiveness, trustees should be

given the opportunity Lo study and examine organíza-

tionaL models and theories in order to arrive at a

determination of the appropriate leve1 of direction
for their particular policies. This would allow for a

reduction lof internal conflicts based on different
orientations towards directiveness.

3) As trustees approach policy Èhinking in

fashion bounded largely by their notions

an eclectic
of accept-
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abi 1i ty, a component of trustee tra in ing should

include exposure to a wide range of policy models,

theories, options, and alternatives. By exposing

trustees to such an array of ideas, the stock of

"toolst' from which Lhey could eclectically draw in a

specific situation would be greatly increased. This

would result in trustees better prepared to handle

pol icymaking si tuations.

4) In view of the fact that trustees' thinking about

policy and policymaking is bounded by their percep-

tions of acceptability, it appears appropriate to
train trustees in methods of assessing public accept-

ability. ÀIthough trustees are concerned with accept-

ability presently, they need training in how to deter-

mine acceptability and the degree of acceptability
present in any of their various publics. Coupled with

this, trustee development should include an under-

standing of the varying significance to be attached to

different publics in specific situations. In this
wây, trustees will be able to maximize their role as

policymakers by quickly determining acceptability
Ìevels and by using their time more productively

assessing the options open to them.

5) As trustees appear to learn particularly from expe-

rience, it is important that they be given at least
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the vicarious experience of rearning frorn other boards

in policymaking situations. This can be accomplished

by familiarizing them with examples of policy deci-
sions of other boards dealing with similar subjects.
Àlthough a poor substitute for direct experience, such

exerc ises will broaden the base from which they

operate. Às well, âs trustees continue in office,
they should be given both the time and opportunity to
become involved in poJ-icymaking. providing trustees
with opportunities to make policy wiII accelerate the

learning process that must take place to provide for
the individual's professional growth.

The suggestions presented here are not craimed to be

panaceas in and of themselves. However, taking them

together and imprementing them simultaneously in a program

for trustee training wourd result in capitali zíng on how

trustees think about policy and poricymaking. Further
research in this area wourd no doubt suggest additional
training ideas. without doubt, these wourd arso contribute
to our understanding and practice of educational policy
processes.
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Àppendix A

PRELIMINARY INTERVTEW SCHEDULE

1. In your own words, tell me what you feel policy is.
2. why do you hold this particular viewpoint?

3. Has this viewpoint developed or changed over time? If
so, how?

4 . Does this view of pol icy which you hold af f ecL the r{ay

you approach policymaking at lhe board table? Hovr?

5. Can you give me some examples of policy?

6. Do you feel policy to be necessary? (Could school boards

do without policy?)

7. Why do you hold this viewpoint?

8. Has you opinion changed in this regard? If so, how and

when?

9. Does this opinion affect your approach to policymaking?

How?

10. Can you give me some examples of why policy is necessary

(or unnecessary) ?

11. Who makes school division policy?

12. Why do you say that?
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13. Can you give me examples of policies that have been made

by ?

14. How have you arrived at this perception of who makes

pol icy?

15. Does the viewpoint you hold about who makes policy
affect the way in which you approach policymaking? How?

16. How is policy made? (wf¡at are the processes or proce-

dures? )

J-7. Can you give examples of this?
l-8. How have you arrived at this conclusion about the poli-
cymaking process?

19. Does this viewpoint of the policymaking process affect
your own approach to policymaking? How?

20, What are the attributes (elements) of a good policy?
2I. Why do you say that?

22. How have you arrived at this conclusion?

23. Does this opinion affect yourh to policymaking? How?

24. Can you give examples of good policies?
25. What constitutes a bad (weak/poor) policy?

26, Can you give me examples of this?
27. How have you come to hold t.his point of view?

28. Does your viewpoint about what constitutes bad (weak/

poor) policy affect your approach to poticymaking? How?



Appendix B

REVISED INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Demoqraohí c Data

1. Sex.

2. Age.

3. Occupation.

4. School Division.
5. Length of time as trustee.
6. Offices held as trustee.
7. Education.

Focused Oues tions
1. What is policy?

2. Can you give me

3. How is policy
des i res ?

4. Why do you hold

5. Has your view of

becoming a trustee?

some examples?

different from goals, objectives or

this particular viewpoint?

the nature of policy changed since first
Why? How?
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6. Does your view of the nature of poricy affect your

approach to policymaking?

7. Do you think policy is necessary? Why?

8. Can you give me some examples of this?
9. Has your opinion changed in this regard? How? why?

10. Does your opinion about the necessity of policy affect
your approach to policymaking?

11. Should polícy be written down? Àlways? Why?

12. If poricy shourd be written down, how should it be

organ i zed?

13. Who makes school division policy?

14. How much input should these individuals have?

15. what is the rore of the individual trustee in the poli-
cymaking process?

16. can you give me exampres of policies that have been made

by ?

17. Has your view of who makes policy changed from when you

}¡ere a beginning trustee? In what way? why did this change

come about?

18. Does the viewpoint you hord about who makes poricy
af f ect the rday in which you approach pol icymaking? How?

19. Can you give me examples of this?
20. How are poricies made? what processes or procedures are
i nvolved?

21. What things influence how policy is made?
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22. How do you know when a policy needs to be made or
revi sed?

23. Can you give me some examples?

24. How have you arrived at these concrusions about the
policymaking process?

25. Does this viewpoint of how poricy is made affect your
own approach to policymaking? How?

26. what are the attributes (erements) of a good policy?
27. Why do you say that?
28. How have you arrived at this conclusion?
29, Can you give me examples of good poticies?
30. Ðoes your view of the attributes of good poricy affect
your approach to policymaking?

31. How do you evaluate policy?
32. What constitutes a bad (weak,/poor) policy?
33. Can you give me examples of this?
34. How have you come to hold this point of view?
35. Does your viewpoint about what constitutes bad fueak/
poor) policy affect your approach to policymaking? How?

36. Have you had any particular experiences as a trustee
which have shaped your views about policy? Describe them.
37. This research is concerned with how trustees think about
policy and policymaking. r feer that the yray trustees think
about poricy and policymaking might be infruential- in deter-
mining the kinds of policy statements that are made. How do
you feel about this?
38. Do you think that this kind of research is worthwhire?
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39. why do you say thaL?

40. Ðo you feel that the questions you've answered are suit-
able for gathering the kind of information I am looking for?
41. Is there anyLhing that you'd rike to add which you feel
is important to this study and which has not been covered?



Àppendix C

LETTER SOLICITING PÀRTICIPÀTION

November 24, 1982.

Dear

r am a graduate student in Educationar Àdministration. The

proposar for my doctorar dissertation involves research in
the area of trustees' thinking about policy and policy-
making. rn order to complete this project, I wirr need to
interview some twenty incumbent trustees. In attempting to
choose participants, your name has been suggested by the
MÀsT office as a possibre interviewee. I am writing there-
fore to give you time to consider whether or not you might
be wiJ.Iing to take part in this study.

what will be required of the participants will
to a series of questions about policy and

which I have prepared. The interview will

be to respond

policymaking,

last approxi-

29r



mately one hour.

later analysi s,

respondents.

Although interviews will be taped

I do guarantee absolute anonymity to

292

for

the

I will be contacting you by telephone in the middle of
December to find out whether or not you are wirling to
participate in this study. should you be willing, we wiÌl
be abl-e to schedure the interview at that time. Alr inLer-
views wilr take place in January. In the meantime, I would
ask that you give this request some thought and considera-
tion.

Thank you in advance for your anticipated co:operation.

RespecLfully yours,

Ken Woodley

Graduate Student

Rm. 145

Faculty of Education



Appendix D

SUMMÀRY VÀLIÐÀTION LETTER

May 25, 1983.

Dear Participant:

As a follow-up to the interview that e¡e had some months

back, r am sending you my anarysis of our conversation. As

I mentioned at the time, I am soriciting your reactions to
this anarysis and I wourd ask that you respond to the gues-
tions at the bottom of this page. once you have commented,

prease return this sheet in the enclosed serf-addressed
enverope by June 8,1983. rf I have not received a response
by this date, I wirl assume that you do not wish to comment

on the analysis.

In order

sation,

script.

to refresh your memory

I have also included a

I would point out that

with respect to our conver-

copy of the interview tran-
this is only a working copy;
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the transcript that
have all identifying

will appear in the finished
names and references deleted

294

study will
from it.

I would ask t,hat you base your response about the anarysis
on your thinking at the time of the inLerview. I appreciate
that your thoughts and feerings may have changed since that
time, but I can onry analyze the data that was presented at
the time.

Thank you in advance for your anticipated co-operation in
this matter.

Respectfully yours,

Kenneth t{oodley

1. Ðoes the analysis accuratery represent your views about
poricy and policymaking as communicated in the interview?
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2. Is the stress on and identification of key elements in
your Lhinking appropriate?

3. Does the analysis capture the tone
thoughts on policy and policymaking
i nterv i ew?

and

at

of

of

substance

the time

your

the



Appendix E

LETTER OF OBJECTION FROM TRUSTEE # 5

June 3, 1983.

Dear Mr. Woodley,

Your anarysis is based on assumptions and appears centered
on proving a certain phil0sophy. r an most unhappy with the
entire interview. The questions v¡ere highly philosophical
and I had not seen Lhem prior to the interview. Às r
answered the questions, very ofLen you received musings on
points which were not arways related to the questions as it
was very difficutt to ansr{er them v¡ithout prior thought.
Your prognosis of this difficulty I had is that I was uncer-
tain. I feel no such emotion on the subject.

r feel it is onry fair if r too may be anarytical. The

interview was not set up in a manner that would draw out
main points. For example:

- 296
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1. I'rhen a school division is f irst f ormed, a highry
structured set of guidelines and goars have to be
created.

2- The poricies we discussed wourd be secondary to
this and complimentary to it; thus not needing the
same structuring that original policy reguired. your
questions ignored this.
3. Policy making, however accomplished must be by
practicar means and cannoL be accomplished by some
philosophical avenue, yet your int.erview see¡ns struc-
tured toward philosophy.

r am not happy with the interview as it does not correctry
refLect what poricymaking has been rike in our division, As
wellr lou anaryze some points, ignore others, showing a
decided bias towards specific phirosophies. If you use the
interview in your thesis ¡rou are coming to concrusions that
may not be fair to you or your reader. The interview does
not actualry refrect what is, so your analysis courd welr
come to farse conclusions. rt is for this reason that I
suggest you conduct your thesis on other ínterviervs and
discard mine as not being appropriate information to
include.

CordiaIly,

Trustee # s




